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RESUMO 
Esta pesquisa trata das intersecções entre identidades LGBT (Lésbicas, Gays, Bissexual, 
Travestis, mulheres e homens Transexuais/Transgêneros) e judias no contexto brasileiro, 
especificamente na cidade de São Paulo. A metodologia é de caráter qualitativo, combinando uma 
abordagem histórica e etnografia, lançando mão de recursos como observação participante e 
entrevistas semiestruturadas. O objetivo geral do projeto é compreender as articulações entre 
identidade judaica e gênero e sexualidade em termos de formação de identidades coletivas e 
comunidades. Será realizada uma análise “cross-cultural” com o objetivo de compreender as 
implicações de transnacionalíssimos e da diáspora na formação de uma comunidade imaginada. A 
pesquisa deve contribuir para uma reflexão sobre as implicações relacionadas à negociação do 
segredo entre interlocutores auto identificados como judeus LGBT.  
Palavras-Chaves: LGBT, Judeus LGBT, Gênero, Sexualidade, Trans/Travesti 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
This research deals with the intersections in LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bissexual, Travesti, 
Transsexual/Transgênero men and women) and Jewish identities in a Brazilian context, 
specifically that of São Paulo, Brazil. The methodology is of a qualitative approach, combining 
both historical and ethnographic approaches, using such methods as participant observation and 
semi-structured interviews. The general objective of this project is to comprehend the 
articulations between a Jewish identity, gender, and sexuality in terms of forming collective 
identities and communities. A cross-cultural analysis will be used with the objective to 
understand the implications that transnationalisms and the diaspora have in forming an imagined 
community. The research will contribute to a larger reflection about the implications related to 
the negotiation of “the secret” among interlocutors self-identified as LGBT Jews.  
 
Key Words: LGBT, LGBT Jews, Gender, Sexuality, Transgender/Travesti
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Given the globalized reality of the Jewish experience1 , most Jews have international 
connections to other cultural contexts and realities. To clarify, there is no one single Jewish 
experience in which we can build our assumptions. The multiplicity and diversity of Jewish 
communities and Jewish individuals lends itself to a unique position in which the Jewish 
experience can vary tremendously. However, the fact that there are similarities and trends that 
could be studied in this population, considering both locally and internationally, we can look at 
aspects that help to guide our understanding of what it means to be Jewish with different 
intersections of identity. Whether this similarity is in terms of religious sect, racialization, class, 
gender, or sexuality, through modern technology and global connections to other communities 
many Jews are able (at some level) to find others like them. This work explores the factors that 
form the narrative for Brazilian LGBT Jews based on their stories and experiences while 
contributing to a global narrative of an LGBT Jewish experience. Although I myself am not 
Brazilian, I have undertaken this field of study for a variety of factors that will be discussed 
further in this text. As an LGBT Jewish trans woman and an immigrant to Brazil I have witnessed 
first hand much of the exclusion and isolation LGBT Jews can face when attempting to interact 
with the “Jewish community”. Combining personal experiences and narrative with the lived 
experiences of my interlocutors we discover trends and relationships in this complex and nuanced 
subjectivity.  
Intersections of identity reveal the complications of the specific notion of identity held by 
different individuals when linked by a common subjectivity. Research done on differences of 
identity and subjectivity is a theme aptly explored in Brazilian Anthropology and can be found in 
the research of Isadora Lins França (2012), Regina Facchini (2005), and Guita G. Debert (1998) 
among many others. Expanding to a USA and international context can find scholars such as 
Trinh Minh Ha (1989), Gloria Wekker (2006), and Avtar Brah (1996) discussing subjectivity and 
identity with their impacts on the individual or collective experience in society. This research in 
particular focuses on the intersection of Jewish identity, sexuality, and gender in a Brazilian 
 
1 Jewish experience is a broad reaching term that I utilize although I recognize the infinite variations that may occur 
even with this limited terminology. 
 
 
 
 
11 
context, specifically that of the São Paulo metropolitan area. On a more localized theoretical 
level, anthropologists such as Marta Topel (2008) and Misha Klein (2012) have addressed the 
Jewish experience in São Paulo, the paradoxes and trends that have emerged on a community 
level within the context of specific groups of São Paulo Jews. The anthropology of Jews is 
relatively recent endeavor undertaken by anthropologists in the sense of treating Jews as dynamic 
subject as opposed to static subjects, deemed as “historically static” rather than shifting with 
current global politics (BRINK-DANAN, 2008). This trend has shifted since the formation of 
Israel as a nation state in colonized Palestine with Israeli anthropologists creating anthropological 
perspective on the development of the Israeli people and culture in the larger context of a global 
Jewish experience. Inclusion and participation of Jewish individuals in anthropology, as 
anthropologists has been far more historically common than Jews as an anthropological subject. 
Several famous founders of classic anthropology, such as Boas and Levi-Strauss, came from 
Jewish families and discussed how their double positionality as fluctuating members of larger 
society and the Jewish community allowed them a unique perspective on anthropological inquiry.  
The question of Jews studying Jews is one that resonates in various anthropological works 
and scholarly works in general. The study of the Jewish community, outside of a religious 
context, has had different historical trajectories. Much of the ethnographic and cultural studies of 
Jews (produced in non-dehumanizing ways) were produced by Jews themselves. Discounting the 
work done by German anthropologists during the early and mid 1900’s, done to denigrate, expel, 
and exterminate the Jewish people, Jewish anthropology did not get its place as an anthropology 
of the “home” until Israeli anthropologists began their work (BRINK-DANAN, 2008). Yet during 
this time, American anthropologists also began creating dialogue around what it means to be a 
Jew, exploring the racialization of Jews within the racial system in the United States. Resulting 
from this exploration and initiative taken by United States anthropologists, Margaret Mead and 
Ruth Benedict created the first authoritative anthropological account on Eastern European 
(Ashkenazi) Jewish life (ZBOROWSKI; HERZOG, 1952). This later inspired the work of 
Barbara Myerhoff (1978) who wrote Number our Days, an account of an aging Jewish 
community in Venice Beach, California, United States. As Myerhoff herself was “a little old 
Jewish lady” this step in reflexive anthropology set the stage for future works done by Jews on 
the Jewish community (MYERHOFF, 1978). Brazilian anthropology, in its own vibrant academic 
production, has produced various works on the Jewish community, exploring religious aspects or 
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cultural aspects of Jews in Brazil. Works done by scholars such as Monica Grin (2002; 2013), 
Marta Topel (2008), Bila Sorj (2008) create a contemporary perspective on the Jewish 
community in Brazil, utilizing a historical perspective to inform current trends. Aside from 
Brazilian academic production, there exists a number of works done by non-Brazilian 
anthropologists and historians that focus on the Jewish community in Brazil, including such 
scholars such as Misha Klein (2012), Jeffrey Lesser (2001), and Abby Gondek (2014). This 
academic production led to an interest in this research as a form of a reflexive study on the Jewish 
community in São Paulo. Inspired by Myerhoff's reflexive approach to studying “her own 
people” among other anthropologists such as Gloria Wekker (2006) and Misha Klein (2012), this 
research took place as a self-reflection and double-positionality. 
Connecting this research with the works done on gender and sexuality resulted in a unique 
intersection of identities and subjectivities relatively absent in Brazilian academia. Numerous 
Brazilian academic productions done on gender and sexuality in the past century have created a 
plethora of resources in which to base a bibliography. However, the connection of Jewish 
subjectivity with questions of diverse genders2 and sexuality is a subject relatively untouched in 
Brazilian academic production. This is in contrast to the United States production of ethnography, 
academic articles, and theoretical discussions of the intersections of a Jewish identity, sexuality 
and gender. Various productions were used as the inspiration for this project; specifically that of 
Caryn Aviv and David Schneer, Queer Jews: An Anthology (2005). This anthological work is a 
step away from anthropology yet uses a narrative format to describe various manifestations of a 
queer identity in the context of U.S.A Jews. Although the context of using the term queer in 
Brazil and queer in the United States is markedly different based on a variety of factors, it is 
important to note its importance in certain aspects of this research’s creation. Queer Jews is a 
term used as an umbrella term to describe an individual who deals with the intersections of a 
Jewish identity and a queer identity. In this case queer would be used as an umbrella term for 
anyone with a non-normative sexuality or gender expression. Therefore, coming into this research 
I utilized this assumption of the diversity of gender and sexuality in order to localize my research. 
However, as will be discussed further on, this proved to be misleading utilization of the term 
queer.  
 
2 The idea of diverse genders is taken from queer theory and from other non-formalized theories that there is a 
diversity and wide range of gender expressions that can’t be specified or formulated entirely within the confines of 
definitions.  
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In terms of combining the themes of Jewish identity, sexuality and gender, my own 
subjectivity as a queer Jew (in which I will discuss the particularities further on) led me to 
explore what it meant to be an LGBT (or queer as I originally had envisioned) Jew in São Paulo. 
Utilizing this “double-positionality” allows me access, in that I am Jewish and fall under the 
category LGBT, yet having a United States cultural context simultaneously allows me to have a 
certain distance from my interlocutors. A general objective was created in relation to compiling a 
narrative of the “LGBT Jewish community” and an exploration of the intersections implied in this 
junction. However, this shifted to an exploration of contradictions that exist in terms of “the 
closet” and my own conceptions. This is exceptionally possible based on the Brazilian 
anthropological academic foundation in which anthropologists have studied the production of 
difference since the 80’s (PISCITELLI, 2008; MOUTINHO, 2014). This objective is also made 
possible by the existence of complex national projects in Brazil, which created a strong academic 
tradition of approaching and articulating potentially contradictory identities. This approach, in its 
intersection with sexuality and gender studies, has permitted an analysis to take into account the 
intersections of race, sexuality, gender, social class and ethnicity, offering a vibrant contribution 
to the Brazilian anthropological field (FACCHINI, 2008; FRANÇA, 2010).  
The original project was based on my first trip to Brazil and specifically, my visit to the 
city of São Paulo in 2015, when I tried to establish connections with people who deal with 
questions of gender, sexuality, and a Jewish identity. I arrived with the perspective that organized 
groups were essential in terms of political visibility. Coming from a United States, with a 
perspective of identity politics and ways that we create visibility for marginalized groups, this 
seemed as a quintessential and necessary aspect of community organization for category of 
LGBT Jews here in Brazil. My perspective as a queer white Jewish North American heavily 
influenced my subjectivity in this matter. However, even in this first experience, I came in 
contact with cultural and social aspects that provided a broader horizon with various multiplicities 
of perspectives for my research. With this I found Jews who rejected the idea of political 
organization, first needing space within the community before expanding beyond its borders. 
Others found a larger scale level of politics necessary for their organization and Jewish and 
LGBT identity. Yet others were content within their personal circles of friends and family, the 
question of being both LGBT and Jewish rarely entering into their daily subjectivity at a 
noticeable degree. Finally there were those in which the question burned daily within their 
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thoughts and experiences, obsessive in finding some sort of resolution. Experiencing these 
multiplicities led me to drop my previous conceptions and adopt a more open-minded perspective 
on what it meant to be Jewish and LGBT in São Paulo. 
One initial conception that I carried with me was the limited involvement of people with 
Jewish ancestry (of some form), that self-identified or were identified as a part of the LGBT 
category, did not actively participate in the organized Jewish community in the city3. The second 
aspect was the large number of Jews in the city of the São Paulo, creating in a way, a focus point 
in which made possible to explore the intersections between sexual diversity, gender and a Jewish 
identity. Since this initial trip there have been a number of shifts in my research and in the 
subjectivity in which I held as a researcher. Rhetorically speaking, subjectivity and how the 
anthropologist is received in the field, is one of the key factors that define the experience of the 
anthropologist in the field. The importance of this is found in the access that the researcher has to 
their field. This is exemplified by various anthropologists experience in their fieldwork and their 
writings (FRANÇA 2012; KLEIN 2012; WEKKER 2006; FACCHINI 2005). An interesting shift 
is when the anthropologist shifts some aspect of their identity in a drastic or unconventional way. 
In the following section I will explore my experience while medically and socially transitioning 
in the field and how that affected my research and subjectivity in my findings.  
A TRANSITION IN SUBJECTIVITY  
 
 What does it mean to be trans in the field? This question would perhaps have stunted me 
in an earlier period of my life. Perhaps I wouldn’t have considered it possible, perhaps I would 
have thought it unlikely, or perhaps I just wouldn’t have considered it. Yet, here I am, an 
anthropologist, a trans woman/travesti4  and writing about the experience of doing fieldwork 
while transitioning. This part of my research was something defined during my qualification 
exam, discussed with my advisor as a way for me to refine and explore the experiences had 
during this time. This part has gone through several rewrites and in fact this most recent version 
reflects some of the shifts that have taken place in my subjectivity, perception, and conception of 
how being trans in the field has affected this research and my work.  
 
3 It is important to note that this perception was revealed to be misleading as I was provided various examples of 
active involvement of Jewish LGBT youth heavily involved in “Jewish life” in São Paulo. 
4 Translation: Travesti is an emic term can be used to describe almost a third-gender, a feminine trans person or 
used to describe a transwoman in Brazil.  
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 The first draft of this piece was written with rage, frustration, and sadness while dealing 
with my shifting subjectivity and consequent change in relatability to my interlocutors. After 
several subsequent versions, a result of ample discussion and reflection, this most current version 
represents the shifts and changes with a new perspective, as this work nears its end. It has been 
suggested that this experience be turned into a dissertation or a series of articles, which is an 
option that I may consider in the future. However, for the time being, it will manifest itself as part 
of this current work, which without, these questions would never have formed.  
 The subjectivity of the anthropologist in the field is an interesting question when 
considering research. The way that we explore the interlocutor’s interpretation of the 
anthropologist’s presence has shifted throughout the history of anthropology. Sociocultural 
anthropology began as a study of the human condition that evolved over time with the focus on 
the subject’s development of self and involvement in society rather than the involvement of the 
researcher within the work. This is not to say that the anthropologist was not aware, nor explored, 
the ways in which their presence was noted by their subjects of study. The ability of the 
anthropologist to “fit in 5 ” or not “fit in” affects their fieldwork in varying degrees. The 
importance of this self-awareness took various forms, whether central or distant in their overall 
study. The anthropologist’s subjectivity is composed partly of their background, cultural biases, 
and perspective when approaching a field of study presents a unique opportunity to explore how 
different bodies create different texts.  
 Factors such as language, skin color, cultural background, corporality, gender, and 
sexuality (among others) influence the perspective of the anthropologist and the relationships that 
they may establish in the field. This process is dynamic and fluid, yielding surprising and 
unexpected results. The perspective of the anthropologist is touched upon in many 
anthropological ethnographic works, at times as a principal factor of the ethnography (WEKKER, 
2006) and at others, a mere background aspect of the scholarly work. In this case I find that the 
exploration of the shifts in my subjectivity, identity, and perspective are valuable in 
understanding the variations that occurred during the course of this research.  
 
5 I refer to a quote by Thiago Coacci in his work on trans social movements and knowledge production which 
describes his experience in passing as trans even though being a cis gay man: “Acredito ainda que a minha entrada 
foi facilitada por outros dois aspectos: a minha corporalidade e o fato de ser advogado. Por ser pequeno e afeminado 
fui muitas vezes confundido com um homem trans e em algumas raras ocasiões com uma travesti em início do 
processo de transição, o que fez com que um ativista certa vez brincasse dizendo que tenho passabilidade trans. 
Sempre esclareci que até aquele momento me identi cava como uma bixa cis…” (COACCI, 2018) 
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 Relationships and the possibility of relationships that the anthropologist establishes in the 
field in their field is one that deserves unique attention when we discuss bodies that occupy 
liminal spaces within society. Liminal space is a space between defined spaces or at the edge of 
definitions (TURNER, 1969). When we discuss liminal space in the context of identity, it can 
refer to bodies that don’t fit in within the standards and norms or are rejected by society. It can 
also refer to bodies that fluctuate between definitions or blend definitions of perceived identity. 
The perspective of the anthropologist is affected by the space that they occupy or do not occupy, 
or the space that they may or may not share with their interlocutors. Sharing an identity or a 
cultural experience with an interlocutor is a fairly recent shift in the previous dynamic of studying 
the “other”. There is a new dynamic that has emerged in exploration of the “self as the other and 
the other as the self”. This self-reflection while avoiding an auto-narration requires treading a fine 
line between self/other.  Drawing connections between ones interlocutors and ones self is vital 
and important to the process of creating a narrative dynamic. Where the line is drawn between 
connecting to the field, and over sharing, depends heavily on the finesse of the anthropologist, a 
finesse that hopefully was able to encompass in the course of this work.  
 My perspective when entering this work was a strong belief in transnational experience 
and diasporic commonalities. Clearly differences that emerge from national contexts affect the 
manifestations of different identities and shared diasporic communities. But the idea of finding 
people “like me”, spaces for people “like me”, was prevalent in my initial research prospective. 
This idea of “like me” was drawn from the shared aspects of identity that I thought (naively) 
would translate across national borders. Upon arriving in São Paulo I sought to understand my 
“place” as it were, within the context of my research. I clung to the idea of queer for a long while, 
mixing gender presentations, while maintaining my body as it were. My body was considered to 
be within masculine norms, in terms of body hair, facial hair, musculature, and body shape. In 
terms of gender presentation I often mixed masculine and feminine aspects, resulting in a type of 
androgyny or gender queerness. I embraced the term bicha and viado6, as a substitute for queer, 
as well as an acknowledgement to how I was seen in Brazilian society. Queer, in the context that 
I had known it, no longer made sense as an identity to hold onto within the Brazilian context. The 
straddling of two cultural contexts and two languages created a necessity to navigate these 
dynamics, adopting this identify, if not in a passive sense. When walking on the street, interacting 
 
6 Viado and Bicha are emic terms that can be roughly translated to fagoot. 
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with individuals, they would not ask me if I were queer, they would refer to me as bicha or gay. 
In the beginning I would explain that actually I identified myself as a queer transfemme, an 
identity that was difficult to translate to local context. Yet with time, I came to use the term bicha 
to describe myself, given that my new context was that of São Paulo, Brazil. In the process of 
learning a new language and understanding the cultural specificities that come with it, there is a 
process of identity forming that it accompanies. When learning a new language with a new 
mindset, it is not simply a matter of translation, but rather of interpretation of the cultural context 
in which that language takes place. Therefore, the adoption of certain identities takes different 
forms based on the way that one learns a second language.  
 To continue, I would like to acknowledge the importance and the difference of being 
identified versus self-identifying. As said before, the idea of identifying as something in which 
you may not be seen as draws question to the importance of self-identification. As Stuart Hall 
(1996) states, the process of identification, with there being more than one person within that 
category, that helps create identity and categories in which to fit into. For a while, I navigated this 
category of bicha with ease, making sense in my day-to-day experience. It was the most similar 
to queer, the most transgressive term which aligned with my politics and gender presentation. 
Since I never identified as gay within my previous cultural context, I refused to adopt that identity 
here in São Paulo. Yet, with my medical and social transition, there was a sudden and more 
drastic shift in the context of identity and identification, one that comes with a lot of cultural 
baggage and required a unique interpretation.  
 Starting my transition in the end of 2016 (MTF7), I was thrust into constant struggle to 
understand my place and understand my dynamic (both personally and academically in the 
context of this research). The people that were in my circle were travestis and trans women who 
guided me through this process and aided me in my transition. Without diving into too much 
detail on the specificities of the transition process, I would like to focus on the nomenclature and 
identity forming that came with this process. Given that I am from North America, the United 
States of America to be more specific, I already had a term for me that encompassed this process, 
transgender. This term is used here in São Paulo and was used here during the time of my 
transition though in a more limited sense than it is today. The term travesti, a type of gender 
identity closely aligned with a trans woman though with Brazilian cultural specificities that make 
 
7 MTF stands for Male to Female  
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it more similar to a third gender, was not a term that I necessarily chose for myself but rather one 
that was given to me by society. I say this from personal experiences; when people would stop 
me on the street to ask me what I was, they would not ask me if I was a trans woman, they would 
ask me if I were a gay or a travesti.  They would not shout obscenities in the form of “tranny”; 
they would shout “traveco” (a pejorative slur of travesti used in the masculine reflexive). In my 
opinion I did not have the option to choose, I was in fact: uma travesti. But another struggle came 
when I tried to translate that dynamic to my friends and family in the United States. How does 
one explain travesti, to a group of people outside of this linguistic and cultural context? Also was 
it appropriate to define myself as a travesti outside of this cultural context which was not my 
own, even though spending transitioning within this context. I think that perhaps if I had already 
transitioned before coming to Brazil the outcome may have been different. But since having 
undertaken the transition within Brazil and during my time here, the term was put on me, rather 
than me adopting it. The process of being named, within societies categories both strips and gives 
power to individuals. I recall discussing and debating whether or not to call myself a travesti for a 
long time in the start of the transition, but after being referred to repeatedly by this name and 
being involved with other travestis I took it upon myself to self-identify this way. Recently, I 
have referred to myself as mulher trans/travesti (trans woman/travesti), in order to account for 
shifts in my social class and passability, while retaining travesti as part of an activist perspective. 
However, what comes from this discussion of my transition is not merely a description of the 
process or an explanation of terms, but rather an approach to how my experience doing my 
research changed and the access to my interlocutors changed.  
Depending on the way that you are socially understood in terms of identity, certain field 
site and subjects would be considered impossible to study in person. There are just certain 
limitations that exist in terms of choosing a field of study. However, these choices are normally 
made in the context of knowing your identity, how you are seen, and your social positionality 
before entering or choosing a site of study. Yet, things change, as is obvious in any 
anthropologist’s personal diary. The situation in which the anthropologist begins their research is 
likely not necessarily the situation in which they complete their study. Questioning the ability of 
trans anthropologists in the field touches upon a variety of other aspects that question how the 
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anthropologist deals with their trans-ness in their day-to-day life. If an individual passes8 as their 
desired gender/sex, the ability to blend in with their peers creates a certain fluidity that allows 
them to interact in way that does not put their being trans into constant question. Passing 
however is not always possible (or wanted) in terms of an individuals trajectory or genetic 
makeup.  
So when passing is not a possibility (or not wanted), what does the trans anthropologist 
do? How does the anthropologist find a field of research that allows them to undertake their 
study? One possibility is exploring subjects that an individual trans-ness is not a problem: LGBT 
themes or groups. Another possibility is having a virtual or online field site (see FALCÃO, 
2017). Yet another possibility is devoting ones studies to theory, in which the interaction where 
individuals who may implicate with the gender identity of the anthropologist do not have the 
ability to reject them or refuse to work with them.  
Due to its importance of the research process, the researcher requires certain stability in order 
to function properly. Therefore, whatever shifts in subjectivity influences perceptions and 
experiences had during the research process. Now clearly it is impossible for individuals (in this 
case anthropologists) to remain stable9 as individuals i.e. unchanging. However, there are certain 
things that are sometimes taken for granted in anthropological frameworks. One such 
misconception is that the essential characteristics of an individual will not change during the 
course of the fieldwork, or rather: there are many aspects of an individual’s subjectivity will 
retain certain stability. This is not so much a rule that has been established but rather a 
conglomeration of experiences wrought through self-identification and the anthropologist’s 
worldview. However, it is difficult for anthropologists to change certain aspects of their social 
self intentionally, though many aspects are alterable, which influence the perception of the 
anthropologist by their interlocutors, though to varying degrees. When one reaches the discussion 
of gender and sex things become a bit more complicated. Therefore what happens when an 
anthropologists changes their gender presentation or designated gender10. These questions are 
 
8 Passing is the idea that a transgender individual can “pass” or be seen as “cisgender” as the gender they are 
presenting. The idea stems from the ability to “pass” as another race, specifically from white to black (GINSBERG, 
1996; LARSEN, 1997). 
9 Stability, in the context of identity, is something negotiated and interpreted based on self identification or 
social/cultural context as can been in the works of Butler (2003) and Brah (1996; 2006) 
10 Designated gender refers to an individual’s assigned gender at birth. 
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unexplored by anthropology with the focus being on transgender subjects in ethnography rather 
than the perspective of the anthropologist’s subjectivities as a transgender individual. 
 
I started here in Brazil as an eccentric feminine queer gringo… Justyn. Nine 
months later and halfway through my research I became a trans 
woman/travesti… Lilyth. A strong and powerful woman… but at the end of the 
day, still a travesti…” (Lilyth, Field Notes, 2016)11 
 
Trans subjectivity in anthropological findings is important in discussing the navigations 
held for a trans woman/travesti anthropologist. Exploring how an anthropological field study 
becomes a personal exploration in body politics and subjectivity becomes in itself a liberating 
experience. This project started as an exploration of transnational politics, gender and sexuality 
all in the context of a Jewish Identity in the city of São Paulo. However, throughout the project, 
the subjectivity was transformed with my own process of transition and transformation that 
occurred in conjunction. Although the exact specifications of the project did not change in ways 
that affect the overall flow of the research, the focus on gender and its relation to LGBT Jews 
became much stronger as my own subjectivity shifted. This process of transformation can be 
more accurately articulated as an expanded reflection of the flexibility of categories and nuances 
of subjectivity.  
When I started my research, I was read socially as a gay male, part of the group that I 
aimed to study. Thiago Coacci (2018) discusses this concept in another context, him being a 
cisgender12 gay man who “passed” as a trans man. As he was studying trans activism and trans 
politics, often going to trans exclusive spaces, his corporality gave him the advantage of 
“blending in” with the other participants. This ability to blend in was something that also allowed 
me access to my participants. Given that the majority of my interlocutors are Jewish and gay or 
homosexual identified men I was able to navigate and gain access to other individuals through the 
snowball method of contact. There is an important factor to understand in this process as well, 
which has to do with desirability and being a potential romantic/sexual partner to my 
interlocutors. On several occasions before my transition potential interlocutors had made 
 
11 Original Quote: “Eu comecei aqui no Brasil como um eccentrico feminino queer gringo… Justyn. Nove meses 
depois e na metade da minha pesquisa eu virei uma mulher trans/travesti… Lilyth. Uma mulher linda e poderosa… 
mas na final das contas sou uma travesti…” (Lilyth, FieldNotes 2016).  
12 Cisgender is a term used to denote someone’s gender identity matching with defined sex at birth. Although the 
discussion is vast and complicated, I will work with this defition in order to create a contrast between transgender 
and cisgender (COACCI, 2018).  
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romantic/sexual advances when I approached them for interviews or made contact with them for 
future meetings. Originally I had not taken much of this to a level of serious thought because I 
knew of the possibilities of such dynamics between anthropologist and interlocutors (WEKKER, 
2006). What was striking however was the shift in desirability that took place with my transition. 
I no longer was an interest or a potential partner, I was outside of that category and it showed 
when it came to scheduling interviews or continuing conversations with certain individuals. I 
recall on one occasion in particular, I had scheduled an interview with a man, in his late forties, 
who frequented a synagogue here in São Paulo. Upon seeing photos of me before my transition 
he told me, via message, “to go back to how I was before because then he would want to marry 
me”. Obviously, the proposition was absurd in nature but it helped to solidify my opinion on how 
the transition created a situation in which the interlocutors that I previously interviewed were 
most likely no longer available for me to continue interviewing. I stopped my field research in the 
end of 2016 with the frustration of not having access to my previous interlocutors. However, this 
also shifted my perspective on how trans Jews were perceived in the community, with my 
transition I came into contact with other trans Jews in São Paulo and Brazil at large.  
Although there are several trans anthropologists who have done fieldwork or academic 
work in Anthropology, our number is limited and our access as well. This could be attributed to 
several global factors. The fact that trans individuals are more likely to have problems continuing 
with higher education or may face barriers of access in earning degrees that allows them to do 
work in terms of Anthropology. This varies heavily on location as well; geographically there are 
areas and institutions in the world that are more open to the idea of hiring trans* scholars and 
academics. Yet in the majority of the academic institutions globally, there are few trans* 
identified scholars and even less trans identified anthropologists. The importance of this can be 
seen in the emergence of anthropological works in which the “other” is no longer the “other” and 
the anthropologist often is part of the community or culture in which they study. This 
participation is vital to create a just and inclusive narrative experience. Anthropology of sex and 
gender is a common focus in Brazilian Anthropology with anthropological works on variations in 
sexual conduct or gender presentations/systems (KULICK, 1998; BATESON, 1936). The 
collective experience of gay and lesbian anthropologists has been catalogued referentially as a 
way to demonstrate the existence of these scholars 13 . Subjectivities of gay and lesbian 
 
13 About topics related to lesbian and gay anthropologists doing ethnography see the contributions in Lewin and Leap 
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anthropologists have been described in detail in various anthropological works, including the 
relationships that occur between the anthropologist and their interlocutor14. 
 However, in light of these gains made in socio-cultural anthropology I look at the absence 
of trans* 15  anthropologists in anthropology and in fieldwork. Although in the domain of 
academia, trans* scholars exist in larger numbers, within the field of anthropology there few 
scholars who identify as trans and actively participate in fieldwork and research. Among those 
well known in the theoretical field of anthropology include Raewyn Connell 16  and Noah 
Tamarkin17. However, there are various prevalent reasons to explain the significant absence of 
trans anthropologists in the field of Socio-Cultural Anthropology, which can be attributed to the 
lack of trans academics and general trans representation in spaces of higher learning. Specifically 
in Brazil, there is an extreme under-representation of trans/travesti scholars in undergraduate or 
graduate studies. Only in the recent decades has there been an increase in trans/travesti inclusion 
in Brazilian universities. This shift has proven invaluable in the exploration of such topics related 
to trans people/travestis 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The methodology used in this research is of a qualitative character, combining a historical 
and ethnographic approach in order to create a narrative quality of the experiences recorded. 
Some of the means used involve participant observation and semi-structured interviews. In order 
to create a reasonable delimitation of space and location, the metropolitan region of the city of 
São Paulo will be used as the setting. Aside from physical spaces, I will participate in field 
research in virtual spaces (such as social networks) or create connections from acquaintances, 
procuring Jewish interlocutors that self-identify as lesbian, bisexual, gay, transgender, viados, 
bichas, sapatões 18 , or whatever other category of identity associated to sexual and gender 
diversity.  
 The two major criteria for those interviewed is the connection to the questions of sexual or 
gender diversity and the self-identification (in some way) as Jewish. Although appearing 
 
(1996) and about how it produces a sexualized disciplinary perspective, Lewin and Leap (2002).  
14 See Wekker (2006).  
15 Trans in italics is used to denote the diverse gender experiences including localized gender terms.  
16 Raewyn Connell is Professor Emerita at the University of Sydney.  
17 Noah Tamarkin is Assistant Professor at the Ohio State University 
18 Translation: Sapatão is an emic term which can be roughly translated to dyke. 
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homogeneous (in that all participants identify as Jewish and LGBT), the group of people 
interviewed does not have an organized group in within the Jewish community or the LGBT 
community here in Brazil. Therefore, I approach this research with position that LGBT Jews are 
spread throughout the Jewish community in various dimensions. This being said, understanding 
the difficulty of assuming a public LGBT identity within the Jewish community of São Paulo, I 
treat the discretion of my interviewees of the utmost importance. In addition, when I use the term 
“LGBT” this also signifies the sexual and gender diversity that can manifest itself in whatever 
type of divergence from heterosexuality in an impactful way in the lives of the interviewees.  
 In this research I will work with queer theory to analyze the diversity present in gender 
and sexuality. In terms of Jewish identification in this research, the category is understood largely 
that the individual can identify ethnically, culturally, religiously, and/or ancestrally as a Jew. 
Looking at works on Judaism, we can clearly see that Judaism is more than merely a religion or 
faith. As a result of this, I refer to the works of Melanie Kaye-Kantewitz (2007), Boyarin, 
Itzkovitz and Pellegrini (2003), and Topel (2005), which describe the multiplicity of ways in 
which to identify as or be a Jew.  
 Methodologically speaking, in order to find my interlocutors, I used a variety of methods 
such as “chain-sampling” or “snowballing” with my contacts, with the purpose of exploring a 
multiplicity of experiences within the categories of Jewish and LGBT. There was also ample 
research done via the Internet, where I sought to integrate myself in the social networks present 
on Facebook and Whatsapp. I participated (and still participate) in various groups related to 
LGBT and Jewish identity, ranging from groups that focus on organizing the community to 
groups that sought to create space to share experiences. In terms of participant observation, I 
sought to frequent events and spaces that highlighted the issues of LGBT Jews and was even 
called to discuss my experience at several events related to the subject. Finally, I participated in 
private meetings of LGBT Jews for religious events and social gatherings, using these moments 
to strengthen relationships and also to develop fieldwork.  
 I sought to include variations of identity involving such things as non-white Jewish 
Brazilians, Jewish immigrants to Brazil, LGBT Jewish Brazilians that immigrated to other 
countries, Brazilian Jews of various levels of religiosity and faith, expressions of gender, sex and 
sexuality, and social class. I intend to use these variations of identity in order to break down the 
idea that every Jew is the same and that the community is monolithic.  
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A NOTE ON LANGUAGE AND FORMAT 
A note on language is important because this work was done in a bilingual context. The 
translations are included for the emic terms left in Portuguese in footnotes. The original citations 
are in the footnotes as well, though the quotes and citations in the text are translated into English 
to maintain the flow of the writing. All bolded portions are from the author.  
 
STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION  
 
 Simply put, the dissertation is structured in three chapters with an introduction and a 
conclusion. The introduction primarily deals with the research trajectory and the dynamics that 
led me to undertake this type of study. Given the different contexts that the research was 
developed and the shifting cultural perspective in which the research grew, there is a brief 
introduction to this process while it is later dispersed throughout the dissertation. In this, I 
approach the transition process and how that affected my research and subjectivity. The 
methodology is essential in that it demonstrates the methods in which this research was 
undertaken and ties it in with the anthropological backbone of the entire process. Chapter I deals 
with a cross-cultural perspective of what it means to be LGBT and Jewish. Given the plethora of 
material produced in the United States (particularly) and Europe on the subject of being both 
LGBT and Jewish, it was an essential inclusion. Of course, the cultural singularities emerge in the 
manifestations of this process, with specificities that are relative in a Brazilian context. Yet the 
globalized experience of Jews in the world today gives a commonality in which to create 
transnational perspectives. The few works that have been produced in Brazil on the subject are 
included as well, to give context to the statements and claims made in this research. Chapter II 
dives into these specificities, exploring and discussing the unique specificities related to Brazilian 
Jews. This is in part, to contextualize the reader on the historical implications that have led in part 
to the manifestations of Brazilian Jewishness and the Brazilian Jewish community. With this 
there is a contextualization of the singularities and non-singularities of male homosexuality in 
Brazil, given the majority of my interlocutors considered themselves both gay and Jewish. The 
insular status of the Jewish community within Brazil and outside of this context lends to an 
application of the concept of outsider, the boundaries and delimitations that designate individuals 
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as “part of” the community or not. In Chapter III, we get to the densest part of the research, a part 
in which I draw great pride in presenting, which is the ethnographic research that I undertook 
during this process. Within it will be the various histories and narratives of my interlocutors, 
woven in with contextualization of certain questions related to the experience of being both 
LGBT and Jewish. Finally with the conclusion that will discuss the relationship between dual 
closets and the significance that this has on LGBT Jews lives.  
 DUAL CLOSETS  
 
Before we enter into the dissertation, I believe that it is necessary to discuss the basis of the 
concept of the closet as a theoretical basis of this work. The closet is an idea that one can hide or 
closet ones sexuality, depending on the situation necessary. There is a binarism that emerges from 
this concept, one that requires an in and an out of this so called closet, is ultimately limiting in the 
process of deconstruction of said identities and binaries as argued by Sedgwick (2008). Although 
there is a rich analysis of identity and binarisms, I turn to Sedgwick in her comparison of 
homosexuality and gays to Jews. Sedgwick analyzes the idea of comparing homosexuals and 
Jews due to an inherent softness and femininity assigned to both identities. Those on the opposite 
side of the binary create this closet, with the “desirable” identity maintaining this boundary. So 
why did Eve Sedgwick uses Jews as an example when talking about the Epistemology of the 
Closet? This question drew me to consider the implications that this holds in terms of a Jewish 
identity and society. The authors of the book Queer Theory and the Jewish Question were among 
my inspirations in the exploration of this theme of dual closets. Given that Jews in the United 
States (and in the case of Sedgwick's work, Gypsies) were identified as individuals whose 
identity could be hidden or exposed, they were seen a rightful example of another minority group 
that could be compared to gays and lesbians in this sense (SEDGWICK, 2008). Sedgwick is right 
in drawing a limitation between the experiences of gays and Jews in terms of “coming out”. The 
implications, specifically in the time of this works writing, held very different weights. Yet, as 
intersectionality insists, it is not possible to ignore the fact that LGBT Jews exist and deal with 
both questions in different ways, perhaps with different implications as well. Sedgwick does not 
however, discuss this aspect in her work, rather using Jews and gays/lesbians as comparatives in 
this question of the “closet”. It was not until the late eighties with the release of the book Twice 
Blessed, an anthology on gay and lesbian Jewish experiences that the issue was touched upon 
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again. The exact term of dual closets was not used in this work yet the theme repeated itself. This 
theory is formed at the conjunction of two theoretical perspectives. The first is the establishment 
of an LGBT closet by Eve Sedgwick in her work Epistemology of the Closet (2008). The second 
is the utilization of this theory to approach the dilemma that Jews face when assimilating into the 
“gentile” society. This is touched upon by authors such as Jonathan Freedman (2003) in Queer 
Theory and the Jewish Question, and Jon Stratton (2000) in Coming Out Jewish.  
The dual closet theory combines these two theoretical notions and creates an 
intersectional analysis of those subjects. LGBT Jews (often times though not always) have two 
theoretical closets in which they are metaphorically trapped. One is the Jewish closet, where their 
Jewishness as a negotiable identity is something that they can choose to reveal or keep hidden. 
This is of course depending on the individuals physical characteristics; whether they 
stereotypically fit the image of a Jew19 depending on their diasporic location or not. If they are 
able to “pass” as a non-Jew or gentile, they are able to decide whether or not they choose to 
disclose their Jewishness. The same concept comes into play with disclosing diverse sexual 
orientations and genders. This results in two different worlds for most LGBT Jews, emphasizing 
the LGBT in LGBT spaces while downplaying their Jewishness and vice-versa (SCHNOOR, 
2006). Often this comes at a price, emotional or psychological, needing to separate the two 
identities and compartmentalize experiences had while enacting components of each identity. It 
often results in the living in two different worlds, having to navigate identities, at times allowing 
them to intersect while at other times, separating them completely.  
Both identities in this case are “closetable” as deemed by Faulkner and Hecht (2011) with 
negotiations that stem from a separation of identities that can be hidden or downplayed depending 
on the context. This negotiation of identities depends on several factors, one of which is the 
concept of passability, a term drawn racial politics in which bi-racial or multi-racial individuals 
would “pass” for another race in order to gain access to better opportunities. In the United States 
where antisemitism has a stronger influence on the racial politics than in Brazil, the desire to pass 
as non-Jewish (when one is already classified as white racially) plays into the “coming out” 
politics of Jewish individuals. For some, there is little need to try to hide ones Jewishness, as the 
threat of antisemitism in most regions does not reach violent levels. However, for others, 
 
19 See Kaye-Kantrowitz (2007).  
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depending on the region they may live or the social situation they may be in may choose to hide 
this aspect of themselves. 
The intersection of these identities is a somewhat new phenomenon, with the larger 
overall acceptance of LGBT individuals in the United States and even worldwide. The acceptance 
and “coming out” of LGBT Jews within synagogues in the United States has become a common 
experience. Generally, it is within the more conservative movements within the United States that 
lead the “double-life” as it were. An example given to me from Queer Jews is of Steven 
Greenberg, the world’s first openly gay orthodox rabbi. Describing his experience struggling with 
his sexuality and his acceptance gives light to many of the pressures felt by all heavily religious 
individuals, not just Jews. However, a passage that stands out remarkably in the example of 
double lives, dual identities, is his description of two orthodox men who he encountered in 1986. 
Greenberg struggled in his acceptance of his sexuality yet when finally entering the Gay and 
Lesbian Community Center in his city of New York, he struggled with “coming out” as Jewish, 
removing his kippah before entering the space. The man that he encountered while there was 
himself an Orthodox man, using traditional Orthodox clothing, clothes that marked him as a Jew 
in that space. That being said, upon leaving he encountered another man from the Orthodox 
community, this time appearing as it were “a gay clone”, utilizing the style and clothing common 
to gay men at that time. Why this is important is that both men’s strikingly different approaches 
to dealing with their sexuality. The first man chose to live two separate lives, keeping “faithful” 
to the community by not bringing his homosexuality to his home life, while the other chose to 
abandon Judaism all together with the belief that he cannot perform his Jewishness and his 
homosexuality simultaneously (BOYARIN, 2003). Of course, this example is of the Orthodox 
community, where the traditions and community pressures are much higher than in the 
Conservative and Reform movements. Yet, the theme is something reoccurring, setting a tone of 
transnationalism to this research.  
While in my field research in 2016 in São Paulo, I encountered a man who identified 
himself as conservative almost Orthodox in his Jewishness. This man also identified as gay and 
hid it from his family, his wife and kids until a certain point he could not contain himself. James 
tried living a double life, having been the lover of one of my other interlocutors for many years 
during his marriage. Yet he reached a certain point in which it became impossible to sustain his 
relationship to Judaism and suppress his homosexuality. In a way he sees his homosexuality as a 
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sin, something that he will deal with Hashem (God) and over the years he has redeveloped his 
relationship with Judaism in ways that allow him to sustain both. Without explicit examples of 
other LGBT Jews, to imagine navigating both identities holistically and integratively was an 
impossible challenge to most individuals at that time. Therefore, although demonstrated in 
different ways by both aforementioned individuals, both individuals separated their “gayness” 
and their “Jewishness” without any form of integration.   
  Intersecting a Jewish identity and LGBT identity takes different forms, with some 
individuals separating or abandoning one or the other while others are able to find their own paths 
in order to navigate both identities. This process depends on several factors that are not always 
defined or controlled by the individual. As we see with Rachel and David, their rejection of the 
Jewish community was in order for them to be able to express their sexual identity. Rachel’s 
distancing from Judaism was more abrupt and defined, motivated by an inability to reconcile her 
politics with the ever-present conservatism of the community. Another lack of reconciliation can 
be found with David, who was unable to deal with the conservatism he found in the prayers and 
synagogues of the community. In both cases, it was a conscious decision to distance themselves 
from these spaces. There are cases in which the rejection was more forthright such as Ester, who 
for reasons of trans phobia was not welcomed in many Jewish spaces. Esters rejection took the 
form of various types of discrimination and unwillingness to understand a person of trans 
experience. The challenge of this exploration of Jewish spaces and sexual identity is that many of 
the spaces are not compatible. When there are spaces that do emerge, such as B’nei Abraham (a 
space open to LGBT and Jewish identity), this intersection reduces the necessity to hide or 
downplay certain aspects of either or. Isaac was successfully able to intersect both identities, 
claiming his Jewishness and actively participating in the community it while being openly gay. 
This is a recent phenomenon in which reform synagogues are opening their doors to openly 
LGBT individuals (with an emphasis on the gay and lesbian). Synagogues such as CIP and 
Shalom are touted to have openly gay and lesbian members, even conducting same-sex 
marriages20. The necessity for two closets may be weaning, yet we are dealing with conservative 
and reform individuals, discounting the Orthodox and more “traditional” lines of Judaism. These 
 
20  From: http://www.shalom.org.br/index.php/cerimonias-de-casamento-entre-pessoas-do-mesmo-sexo/ (Accessed 
9/10/2018) 
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communities, although with high levels of visibility, were not the focus of my study as they deal 
with different norms and standards than the rest of the Jewish community.  
 The idea of dual closets represents something that other types of closetable identities can 
relate with. The idea of “coming out” or having the option to “come out” as something that 
represents the complexity of these identities and inspires a reflection of how these subjects deal 
with these contrasting identities. In this process of understanding and articulating these identities, 
these subjects have to navigate different spaces with these identities given that they are socially 
devalued. Dual closets articulate the complexities of navigating closetable identities and explores 
the importance of understanding what value these identities hold.  
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CHAPTER I – GAY & JEWISH DOUBLY BLESSED. OH… AND ALL THOSE OTHER LETTERS 
LBTQIA+ TOO… 
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1.1 WHERE DO JEWS GO…? A JEWISH CHURCH?  
 
 In the simplest of terms, Judaism is considered a religion, and like most religions, they 
have places of worship, in this case known as the synagogue in English. Synagogues are often the 
central part of Jewish culture, as the house of worship in which the Torah21 is kept and where 
many of the important cultural and religious rituals related to Judaism take place. It is undeniable 
to say that although in recent decades there has been a shift in importance from Synagogues to 
cultural centers or community centers with a secularization of Judaism throughout the world, the 
Synagogue still represents a vital cultural space for the Jewish people (BALKA; ROSE, 1991; 
KLEIN, 2013). Topel (2005) notes that in the immigration patterns of Jews from more rural 
areas, in environments often hostile to their faith, the synagogue provided a “pillar of Judaism” 
which they sought to recreate in their new homelands. Judaism is not a singular practicing faith, 
like other Abrahamic Religions throughout the generations it has developed various sects with 
differing beliefs to varying degrees (SORJ, 2008). According to Bila Sorj (2008), Judaism has 
evolved in response to the different needs of Jewish individuals and communities that have 
emerged over the course of time in different cultural context. Given that Judaism is a diasporic 
religion/culture the particularities of each cultural context has affected the ethno-religious 
practices of the different communities. For those with little familiarity with Judaism or Jewish 
people in general these following divisions will be novelties. Although there are numerous 
(perhaps innumerous) cultural divisions of the global Jewish community, perhaps the most well 
known divisors (and largest) are the category of Ashkenazim22, Sepharadim23, and Mizrahim24 
(KAYE-KANTROWITZ, 2007). Within these categories there are numerous subdivisions based 
on the country that the individual (or the individuals ancestors originate). These subdivisions can 
affect the cultural and religious practices though for the purposes of this work we will not be 
exploring those specific practices and differences but rather look at the two groups of Ashkenazim 
and Sepharadim in the process of forming modern Jewish religious movements in which these 
 
21 The Torah is the compilation of the written and oral laws regarding the Jewish faith/religion 
22 Ashkenazim refers to Jews originating from Germany in the 10th century and spreading throughout Eastern Europe 
(VAN STRATEN, 2017) 
23 Sepharadim refers to Jews that one time resided in the Iberian Peninsula (Spain and Portugal) eventually migrating 
to other parts of the world such as North Africa, Western Europe, and the Americas (ZOHAR, 2005) 
24 Mizrahim refers to Jews that reside or one time resided in North Africa and the Middle East, it generally is thought 
of as a controversial political term in modern times within Israel and throughout the global Jewish community. Often 
the term Mizrahim is replaced by Sepharadim or they are just melded together into one group (ZOHAR, 2005).  
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differences aren’t as emphasized.  These movements are not necessarily bound to a specific 
cultural/ethnic division; rather they were formed historically through a variety of factors. The 
most well known movements and perhaps the most influential in the research undertaken here are 
the Reform, Conservative, and Orthodox. Within these movements there are various sub-
movements or divergences that have taken prominence depending on the social/cultural context. 
In a broad generalization we can see a certain degree of social liberalness related with the 
different movements. Social liberalness and dedication towards to social movements is something 
generally measured by the particulars movements positioning on social issues. We can see that 
the Reform Movement has a generally more “liberal” attitude towards social movements25 while 
the Orthodox movement generally has a more conservative social attitude in regard to such social 
issues as LGBT issues and women’s rights. Technically these movements are based on religious 
beliefs and traditions yet the degree of political liberalism is often connected with religious 
liberalism (RASHKOVER; KAVKA, 2013). Interpretation of text and social attitudes create a 
more tolerant atmosphere in the Reform movement for the acceptance and inclusion of LGBT 
individuals within the community. In addition, the Reform movement has stood as an advocate 
for the LGBT community since 1965 according to the official website of the Religious Action 
Center of Reform Judaism26. The establishment of this position created the basis for the entry and 
affiliation of synagogues formed based on an LGBT identity in the United States. These 
Synagogues started forming similarly in tune with the LGBT Movement at the beginning of the 
1970’s. The first of such LGBT synagogues that was formed in the United States was the 
institution Beth Chayim Chadashim (SWICEGOOD, 1974).  
 
 .... Founded in 1972 as the world’s first lesbian and gay synagogue, today BCC is 
an inclusive community of  progressive lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and 
heterosexual Jews, our families and friends....” (BCC-LA, 2018)27.  
 
Unfortunately, there is little academic work on the history of Beth Chayim Chadashim 
(BCC) but there is two parts compilation published in their newsletter G’vanim for their 40th 
anniversary archived under the history section of BCC’s website. This archive is used in various 
works that reference the formation of LGBT focused religious centers in the last several decades. 
 
25 Taken from https://rac.org/jewish-values-reform-movement-positions (Accessed 30/04/18) 
26 Taken from https://rac.org/jewish-values-reform-movement-positions (Accessed 30/04/18) 
27 http://www.bcc-la.org/ (Accessed 11/10/2018) 
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The formation of these spaces is the result of a specific social environment, which allowed for 
such spaces to be created. That being said, it was through the work of LGBT Jewish individuals 
and activists that made the affair possible. As the first (publicly known) LGBT synagogue in the 
world, the opening of Beth Chayim Chadashim presented new possibilities for LGBT Jews to 
participate in the cultural and religious aspects of Judaism. Spaces specifically geared towards 
LGBT Jews are important for several reasons. The first is that during the time of BCC’s opening 
in the 1970’s the LGBT movement had barely begun and LGBT Jews were effectively unknown. 
The invisibility of LGBT Jews stems from the invisibility of LGBT people in general before the 
LGBT movement in the 1970’s, where same sex-activity was still criminalized and classified as a 
mental illness (BRONSKI, 2012), coupled with the fact of Jews being an ethno-religious minority 
led to a type of silencing and invisibilization common in such groups (BALKA; ROSE, 1991). 
By creating a space specifically focused on the needs of LGBT individuals within the Jewish 
community there was a conscious effort to demonstrate their existence and to create a space 
catering to their needs.  
Through the interviews undertaken by myself in the past two years, a consistent theme 
that emerged was a desire to have a space for LGBT Jews. My research in the São Paulo Jewish 
community has an emerging discussion on how this space would take form or how it would be. 
One might suggest that such a need emerges from the abundance of identity politics that play a 
heavy role within the socio-political sphere of the United States. This may be true, it is common 
in the United States for groups and organizations to be formed with increasingly specific 
intersectionalities of identities. In college I was part of group that others and I created within my 
university dedicated towards Queer Jews, known as Hineini. This group, unlike BCC, was a 
closed space or otherwise known as a space which only allows individuals who identify as such 
(queer and Jewish in this case) to participate. The importance of a closed space deserves 
questioning and this research does not particularly focus on this. However, having a space that 
focuses on these identities allows for a type of personal growth in which LGBT within Judaism 
are able to discover how to participate within the community and form their own community. 
Although the formation of Jewish communities outside of mainstream Judaism was and is a 
common occurrence, BCC’s members were primarily from the Reform movement and sought to 
align themselves with the larger community (SWICEGOOD, 1974). This alliance can be 
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interpreted as a political move, forcing the Reform movement in the United States to think about 
their position on LGBT Jews within the community.  
Being accepted by the Reform movement represented a larger battle fought for the 
acceptance of LGBT individuals within the mainstream Jewish religious community. Opposition 
was present, in various fronts, among the most striking was the opposition made by Rabbi 
Solomon A. Freehof who argued, from a more traditional biblical standpoint that homosexuality 
was a sin not only religiously but also in terms of Jewish culture and Jewish life. But even being a 
“sin” it was the obligation of Jews to accept other Jews within their spaces of worship. In his 
response to Beth Chayim Chadashims admission to the Reform Union he states the following.  
 
There is no question that the Bible considers homosexuality to be a grave sin. 
The rabbi who organized this congregation said, in justifying himself, that being 
Reform, we are not bound by the Halakha of the Bible. It well may be that we 
do not consider ourselves bound by all the ritual and ceremonial laws of 
Scriptures but we certainly revere the ethical attitudes and judgments of the 
Bible… Opposition to homosexuality was more than a biblical law; it was a 
deep-rooted way of life of the Jewish people. Therefore homosexual acts cannot 
be brushed aside by saying that we do not follow biblical laws. Homosexuality 
runs counter to the principles of Jewish life; from the point of view of Judaism, 
people who practice homosexuality are to be deemed sinners… Does it mean 
therefore, that we should exclude them from the congregation and compel them 
to form their own religious fellowship in congregations of their own? No! The 
very contrary is true. It is forbidden to exclude them into a separate 
congregation. As Jews, we must pray side by side with the sinners….” 
(FREEHOF, Accessed on 1/05/18: http://bcc-la.org/about/history/) 
 
 What is unique about his argument is that it is based on the idea that unity was more 
important to the Jewish people than the rejection of those who are sinning, both religiously and in 
the eyes of Jewish culture. The idea of being against Jewish culture touches upon the 
reproductive ideas held strongly within the Jewish community of continuing the Jewish people 
(BOYARIN; ITZKOVIT; PELLEGRINI, 2003). Of course, this does not take into account that 
homo-affective individuals can and do have families, in the sense of having children (whether 
adopted or biologically reproduced), instead it assumes that homosexual pairings are sterile and 
unproductive (BALKA; ROSE, 1991). However, his position took an interesting turn in terms of 
community tolerance, that although homosexuality is a sin, it is Jewish law that Jews must pray 
side-by-side of sinners, therefore an LGBT focused synagogue is unnecessary and unproductive 
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in terms of the Jewish community. I argue that this position is limited although necessary for the 
time, in that it does not create acceptance of LGBT individuals but rather fosters tolerance, a 
difference that at first glance appears minimal but in reality carries a lot of weight in the growth 
of an individual and their place within the community. The idea of tolerance in itself as a negative 
or unproductive aspect is limiting in its breadth. There is a necessity for tolerance which, at times, 
that can produce acceptance. 
We can pose the question of why there was an emergence of synagogues and religious 
spaces in general geared towards the LGBT community in the United States in the ultimate 
decades. The creation of groups and organizations based on LGBT identity started much earlier 
than the LGBT movement in the 1960’s. As early as the 1900’s groups and collectives began 
forming around the collective needs of gay and lesbian individuals. The Eves Addams Tearoom 
started in 1925 by Eva Kochever, a Jewish-Polish immigrant, was considered the first lesbian bar 
in the United States (BYARD, 1997) 28 . Organizations such as the Mattachine Foundation 
founded in the 1950’s (D’EMILIO, 1983) and the Daughters of Bilitis founded in 1955 (GALLO, 
2007) were among the first organizations formed before the LGBT Rights Movement. These 
groups were the foundation of the movement that was to take place in 1969. This movimentation 
of organization and groups, focusing on the needs and identity of gay and lesbians catalyzed with 
the Stonewall Riots and created a wave of change (and demand for change) aimed specifically at 
the LGBT community. During this time, LGBT Jews staked their in this movement as argued by 
Aaron Cooper (1989). The mixture of individuals within the LGBT movement and Jewish 
individuals can be attributed to a variety of social factors. Lacking specific spaces within the 
Jewish community to gather and socialize, they mixed with other gay religious spaces such as gay 
and lesbian churches, bars and clubs, and other groups aimed at gay and lesbian socialization and 
support. This intermingling with other communities (non-Jewish) based on a shared LGBT 
identity, explains in part the politicization of these individuals and resulting in their participation 
within the LGBT movement of the 1970’s, as well as the drive to start a movement of their own 
within their own Jewish community.  
 
 
28  www.pbs.org/outofthepast (Accessed 27/10/18) 
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1.2 MANIFESTATIONS OF LGBT JEWISH MOVEMENTS BRAZIL AND THE UNITED STATES: A 
COMPARISON  
 
 The LGBT Jewish movement or Queer Jewish movement began with the workings of 
individuals over the course of history, both within the Jewish community and outside of it. It was 
really with the beginning of the LGBT Movement in the start of the 1970’s that gave birth to the 
LGBT Jewish Movement later that decade (COOPER, 1989). Throughout the United States, Jews 
began to organize themselves around the intersections of sexuality/gender and Jewish identity. 
Although Jews that deal with questions based on sexuality and gender have always existed, 
specific organizing or creating spaces based on their needs did not happen until the end of the 20th 
century. In the beginning the focus was based on the intent to create visibility for LGBT Jews (or 
in the time of its founding, Gay and Lesbian Jews) within the larger Jewish community. Now as 
the LGBT movement has shifted from just visibility to the question of rights and social justice on 
a larger scale, the LGBT Jewish movement finds itself with divisive issues such as 
Israel/Palestine and Zionism.  
 That being said, there were several events that marked the development of an “LGBT 
Jewish Movement” ranging from the establishment of organizations or religious spaces to 
protests and actions taken. The work by Aaron Cooper is an important starting point in 
chronicling the actions taken that established a “movement” of LGBT Jews. Gay and Lesbian 
Jews had long gathered in other religious spaces more open to diverse sexual orientations such as 
the Metropolitan Community Church (MCC) (COOPER, 1989). In this case, it was less important 
the Jewish aspect of the religious services rather than the openness for these gay and lesbian Jews 
to be able to express themselves openly.  
 However, this example inspired the gay and lesbian Jews of Los Angeles to create a space 
that specifically catered to their needs as gay and lesbian Jews. This incentive led to the birth of 
BCC or Beth Chayim Chadashim in 1972. As the first gay and lesbian synagogue in the world, it 
created an example for the Jewish community of gay and lesbian Jews stepping out of the 
shadows in order to create spaces specifically for themselves. By entering the Reform movement, 
BCC was able to gain credibility and space in order to educate other religious leaders and the 
mainstream Jewish community on gay and lesbian Jewish issues and inclusion. This was a 
monumental step for gay and lesbian Jews in terms of mainstream acceptance and sparked the 
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creation of at least 10 other gay and lesbian Jewish groups around the world (COOPER, 1989). 
With the creation of other gay and lesbian Jewish groups internationally there was a strong sense 
of collaboration that emerged in order to provide support to one another. In 1976, there was an 
international conference held called “The First International Conference of Gay and Lesbian 
Jews” (COOPER, 1989). The emergence of an international force of gay and lesbian Jews was a 
vital turning point because it created a type of legitimacy unheard of before. There were always 
groups of gay and lesbian Jews existing and resisting all over the world yet, what changed was 
that there was now a face to the movement: a group organized and part of a larger mainstream 
community. The entrance of BCC into the UAHC (Union of American Hebrew Congregations) as 
the largest union of Reform synagogues helped to demonstrate that there was a place for gay and 
lesbian Jews within the mainstream movement. At roughly the same time of BCC’s emergence of 
the West Coast and acceptance within the reform movement, CBST was going through a similar 
process of emergence and consolidation. As noted by Moshe Shokeid, an Israeli anthropologist 
that studied the history and community dynamics of CBST in the 1990’s, the significance of 
LGBT Synagogues and Churches emerging in the 1990’s marked the shift in the perception of the 
community from hyper sexualized bars and bathhouses to spaces of sociality, encroaching on 
“heterosexual territory” or mainstream Judaism (SHOKEID, 1995). This encroachment into 
mainstream Judaism was a unique process that replicated the growing, but limited, acceptance in 
mainstream society. We see Shokeid creating an analogy that resonates with the experiences of 
LGBT Jews here in Brazil, in the formation of LGBT spaces and events that “infringe” on 
mainstream values.  
By way of analogy I would point to the Gay Pride Parade, which is New York 
City’s second largest, and has proceeded uneventfully for years down fifty 
blocks in the center of Manhattan. A powerful a statement of gay power as this 
is, the occupation of the abandoned Fifth Avenue on a Sunday afternoon does 
not impinge on the territorial and symbolic turf of particular constituencies. But 
when two dozen Irish gays and lesbians ask to participate in the St. Patrick’s 
Day Parade, or CBST in the Salute to Israel Parade, the result is grand 
consternation, threats of termination of the event by its sponsors, and ultimate 
rejection (SHOKEI: 1995, p.29)  
 
 An interesting point is the connection that gay and lesbian Jews had at that time (and 
many still continue to have) to Israel and its politics. This was the basis of the first “Queer Jewish 
Street Protest” that was held in response to the 1993 Salute to Israel Parade in New York. This 
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protest has a history connected to CBST or Congregation Simchat Torah and the synagogues 
involvement in the Zionist parade (SCHNEER; AVIV, 2002). The parade was a yearly event put 
on by the American Zionists Youth Federation (AZYF) in support of Israel and its politics. This 
year CBST would participate in the parade as part of the Reform Zionists of America (ARZA) 
contingent in order to show their support of Israel and to create more visibility for CBST and gay 
and lesbian Jews in the community. The outrage and threats that emerged from the more 
conservative contingents in their participation of the parade, showed that although perhaps it was 
deemed “alright” by the mainstream Jewish community for them to have their own synagogue, 
their encroachment on the mainstream territory was “too much” and represented that they were 
one and the same.  
 CBST is an interesting example of a counterpoint to BCC in terms of their structure and 
connection to the organized Jewish movements that exist. By not aligning themselves officially to 
any movement they placed themselves in a position to prioritize the LGBT aspect of an LGBT 
inclusive synagogue with various examples of incorporating a Jewish identity with an LGBT 
identity.  
 These ranged from Orthodox men who led “double lives” and other men and women who 
had been rejected or rejected more mainstream Jewish communities (including families) yet felt 
the lack of a Jewish space in which to explore different aspects of their identities (SHOKEID, 
1995). However, identity is not something fixed or unchangeable, the dynamics of expressing 
certain desires within a context that dictates those desires are wrong or sinful creates a culture of 
silence. This silence and the navigation of desire creates isolation and “double-lives”, a term used 
to describe the Orthodox men who take wives yet maintain extra-marital same sex relationships 
(SHOKEID, 1995). The creation of this type of space, aimed to discuss these desires and the 
complications that they bring to a Jewish cultural/religious identity, allowed/allows for new 
interpretations of identity to emerge. This plays the shifting idea of Jewish identity, something 
that Shokeid and other anthropologists and scholars of Jewish experiences note in their work. 
Instead of consisting of an all-encompassing totality, Jewishness shifted to a plurality of 
expressions and possibilities (SCHNEER; AVIV, 2002; TOPEL, 2005; KLEIN, 2012; 
SHOKEID, 1995). Therefore, it became possible to be both “gay and Jewish”, expressing a gay 
identity in the synagogue and a Jewish identity in the gay world. Their inclusivity was a marking 
point of their positionality within the Jewish community. According to Shokeid, CBST 
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represented a very American Jewish style of organization, creating a space that fit their specific 
needs instead of conforming to already established paradigms (SCHNEER; AVIV, 2002; 
SHOKEID, 1995).  
 The rejection of CBSTs participation at the parade was based on the parades organizers 
relationship with the Orthodox community and their participation. Given that participation in 
Zionist organizations had shifted from secular Jews (as a response to the Holocaust) to primarily 
Orthodox contingencies (which held more conservatives views on social issues such as LGBT 
inclusion), there was a fear that upsetting them would harm the parades attendance (SCHNEER, 
AVIV, 2002; SHOKEID, 1995). This caught the attention of a young organization known as 
JYGL or Jewish Young Gays and Lesbians, which following the example of other LGBT Jewish 
organizations, formed to create spaces and visibility for queer Jews in a generally non-accepting 
community. The growth of LGBT Jewish organizations had a slow but steady growth, since BCC 
opened its doors in 1972, with various organizations emerging from the shadows and establishing 
themselves throughout the Jewish world. Yet, often times their actions were insular, focusing on 
providing support for LGBT Jewish individuals and planning ways to increase acceptance and 
tolerance of these individuals within the Jewish community. JYGL was supported by an 
organization known as Jewish Activist Gays and Lesbians (JAGL), which was formed in 1993, 
which was established with an activist, focused goal as opposed to the perceived lack of direction 
in which JYGL held (SCHNEER; AVIV, 2002).  
 There is a subtle, but important, difference when exploring the ways in which different 
movements function. This differences lies in the intention of the movement, which is made part in 
possible by the social climate from which the movement emerges. For example, JYGL emerged 
soon after the opening of BCC and CBST as a space geared towards the mutual support and as a 
“safe” space for lesbian and gay Jews. This focus on providing a space for these individuals to 
share experiences and meet other Jews “like them” was the priority rather than larger scale 
activism. It is a common pattern that replicates itself with the actions of LGBT Jewish individuals 
here in Brazil. According to the Rodrigo, an interlocutor who was part of the group JGBR (during 
its existence), the establishment of online space was for gay Brazilian Jews to meet and share 
experiences, as well as to foster philosophical discussions. This was considered the priority of the 
group JGBR who was founded by Ari Teperman in 1999 and can be found on the websites 
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mission statement29. This type of space was possible due to the spreading availability of the 
Internet and the types of interactions it permitted. Anonymity was possible, something heavily 
valued at the time that attracted members to this online community. It was not until several years 
later that the idea of participating in a more public form of activism came on the agenda, 
ultimately resulting in the group disbanding.  
 Here we can draw on a comparison between the experiences between LGBT Jewish 
individuals in the United States and in Brazil. Given the establishment of Synagogues and 
community spaces aimed towards LGBT issues within the United States, there was, per say, less 
risk in “coming out” publicly or participating in a more public form of activism. This is due to the 
presence of a pre-established community in which to rely on in the case of social rejection from 
family and friends. The increased visibility of other organizations, spaces, and individuals within 
the U.S.A and other English speaking countries such as England and Canada, created a network 
which made it possible for LGBT Jews to risk “exposure” by affiliating themselves with LGBT 
oriented groups. I argue that the overall diversity and population of Jews within the United States 
allowed for a greater plurality of expression to take place. In combination with the plurality of 
Jewish individuals and variations of belief and religiosity, the public policy shift as a result of the 
LGBT Movement in the 1970’s, and the tendency for Jewish Communities to be established in 
large urban cities (as a result of immigration patterns and chain-migration), allowed a particularly 
fertile space for the emergence of an LGBT Movement in the 1980’s (COOPER, 1989).  
 Looking at this from the Brazilian context we can see the manifestations of LGBT Jewish 
groups in Brazil, such as JGBR, Gay Jews in Brazil, Homoshabbat, Keshet Ga’avah in Brazil, 
were perhaps geared towards the framework of providing a safe space, as opposed to public 
activism, quite similar to the early days of the LGBT Synagogues in the United States. In fact, in 
an interview with JGBR’s organizer and publicly “out” member, Ari Teperman:  
 
‘We don’t want overexposure’ in the media, said Ari Teperman, the founder of 
Brazil’s only openly gay and lesbian Jewish group, known by its acronym, 
JGBR. ‘We are not currently engaged in the fight for civil rights, but rather for 
Jewish identity,’ he added. (JTA.Org, 2005)30 
 
 
29 This website was archived due to the sites unuse and the groups disbandment and can be found in the annex of this 
work.  
30 https://www.jta.org/2005/08/02/archive/around-the-jewish-world-in-brazil-gay-and-lesbian-jews-struggle-for-
jewish-acceptance. (Accessed 5/06/18)  
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 In his own words, he demonstrated the attitude held by many of the Jewish individuals 
part of this group, 320 overall at that time. This demonstrates the intersectionality that these 
members (LGBT Jews) might have had in terms of dealing with racism, economic stability, and 
gender related violence. We can look at the work done by Monica Grin on her work on the social 
relationships between Blacks and Jews in Brazil.  
 
In the 1990’s, Jews found themselves completely integrated. Schwartzman, 
using the 1998 Monthly Employment Research, reveals that the monthly 
median income of Jews is the highest compared to other groups of immigrant 
origins or of other groups of color (black, brown, and white) 
(SCHWARTZMAN, 1999). In recent research regarding the Index of Human 
Development (IDH) in Brazil, confirms that Brazilian Jews have a level of 
income, schooling, and life expectancy higher than that of the Norwegians, the 
world champions of human development (GRIN, 2009)31 
 
 Gaining acceptance or tolerance was a strong focus for many members of the group, 
resonating the importance of community and social circles in the lives of these individuals. Being 
raised within Jewish spaces (whether home spaces or institutional spaces) their connection to the 
Jewish people around them was very deep-rooted. In a recent discussion with two 20-year-old 
white gay and lesbian Jewish individuals, Gabriel and Julia, we discussed the importance that the 
Jewish community had on the lives of its members. I entered into contact with Gabriel after he 
published a survey on Keshet Ga’avah in the Gay Jews do Brasil Facebook page. Gabriel shared 
how he would be lost if he didn’t have the Jewish community or if he were rejected by it. To 
clarify, his statement reflects the reality of many who grow up within a specific religious or 
ethnic community. Given the aforementioned sense of comradery within the community, noted 
by scholars such as Klein (2012) and Topel (2005; 2008), one is raised within the community, 
ones networks, social circles, and families are all within the community. To lose that through 
rejection by the very community can be devastating to an individual’s emotional health, as well 
as financial well being. During my field research I saw one very blatant case of this rejection 
 
31 Original Text: Nos anos 1990, os judeus encontram-se plenamente integrados. Schwartzman, com base na 
Pesquisa Mensal de Emprego de 1998, revela que a renda média mensal dos judeus é a mais alta quando comparada 
com outros grupos de origem imigrante ou grupos de cor (preta, parda, branca) (SCHWARTZMAN, 1999). Em 
recente pesquisa sobre o Índice de Desenvolvimento Humano (IDH) no Brasil, constatou-se que os judeus brasileiros 
possuem nível de renda, escolaridade e expectativa de vida superior ao dos noruegueses, os campeões mundiais de 
desenvolvimento humano (GRIN, 2009).  
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coupled with financial consequences. During my time in Rio with several LGBT Jews from the 
Rio de Janeiro Jewish community, I met a gay man in his 30’s, Jewish and white, a friend of the 
friends that I was visiting. As the conversation turned to the effects that “coming out” has had on 
our lives, Joab shared with us his experience.  
 
“Before I came out, I had it all, a good job at my fathers law firm, support from 
my family… I was financially stable and on the path for a good life, until I 
came out. When I came out my family stopped talking to me, cut me off from 
them and asked me to leave the company. Thankfully I had the experiences and 
capital to start my own negocio (business) in New York and São Paulo so I was 
able to make it work…. But it hurts”. (Joab, Field notes 2017).  
 
 Joab's story represents two realities: one that is fairly extreme in the reaction that his 
family took in regards to him “coming out” and another that demonstrates the type of social 
capital that individuals within the Jewish community gain by growing up and being within the 
community. In a way, we can see through these experiences and others, why the groups that do 
form usually have their focus on providing a space for individuals to meet and discuss the various 
issues that face them as LGBT Jews rather than participating in larger activism. An interesting 
exception to this lack of public organized activism came during a recent occurrence at the 2018 
LGBT Pride Parade in São Paulo. This year (2018) the Israel Embassy in Brazil, the Camera of 
Commerce and Tourism in Brazil, AccorHotels, and Alexandre Herchcovitch32 organized a Tel 
Aviv Contingent (bloco) for the São Paulo Pride Parade.  
 The statement from the Facebook page Israel em São Paulo about their participation in 
the 2018 LGBT Pride Parade.  
TEL AVIV PARTICPATES IN THE LGBT PRIDE PARADE IN SÃO 
PAULO 
 
Tel Aviv participated yesterday, for the first time, in the 22nd LGBT Pride 
Parade of São Paulo, at Paulista Avenue, with a float that promoted its LGBT 
Parade, which happens in Tel Aviv this Friday, June 8th.  
 
Israel is an open, diverse, plural country that accepts all people, independently 
of their religion, sexual orientation or political orientation.  
Diversity is a very strong Israeli characteristic and Israel is the only country in 
the Middle East in which the LGBT Community can live in liberty and respect.  
 
32 Alexandre Herchovitch is a well-known gay Brazilian fashion designer of Jewish descent. 
(https://aherchcovitch.com/sobre-alexandre-herchcovitch/). (Accessed 10/09/2018) 
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The LGBT community joined with the Jewish community to promote diversity 
and respect! The float, which had a shirt created by the stylist Alexandre 
Herchcovitch, had 600 people that marched behind the group from the State 
Government to the sound of Israeli DJ Micky Friedman”33  
 
 In response to this event, the Sectorial LGBT Estadual do PSOL/SP34 wrote this official 
stance on the presence of Israel at the Pride Parade.  
NOTE OF REPUDIATION OF THE PRESENCE OF ISRAEL IN THE LGBT 
PRIDE PARADE OF SÃO PAULO.  
 
We, from the LGBT State Sector of PSOL/SP, repudiate the presence of the 
state of Israel, through its consulate, in the 22nd LGBT Pride Parade of São 
Paulo because the country practices an Apartheid policy and genocide against 
the Palestinian people. It is inadmissible that an event that says to celebrate 
love, equality, and diversity, accepts the support and presence of a racist state 
invading the land and massacring an entire people for 70 years, with a float 
called “Tel Aviv Israel”.  
 
Israel has, continually, in the last decades, invading and annexing Palestinian 
lands for their own territories, expulsing the people that live in them and 
confining them to ever-shrinking territories which have truly become pockets of 
misery and open air concentration camps, with the Israeli State strongly 
controlling their frontiers and resources. The strongest example is the Gaza 
Strip, where there is a chronic lack of water, constant blackouts, chronic 
unemployment and a permanent siege by the Israel Defense Force, which holds 
total control over their airspace and its waters. The little existing infrastructure 
in Gaza (schools, hospitals, industries, railways, airports, highways, ports, etc.) 
is constantly bombarded by military incursions promoted by Israel, leaving the 
region totally dependent on international help and without any ability to 
develop.  
 
 
33 Original Text: TEL AVIV PARTICIPA DA PARADA DE ORGULHO LGBT DE SÃO PAULO:  
Tel Aviv participou ontem, pela primeira vez, da 22ª Parada de Orgulho LGBT de São Paulo, na Avenida Paulista, 
com um bloco que promoveu sua Parada LGBT, que acontece em Tel Aviv nesta sexta-feira, dia 8 de junho. Israel é 
um país aberto, diverso, plural, que aceita todas as pessoas, independentemente de sua religião, orientação sexual ou 
orientação política. A diversidade é uma característica israelense muito forte e Israel é o único país no Oriente Médio 
onde a comunidade LGBT pode viver em liberdade e com respeito. A comunidade LGBT se juntou à comunidade 
judaica para promover a diversidade e o respeito! O bloco, que tinha uma camiseta criada pelo estilista Alexandre 
Herchcovitch, contou com 600 pessoas que marcharam atrás do trio do Governo do Estado ao som do DJ israelense 
Micky Friedman. 
34 PSOL/SP (Partido Socialismo e Liberdade) is the Socialist and Liberty Party. For more information please access 
(http://psolsaopaulo.org/). (Accessed 10/09/2018) 
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We understand that the LGBT fight is not a single front, but in conjunction with 
various others and combatting every type of exploration and oppression that 
exists in the world, whether that be class, race, gender, gender identity or sexual 
orientation. We LGBT only can truly be free when all other people of the free 
are as well, and this includes the Palestinian people and their fight for survival 
and self-determination.  
It is important to state that this sector does not oppose the Israeli population or 
the Jewish people in general, but solely the colonialist politics practiced by the 
State of Israel against the Palestinians since its creation in the 70’s.  
 
FOR A FREE AND SOVREIGN PALESTINE  
São Paulo, June 2nd 2018 
LGBT State Sector of PSOL/SP35  
 
 In further response to this letter emitted by PSOL, several members of the group Gay 
Jews Brazil (a Facebook group organized by LGBT Jews in Brazil) organized a response letter to 
PSOL, citing antisemitism as a byproduct of PSOL’s response. Although I am uncertain if the 
letter was published or not, it was an example of an attempt at organizing the members of these 
networks in a political action in defense of Israel’s participation in the LGBT Pride Parade in São 
Paulo. Aside from this recent occurrence, I have not seen many other examples in my research, 
 
35 Original Text: “NOTA DE REPÚDIO À PRESENÇA DE ISRAEL NA PARADA DO ORGULHO LGBT DE 
SÃO PAULO: Nós, da Setorial LGBT estadual do PSOL/SP, repudiamos a presença Estado de Israel, através de seu 
consulado, na 22ª Parada do Orgulho LGBT de São Paulo pois o país pratica uma política notoriamente de Apartheid 
e genocida contra o povo palestino. É inadmissível um evento que diz celebrar o amor, a igualdade e a diversidade 
aceite o apoio e a presença de um estado racista que vem invadindo as terras e massacrando todo um povo há 70 
anos, com um bloco próprio chamado “Tel Aviv Israel”. Israel vem, sucessivamente, nas últimas décadas invadindo 
e anexando terras palestinas a seus próprios territórios, expulsando as pessoas que nelas vivem e as confinando em 
territórios cada vez menores que se tornaram verdadeiros bolsões de miséria e campos de concentração a céu aberto, 
com o Estado israelense controlando fortemente suas fronteiras e recursos. O exemplo mais notório disso é a Faixa 
de Gaza, onde há falta crônica de água, apagões constantes, desemprego crônico e um cerco permanente feito pelas 
Forças de Defesa de Israel, que detém total controle sobre seu espaço aéreo e suas águas. A pouca infraestrutura 
existente em Gaza (escolas, hospitais, indústrias, ferrovias, aeroportos, estradas, portos, etc.) é constante 
bombardeada pelas incursões militares promovidas por Israel, deixando a região totalmente dependente de ajuda 
internacional e sem nenhuma capacidade para se desenvolver. Entendemos que a luta LGBT não se dá em uma única 
frente, mas em conjunto com várias outras e combatendo todo o tipo de exploração e opressão que exista no mundo, 
seja de classe, raça, etnia, gênero, identidade de gênero ou orientação sexual. Nós LGBTs só poderemos ser 
plenamente livres quando todas as outras pessoas do mundo também forem, e isso inclui o povo palestino e sua luta 
por sobrevivência e autodeterminação. Vale ressaltar que essa setorial não se opõe a população israelense ou ao povo 
judeu de maneira geral, mas apenas a política colonialista praticada pelo Estado de Israel contra os palestinos desde 
sua criação há 70 anos. 
POR UMA PALESTINA LIVRE E SOBERANA! 
São Paulo, 2 de Junho de 2018. 
Setorial Estadual LGBT do PSOL/SP” 
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since the formation of JGBR in the 1990’s.  Below we start look at what has taken place in the 
academic literature here in Brazil on the subject of sexuality and gender within the Jewish 
community.  
1.3. JEWISH, GAY, AND BRAZILIAN: THEORETICAL APPROACHES ON BEING LGBT AND 
JEWISH. 
 
This research is an exploration of the articulations that emerge at the intersections of a 
Jewish identity, sexuality and gender. The intersections of these identities pose a unique and 
challenging navigation for the individuals that embody them. The objective of this research to 
explore these manifestations of identity within the social contexts in that which they take place. I 
undertook this research to tell the story of the LGBT Jews in São Paulo and in Brazil after 
discovering a strikingly small amount of material on the subject. The material that we do have 
within academically defined limits can be narrowed down to two articles and one dissertation 
produced within the context of Brazil academic production. The two articles in question were 
produced by Brazilian academics in the context of Rio de Janeiro. An American academic wrote 
this dissertation in the context of Bahia. However, something noted within these three works is 
the lack of reference or information to the Jewish community in São Paulo. Given that the 
population of people self-identified as Jews in São Paulo is roughly twice the number as Rio de 
Janeiro (the city with the second largest number of self-identified Jews) there is a dissonance in 
the lack of material on this subject with a São Paulo focus. Although there have been several 
ethnographic works that discuss the lives of Jews in São Paulo, the paradoxes and resurgences of 
religious orthodoxy, there is not one work36 that discusses the intersection of a Jewish identity 
and an LGBT identity within São Paulo (state or city). 
Due to the limited quantity of bibliographic material present, it is important to explore 
what is available in greater detail as a theoretical introduction to the subject of LGBT identity and 
Jewish identity within the context of Brazil. The first article to be discussed was published within 
the journal of Religião & Sociedade (Religion and Society) in Rio de Janeiro by the authors 
Maria das Dores Campos Machado, Myriam Lins de Barros, Fernanda Delvalhas Piccolo. 
 
36 This statement has been made after extensive research in the field of both LGBT studies and Jewish Studies on the 
intersections of LGBT and Judaism. However, there is always room for failure and it is possible that there exists 
academic works unbeknownst to the author at this time.  
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Although the article came out in 2010 the research was done from late 2007 until early 2008. 
Although my current research was undertaken in 2015-2017 (nearly 10 years after), much of what 
is described by previous authors in the context of procuring interlocutors is replicated in my 
research. The difference was the focus on the interlocutors in which these two studies sought to 
procure. In the study done in Rio de Janeiro the focus was on the religious leadership within the 
Jewish community, utilizing LGBT Jewish individuals within the community as a means to gain 
access to these religious leaders. Within my study undertaken in São Paulo, the focus was on the 
LGBT Jewish individual’s interactions with religious spaces, events, and community. Creating an 
ethnographic narrative of the experiences of LGBT Jews in São Paulo follows the rhythm of the 
article done by Andrea Moraes Alves published in Vibrant – Virtual Brazilian Anthropology, 
Identity, Judaism and Homosexuality: Two Stories about Belonging. Exploring the narrative 
aspect of LGBT Jews in Rio de Janeiro, Alves describes in detail the ways in which her 
interlocutors deal with the questions of sexuality and gender within the Jewish Community.  
The life history model is methodological tool in which both my research and Alves 
research use to create a narrative ethnographic model. According to Alves: 
 
By proposing an association unthinkable within the Jewish logic – “being” 
Jewish and “being” gay or lesbian –, the research itself encourages the 
production of discourses on homosexuality that are inevitably situated on the 
margins of Judaism. (ALVES: 2010, p.79).  
 
This citation is unquestionably important in that it directly supports the paradoxical nature 
that my research undertakes. While acknowledging its value in supporting my research, it is 
impossible not to criticize the broadness of the claim that an association with being Jewish and 
being gay or lesbian is impossible. However, by situating the author in a Brazilian context, this 
claim is given more standing, as seen from the ethnographic material collected during my 
research. However, we can both agree that this type of intersectionality takes place on the 
margins of Judaism (ALVES, 2010). Alves explores the lives of Natália, a 25-year-old Jewish 
woman in Rio de Janeiro, and Wagner, a 52 year-old Jewish man from the North-East of Brazil 
who had immigrated to Rio de Janeiro in the 70’s. Both interlocutors are Jewish but their 
relationships with their Judaism and their sexuality play themselves out in profoundly different 
ways. The generational, gender, and ancestral connections demonstrate themselves in various 
aspects of this research. One profound aspect that I noted is that gender is heavily present in 
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Judaism in general. The narratives of Wagner and Natália display unique but recurrent 
characteristics of how they deal with their sexuality and gender. The gendered expectations 
placed upon each individual within the historical context of LGBT narratives and Jewish 
narratives strike recurrent chords in the literature on the internationally produced literature on the 
subject. This aspect makes it clear that this is not merely a phenomenon that can be established as 
Brazilian, but rather a phenomenon that can be established as Jewish, influenced by the Brazilian 
cultural norms in which these Jewish individuals navigate.   
Gender, as in any anthropological study of religion, proves to be a driving force in both 
articles that explore the subject of LBGTQ Jews within Brazil. Within the article Judaísmo e 
homossexualidade no Rio de Janeiro: notas de uma pesquisa37 , the researchers explore the 
opinions and incentives of the leadership within the Jewish community. As we can see from their 
study and other studies, the Jewish community is diverse and not able to be simply categorized.  
 
In this article, as we emphasize above, we will privilege the 
perceptions of the leaders on the theme of homosexuality. In this 
sense it should be expected that the form of reception and the way 
the two interviews with the leadership have made clear the existing 
differentiations in what, at first, seemed to us simply as the “Jewish 
community” in Rio de Janeiro (BARROS, MACHADO, 
PICCOLO: 2010, p.14)38 
 
It is common for people “outside” of the Jewish community to refer to the Jewish 
community as a singular entity. Following the perspectives of Benedict Andersons (1991) 
concept of imagined community, the Jewish community, much like the nation-states in which 
Anderson uses as the basis for his discussion, is one such example of this phenomenon. Creating 
the connection of the Jewish community as nation-state leads to complications in the context of 
the establishment of Israel in 1949 on Palestinian territory. The establishment of an “officially 
recognized” nation-state designated for “the Jewish People” can lead to a certain legitimacy given 
to Israel as the definer of the cultural norms of the “Jewish community”. However, with the 
Jewish diaspora being a major defining characteristic of the Jewish experience, I will focus on the 
 
37Translation: Judaism and Homosexuality in Rio de Janeiro: Research Notes 
38 Original Text: “Nesse artigo, conforme salientamos acima, privilegiaremos, entretanto, as percepções das 
lideranças sobre a temática da homossexualidade. Nesse sentido, deve-se adiantar que a forma de recepção e a 
maneira como transcorreram as duas entrevistas com as lideranças deixaram claras as diferenciações existentes no 
que, de início, parecia-nos simplesmente a “comunidade judaica” no Rio de Janeiro”(BARROS; MACHADO; 
PICCOLO, 2010). 
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diasporic manifestations of different Jewish communities, while simultaneously acknowledging 
the importance that Israel has on affecting the Jewish community. Israel was not noted in this 
study done in Rio de Janeiro but it would have been important to acknowledge the globalization 
that the orthodox community specifically has and its relevance in Brazil. Referencing Marta 
Topel and her work “Jerusalem and São Paulo: The New Jewish Orthodoxy in Focus” we can see 
the influence that the Orthodox movement as a whole has had (and is having) on the Jewish 
community in São Paulo and its Brazil in general (2008). Acknowledging a global influence that 
the Orthodox movement has had on Judaism, as a whole it is important to understand the types of 
transnational politics that are at work. However, this work does not take into account the 
globalized aspect of Judaism and instead focuses on the local manifestations of Judaism within 
the cultural context of Brazil and specifically in Rio de Janeiro. It is important however, in the 
context of this research on LGBT Jews in Brazil as it situates a transnational context on a national 
level. Continuing this national contextualization we will explore the specificities and multiple 
singularities that emerge in Brazil with the Jewish and LGBT population.  
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CHAPTER II - THE JEWS IN BRAZIL: WHO ARE THEY? WHAT ARE THEY? WHERE CAN WE 
FIND THEM? THE BICHA FEGELEYE 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 According to Anderson (1991), the concept of identity and identification results in 
imagined communities, where the Jewish Community is a prime example. An important starting 
point would be to establish that there a innumerous communities of Jews within Brazil, varying 
by density and numbers depending on the state and region of the county. The largest current 
population of Jews within Brazil resides within the state of São Paulo with around 65,000 
individuals with a total of around 110,000 in all of Brazil according to census data39. How each 
population or community became established depended initially on the original Portuguese 
colonization and later on the immigration policies in Brazil throughout the centuries. 
 The colonization of Brazil began in the XVI century and the history of Jews in Brazil 
commenced. However, these Jews were not typical Jewish immigrants that came to the 
Portuguese territory in later centuries. Like Spain, Portugal (the colonizer of Brazil) had 
undertaken an Inquisition, beginning in the 1500’s as well, although the target of this Inquisition 
differed from the Spanish in that their focus was that of “conversos” or “novos-cristão/cristãos-
novos40”, i.e. the Jews that had converted to Catholicism to avoid persecution by religious 
authorities. Since the Spanish inquisition began many Jews had already left or converted; 
however, with the passing of the 1492 edict expulsing the remaining Jews, many were forced to 
flee to Portugal and other territories that welcomed them. The Jews that arrived in Portugal after 
their official expulsion from Spain had little respite from the persecution of the Catholic Church 
in the following centuries.  
 In order to avoid further persecution from the Catholic Church and to get as far away as 
possible from the violence of the Inquisition, the Jews chose to participate in the process of 
colonizing the “New World” and the Portuguese territories. These men were mainly “conversos” 
or “novos-cristão/cristãos-novos”41 who thought Brazil a less threatening atmosphere and more 
 
39 https://www.fisesp.org.br/2012/01/23/sao-paulo-tem-a-segunda-maior-populacao-judaica-da-america-latina/ 
(Accessed 7/10/18) 
40 Translation: Conversos are people who converted from Judaism to Christianity and novos cristão are New 
Christians.  
41 The concept and construction of B’nei Anousim (Jews who returned to Judaism) and the Conversos is a vibrant 
vital topic when discussing the complexity of Brazilian Jewry, however to explore this topic to its fullest extent 
would require an incredible amount of time and space in this text that the confines of a dissertation do not permit. 
Further in this chapter, we will address the concept of B’nei Anousim in a different context, based on desirability and 
outsider status within the Jewish community. In order to satisfy interest or to gain a better understanding of the topic 
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pliable socio-political environment in which to “start a new life”. Even though the Inquisition had 
been established on Brazilian soil, the distance, lack of church infrastructure and enforcement 
made it possible for these individuals to insert themselves into the social-political workings of the 
colony (TOPEL, 2005).  
  We continue our trajectory of immigration to Brazilian territory with the arrival of the 
Moroccan Jews in the Amazonian territories. As a result of the rubber exploration in the 19th 
century, many Moroccan Jews came to Brazil to profit off of this new lucrative resource. In 1824, 
the first Synagogue of the region was established in Belém, known as Eshel Abraham (TOPEL, 
2005). What is important about highlighting these communities that were established in the 
Amazonian region is that they continue in their relevancy today, serving as a center point of 
religious and cultural Jewish life in the area (TOPEL, 2005). An important note that 
counterpoints the understanding of Jews in Brazil today is that the original Jewish presence in 
Brazil was Sephardic, a stark contrast to the Ashkenazi public face of current times.  
 The foundation of various communities during these waves of immigration was based on 
the traditional models on which they based on the country of origin. Each Jewish community was 
defined by a specific cultural heritage that guided the creation of community and religious spaces 
(TOPEL, 2005).  
 During the twentieth century, it was the early twenties and until the thirties that Jews 
began to arrive in Brazil in significant numbers (MAIO; CALACA, 2001). Between the two 
world wars there was a significant increase in antisemitism in Europe, especially in Eastern 
Europe with the Pogroms of Russia and the growing climate of hatred that preceded World War 
II in Western Europe. Countries such as the United States of America, Canada, and Argentina 
were among the most sought after by potential immigrants (MAIO; CALACA, 2001). However 
with shifting immigration policies in North America (both in Canada and the U.S.A) becoming 
more restrictive in which types of people they allowed into the country, other options were 
considered by potential immigrants throughout the world. Specifically, in the case of Jewish 
immigrants from Eastern Europe, the “capitalist modernization” of Brazil during this time 
changing the perceptions of Latin America from “backward” to “modern”, attracting greater 
number of immigrants (MAIO; CALACA, 2001).  
 
it is vital to see the works of Anita Waingort Novinsky, the leading scholar on the subject of B’nei Anousim within 
Brazilian scholarship.  
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2.2 SÃO PAULO. A HISTORICAL FOCUS ON THE JEWS IN SÃO PAULO 
 
 The trajectory of the Jewish community in Brazil has a widespread and expansive pattern 
of immigration and migration. As we continue this historical trajectory, we narrow our focus until 
we arrive at the metropolitan confines of São Paulo city. The migration to São Paulo began 
roughly in the 1900’s (with another movement in the 1950’s) with waves of Jews coming from 
other parts of the country to establish communities in the city (TOPEL, 2005). We will focus on 
the waves of immigration in the 19th century in order to better contextualize the formation of the 
São Paulo Jewish community. In contrast to the earlier waves of immigration, which the majority 
of Jews coming to Brazil were of Sephardic origin, the waves of Jewish immigrants coming to 
Brazil, from more than 60 countries, were of Ashkenazi origin (KLEIN, 2012). Their success in 
this country was related to the sense of community and comradery that marked Jewish diaspora; 
established Jews helping other more recent immigrants gain a socio-economic foothold in their 
new country. This type of intra-community interaction will be discussed further in this chapter 
with the exploration of what it means to be a Jew in Brazil in the modern day.  
 Of the 100,000 to 120,000 self-identified Jews in Brazil, approximately 60,000 live in São 
Paulo, making it the largest concentration of Jews in the country (KLEIN, 2012). Aside from 
housing the largest population of self-identified Jews in the country, São Paulo is also a powerful 
and internationally recognized city in Latin America and the world. The globalized aspect of the 
city also ties in to the power that São Paulo’s Jewish population has within the transnational 
Jewish community as a Jewish hub within Brazil. According to Misha Klein, this demographic 
gives São Paulo Jews greater global representation of the perception of the Brazilian Jew (2012). 
In addition to this, several of the largest Jewish organizations are housed in São Paulo city, 
making it a place of incredible relevance in terms of “organized community” and the effects that 
it has on dictating the course that the Jewish community takes, in term of local and global politics. 
Among such organizations are CONIB (Confederação Israelita Brasileira) and the Associação 
Brasileiro “A Hebraica” de São Paulo. Otherwise known as Clube Hebraica or Hebraica by the 
club members and community in general, it is a physical and iconic institution that represents the 
hub of the Jewish community in São Paulo, as according to Klein (2012)42.  
 
42 For a more in depth exploration of the Hebraica Clube and its workings, history, and impact on São Paulo and 
more specifically, the Jewish community, it is important to reference Misha Kleins most recent book, Kosher 
Feijoada and other paradoxes of Jewish Life in São Paulo.  
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2.3. WHAT IT MEANS TO BE JEWISH IN BRAZIL TODAY: HOW HISTORY SHAPED THE CURRENT 
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT.  
 
 There is often confusion on what being a Jew means: if it is religious, racial/ethnic, or 
cultural. Some argue strongly for one side or another, however, most scholars (including the 
author of the paper) that in fact, a Jew is a combination of all of these factors that present 
themselves in varying degrees that create the Jewish subjectivity. Therefore, in the following 
section, we will explore the various aspects of what it means to be Jewish and localize it in a 
Brazilian context.  
When we explore the process of immigration more in depth we see that immigration to 
Brazil is historically marked by various attempts to whiten the country and create a whiter-
European nation. As a result of slavery and the later abolishment of the practice in the end of the 
1800’s, there lingered a racist sentiment that sought to erase the black presence from Brazil’s 
history. This influenced the policies that were aimed towards immigration and immigrants as 
Brazil sought to bring in “white” people from various parts of the world (specifically Europe). 
With the Jewish population exponentially growing, “going from 10,000 to 30,000” (MAIO & 
CALACA, 2001) in the 1920’s, there was a significant growth in the presence of Jews in Brazil 
as well. With the development of the Estado Novo, there was a fear among the “social chemists” 
of Brazil, who at the time could not decide a Jews place in the social hierarchy (LESSER 2001, p. 
69). The “whitening” ideals of the Brazilian elite in the 1900’s and the availability of certain 
ethnic groups to immigrate to Brazil, led to a ranking of desirability based on ethnicity/race. 
Therefore, although Jews were not the “right kind of white” they were at least viewed superior 
immigrants in the Estado Novo (New State) rather than those from Asia or Africa (LESSER 2001, 
p. 71). This subsequent availability of Eastern European Jews to aid in the “whitening” process, 
allowed further immigration. With them, came a strong sense of community building, creating 
synagogues, cultural centers, and a dual sense of simultaneously rejecting and accepting 
assimilation (TOPEL 2005, p. 191). I contend that it is this process and the subsequent 
solidification of Jewish neighborhoods in São Paulo that created a unique environment, which 
simultaneously replicates and rejects traditional Judaism from the old country and from Israel. 
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 This flirtation with “whiteness and non-whiteness” is an ever-present theme in Jewish 
history, especially in the context of European racial politics. Due to the racial politics in Brazil, 
Jews are largely, if not entirely, considered white (KLEIN, 2012). Therefore, I submit that in 
concordance with the assimilation policies encouraged by the Brazilian government (LESSER 
1995, p. 67), Jews faced either maintaining a heightened sense religiousness or risk being lumped 
together with the largely catholic white majority. This is particularly powerful because due to the 
relative low profile and stereotypes that Brazilian Jews have in the context of popular society, 
there can be, as I would put it, a Jewish closet (STRATTON, 2000). 
 However, this is quite specific to European and North American contexts. The 
racialization process that occurred in the United States during the 19th and 20th century emerged 
from race science and eugenics policies that adopted anti-Semitic and anti-European attitudes 
when “creating” the ideal American society. Now when we consider the racialization of Jews in 
the United States we are talking about European descended (or origin) Ashkenazi Jews. I find it 
troublesome when discussing the racialization of Jews without taking into account the specific 
complexities that emerge from each categorical classification that “Jew” falls into. Often times, 
especially in the context of the United States: Jew = White. This oversimplification is misleading 
for many reasons. The first of these reasons is that there are many types of Jews that compose 
world Jewry: among the three main groups are Ashkenazim, Mizrahim, and Sepharadim. Each 
group is based on a different geographical location, different (sometimes overlapping) traditions, 
and varying ethnic/racial compositions. Yet, in order to complicate things further, within each 
group there may be any number of variations of skin tones, characteristics, and racialization’s that 
emerge. For a wider analysis, it is important to consult Melanie Kaye-Kantowitz’s work, The 
Color of Jews (2007) in which she explores the variation of racial realities that exists among 
different Jews that involve intermarriage, immigration/migration, and conversion within a U.S.A. 
context.  
 Therefore, when we explore the whitening of Jews, we will keep a firm foundation that 
not all Jews are white and/or have become white. Yet, we will work with generalizations and 
trends, an otherwise dangerous and potentially misleading undertaking, but useful in this case for 
creating a basis of comparison between the United States and Brazil. Unlike in Brazil, Jews in the 
United States never historically occupied a position of whiteness that is seen here within the 
Southern Hemisphere. The work done by Karen Brodkin Sacks (1998) is an important basis for 
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this discussion as she explores how in fact, the Jews in the United States became white people 
over a period of time. Sacks argues that the peak of antisemitism occurred during the 1930’s 
simultaneously with the growth of the Nazis in Germany and the development of a global anti-
Semitic attitude. 
      
But Jews were hardly alone. American antisemitism was part of a broader 
pattern of late-nineteenth-century racism against all southern and eastern 
European immigrants, as well as against Asian immigrants. These views 
justified all sorts of discriminatory treatment including closing the doors to 
immigration from Europe and Asia in the 1920s. (SACKS: 1998, p.26). 
 
 The concept of Euro-races emerged from the United States during the late 19th century as 
a result of Eugenics programs and race scientists in response to the waves of immigrations that 
occurred. Suddenly, there were “too many immigrants” and this threatened the “traditional” 
Anglo-Saxon Protestant American way. American cities began to transform into “immigrant 
cities” (SACKS, 1998), which only furthered an anti-immigrant sentiment. The idea of whiteness 
and who was white in the United States emerged in the 1920’s with the case of Bhagat Singh 
Thind who petitioned to become a naturalized citizen under an existing law that allowed whites to 
become naturalized citizens. Being that Thind was East Indian, therefore Aryan and Caucasian, 
he argued his whiteness on this basis, which the denial of his claim set a precedent of who was 
really white in the United States: blond and blue eyed with pale white skin (SACKS, 1998).  
 So, if white was blond haired and blue eyed, how did the Jews become white in the 
United States? Sacks proposes two key points, or reasoning, in how the Jews became white, with 
it being difficult to determine which came first. This reasoning is directly related to the middle 
class; however, it is unclear whether or not, in the words of Sacks.  
     
Did the Jews and other Euro ethnics become white because they became middle 
class? That is did money whiten? Or did being incorporated in an expanded 
version of whiteness open up the economic doors to a middle-class status? 
(SACKS 1998, p.36) 
   
 Today in Brazil and in the United States, Jews are largely seen as part of the larger group 
of white people, related to both class and skin color. There is an undeniable Ashkenazi 
dominance of the Jewish image and creation of conceptions of what it means to be a Jew. As a 
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result of this, the general conception of what it means to be a Jew is that in both countries and 
specifically in Brazil it means to be White. 
 In regards to the religious landscape of Brazilian Jewry, there has been shift throughout 
the centuries, depending on the density of the population and location in which they established 
themselves. Jews, being a religious/ethnic group, established Synagogues as their primary 
community institutions. Synagogues, being places of worship that doubled as a community space 
of organization, served the community in various functions. In addition to synagogues, the initial 
immigrants established schools, institutions to help the poor, and social networks to help in 
upward social mobility of newly immigrated families (TOPEL, 2005). However, with the birth of 
the first-generation of Jews born in Brazil and the shifting political scene of diasporic Judaism in 
terms of Zionism and post-Haskalah there was a shift in the sense of religiosity found among the 
community (TOPEL, 2005).  
 Given that there was little established support of the traditional Judaism brought with the 
immigrants to Brazil, the structural integrity of the religious institutions did not last beyond the 
1970’s in terms of community involvement (RATTNER, 1977). The idea of what it meant to be a 
“good Jew” went from religious to lay during this time with the involvement in the non-religious 
institutions that were established with the growing presence of Jews in the country (TOPEL, 
2005). In addition to this general shift that occurred in response to the specificities of the Jewish 
community, there was an aspect of assimilation that touches upon the Jewish experience and the 
immigrant experience throughout the world. Topel discusses the “Melting-Pot” Theory developed 
by the Chicago School, in the context of Jews in São Paulo, in an effort to globalize the context of 
the assimilation taking place. It is important to recognize that this assimilation theory was 
developed in the United States during the 1950’s as a response to the waves of immigration that 
created a proportion of immigrants within the cities so large that there was not “absorbing” into 
the dominant American society. This is particularly relevant when comparing the United States to 
Brazil in terms of nationalist ideals that emerged simultaneously with this theory. Brazil’s 
nationalism emerged in part with the social chemistry of the Vargas regime in the 1930’s in an 
attempt to create a more homogenous nation. It is said that Brazil glorified the immigrant as a 
potential for new growth and increasing the population; however, I would argue that in fact Brazil 
hyper valorized the white bodies that arrived on their shores, regardless of their religion and 
background, ensuring the overall whitening of the nation.  
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 Returning to the shifting religiousness of the Jewish community, there was a resurgence 
of the Orthodoxy in the latter half of the 19th century; which as a result have helped to define 
what it means to be Jewish and Brazilian in the 21st century (TOPEL 2005, p. 20). It is important 
to recognize the influence and power that this brand of Judaism has on the landscape of 
Jewishness and perception in Brazil. For a more in depth analysis, it is vital to reference 
“Jerusalem and São Paulo: The New Jewish Orthodoxy in Focus” by Marta Topel (2005).  
 Klein notes, that within the Jewish community of São Paulo, there is a flexibility of 
practice and tradition that has emerged within the Brazilian context. This resulted from an 
assimilation process experienced by first generation immigrants, with the adoption of Portuguese 
as the first language and the loss of the cultural ties that came with speaking their parents native 
tongues (TOPEL, 2005). Synagogues, reflecting the origins of the founding members were 
important in consolidating the community, yet this traditional form of Judaism did not carry 
through to the first generation (RATTNER: 1977, p.62). Topel the references the concept of a 
shifting perception of the “good Jew” from active participation in the synagogue to active 
participation in the various lay community centers and clubs that emerged with the growing 
prosperity of the community (2005). The ever-changing face of transnational Judaism intertwined 
with the context of Brazilian social and cultural dynamics, resulted in a shift in of Jewish identity 
for Brazilian Jews in the second half of the 19th century. Historical events such as the Shoah, the 
establishment of Israel in Palestinian territory and the resulting conflicts that arose, as well as the 
dictatorship in Brazil, affected how this new Jewish identity was molded (TOPEL, 2005). The 
barriers between Jew and non-Jew were blurring, with the traditional Jewish neighborhood of 
Bom Retiro was being abandoned for middle class neighborhoods, inter-marriages occuring with 
a greater frequency, and the lines between Jewish and non-Jewish whitness becoming less 
pronounced. In the current day, Jews and white are synonymous, with Jews occupying an 
unquestioning position of whiteness here, differentiated only by the hyper-religious and their 
religious garb. It is perhaps the traditional clothing that sets apart Jews from non-Jews in the 
context of Brazil. Cultural markers, adopted by the individuals in accordance with their faith, help 
to differentiate them from gentiles in the neighborhoods of Jardins and Higienópolis. This is 
indicative of the shift to Orthodoxy that many Jews undertook in the late 1970’s with the teshuva 
movement, in an attempt to delineate a Jewish identity from non-Jewish whiteness.  
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 Working off the definition that Judaism is also a culture; this varies based off of diasporic 
and historical dynamics that affected the creation of specific “Jewish” cultures. The various 
locations in which Jewish immigrants came from created a unique blend of Jewish culture in 
Brazil and specifically in São Paulo. The cultural diversity within the Jewish community in São 
Paulo is noted by Klein (2012) as a remarkable blend of diverse diasporic traditions that 
incorporate the idea of Brazilian “racial democracy” to explain and normalize cultural differences 
(2012). I would argue that within the idea of “racial democracy” the articulations of skin colors, 
ethnic features, and cultural markers in the many variations of the modern day Jewish community 
(within the context of Brazil) participate in the production of difference or lack there of. This is in 
part due to the racialization of the Jewish community in Brazil in the larger transnational context.  
There is significant mixing and production of new cultural norms within a Brazilian context, 
adapting to the necessities of day-to-day life that was ever present in this new context. A tension 
between Jewishness and Brazilian’s solidified a type of nationalism that was cultivated within 
Brazil during this time. Questions often emerged, were they Brazilian Jews or were they Jewish 
Brazilians; this difference is explored in an article by Jeffrey Lesser, who touches upon ethnic 
identities and the maintenance of cultural practices within Brazil. Lesser equates the Jews to the 
Japanese, both simultaneously assimilating and occupying a space of political and economic 
privilege, while maintaining cultural practices, if not in a Brazilified way (LESSER, 2001). 
Culturally, the Jewish community is equated to other Middle Eastern communities, such as the 
Armenians, the Syrians and the Lebanese as creating cultural conclaves and reproducing 
intracommunity support.  
 One of the vital and frequently discussed aspects of Jewishness and the worldwide Jewish 
experience and in the Brazilian context it is the importance of finding a Jewish romantic partner. 
In many religions the necessity of having a partner of the same religious background and belief is 
thought to be important and in some cases vital for producing a stable and happy marriage (or 
partnership in the case that the two individuals did not choose to marry). In Judaism and in 
Jewish culture (globally) this necessity is brought to a level of extremity with the various types of 
Halakha43 laws affirming the Jewishness of those born in Jewish marriages. However, this is 
taken to another level, dictating that only Jewish mothers can produce Jewish children. Whether 
 
43 Halakha laws are body of Jewish religious laws taken from the Torah, both written and oral.  
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or not this followed depends heavily on the individual and the community in which the individual 
takes part.  
 In the context of LGBT Jews, Shokeid describes the experience of a young man called 
Aaron, who participated in CBST’s beginning, serving as a community leader and Rabbi due to 
his experience in the yeshiva as a “closeted man”. Aaron represents a duality present in the 
conflicts that emerge from a “traditional” Jewish life and the “continuity” of the Jewish people. 
Reproduction, between a “nice Jewish girl” and a “nice Jewish boy” is often times seen as the 
pinnacle of Jewish success, creating families in order to have a “full Jewish life”.  
 
Aaron hoped to develop full Jewish life (…). Aaron told me he never gave up 
the hope of raising children. He had a dream of one day finding a woman who 
would cherish his promise of an affectionate relationship and devoted 
parenthood, but without sexual passion in their marital life. Aaron and his lover 
agreed that neither would stand in the others way if this opportunity arose… 
Aaron admitted he was conservative in his view of Jewish life, and assumed 
that the continuity of Judaism required that of its people. He regarded his hope 
of fathering children – belief that might materialize – as he did strong 
conviction of the coming of Messiah (SHOKEID: 1995, p.152). 
 
 Of course, this type of marriage is rare in this form, with a majority of people in this 
situation hiding their sexualities in an attempt to carry on “normal lives”. We see this with one of 
my interlocutors, who was married for about 15 years, starting a family with a wife and children, 
until one day “coming out of the closet” to his family and friends. Aside from this interviewee, 
the rest of those that I interviewed, although having been in heterosexual relationships in the past, 
have never “created a heterosexual family” in the context cited above. However, for many of the 
interviewees, the concept of finding a Jewish partner was not one that seemed possible or 
necessary in their view of the continuation of the Jewish people. Therefore, the openness to 
intermarriage (or inter-romantic/affective relationships) appeared to be a greater possibility for 
those who are gay or lesbian and Jewish, perhaps out of sheer practicality.  
 The subject of intra- and inter- marriage in the Jewish community takes a specific flair in 
the context of Brazil, where the branqueamento44 of the population affected the actions of the 
community. The idea of intermarriage emerges in two contexts, both inside and outside of the 
Jewish community. Klein notes the fact that there is a distinction made within the Jewish 
 
44 Translation: Whitening  
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community between Sepharadim and Ashkenazim with here reflecting on a joke made by an 
interviewee on the development of a mixed sauna within the Hebraica Clube (mixed referring not 
to the mixing of men and women, but rather the mixing of Sepharadim and Ashkenazi) (KLEIN, 
2012). This distinction between Jewish ethnic groups is not unique to Brazil; it takes place in 
various other cultural contexts. However, there is a certain irony that has emerged on 
intermarriage between Sepharadim and Ashkenazi, simultaneously ignoring and accentuating the 
differences between the two cultural norms. Perhaps, given the flexibility of racial categories here 
within Brazil, this creates an importance of “white marrying white” regardless of the cultural 
differences that come with the two Jewish ethnic groups. This somewhat contradicts the idea of 
branqueamento mentioned in the anterior paragraph, yet reflects the paradoxical way that Brazil 
interacts with race.  
 There is certain flexibility around “ethnicity/race” that emerges in a Brazilian context 
when related to skin color and “features” that help define an individual’s subjectivity. The closer 
to whiteness a person is, the less trouble that an “intermarriage (as in within the community but 
with different sub-ethnicities) can bring in terms of affecting the Jewish communities 
continuation. This is because the importance of continuing the Jewish community, through intra-
marriage (marriage between two Jewish individuals) is seen as extremely important in the more 
conservative and Orthodox movements. However, even members of the reform and liberal 
movements (including secular Jews) carry a certain “responsibility” with them to marry within 
the community. This can be seen among non-practicing Jews and Jews who have little connection 
to the religious aspect to Judaism. The practice is deemed or thought of as necessary in order to 
produce a harmonious relationship in terms of cultural practices and creating a “Jewish family”. 
Yet, this is not the rule and there are countless examples of intermarriage ranging from a white 
Jewish individual marrying a white non-Jewish individual to inter-racial marriage between a 
white Jewish individual and a non-white non-Jewish individual. Many “Jewish Community 
leaders” in Brazil see the second example of intermarriage as a greater threat to the Jewish 
Community as it also draws upon questions of race as well as questions of culture and religion 
(SORJ, 2008).  
 Monica Grin touches upon the intermarriage between Jews (considered mostly white 
within the racial demographics) and black people (which can range from auto to societal 
definition) in her work on the dialogues between black people and Jews (GRIN, 2009). Although 
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in regards to her work I think that the simplification of “Jews” and “Black people” creates an 
unnecessary division between two groups that intertwine in ways that this simplification does not 
address. For Afro-Brazilian Jews this is harmful and creates a certain type of constrangimento45 
when these individuals participate in community spaces or events. Their Jewishness is constantly 
drawn into question or they are seen as not part of the community and rather part of the service 
employees that often work at community events or spaces. This correlation between class and 
race is something often seen throughout the world and specifically in Brazil. Although poor or 
poverty level Jewish families and individuals are a constant throughout the world and in Brazil, 
the assumptions of being Jewish and poor are not commonly made. Class in relation to race and 
in relation to the Jewish community is a large part of what it means to be Jewish in Brazil in the 
modern day.  
 Throughout the world there is a strong assumption of the correlation between the Jewish 
community and wealth. This basis is formed on the market positions that Jews have held 
throughout recent history, ballooning in the Middle Ages with rampant antisemitism. The origin 
of idea that Jews are rich is based on several historical facts and myths that perpetuated logical 
fallacy. I would argue that although there is a strong correlation between what is considered to be 
the upper class in most countries and the Jewish population, that there is not necessarily a 1 to 1 
correlation of being a Jew and being rich. There are in fact a certain number of ethnic (in terms of 
ethnic solidarity) and cultural factors that contribute to this reality. Starting from the Middle Ages 
there has been antisemitism that has existed in Europe because of the “differences” that Jews had 
in terms of the larger European population, regardless of the nationality. Whether these 
differences were based on ethnic or cultural characteristics are irrelevant, what matters more in 
this case were the limitations put upon the Jewish community during this time from the Christian 
or Catholic majority. Among the largest restriction was that of permitted trades, Jews were 
forbidden in Europe to most of the “desirable trades” (often those that included working the land 
or other christful activities) and were often limited to working with money related occupations 
such as tax collecting or money lending. Being that these occupations were undesired by the 
Christian/catholic majority they were often “what was left” for the Jewish population.  
 The question that emerges is therefore, why is this a problem? The problem arises due to 
the relationship that was created between the Jews and the Christian/Catholic majority. Since tax 
 
45 Translation: awkwardness, constraint, embarrassment  
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collecting was a profession that created tension between the collector and the debtor, this 
relationship heightened already existing tensions between the two communities. As a result, Jews 
were seen as the scapegoats for many of the economic collapses and difficulties that European 
countries faced throughout the centuries. Aside from money lending, Jews were often traders or 
merchants, having a particular set of cultural practices that influenced their skill in the profession. 
The majority of Jews were literate at a time where literacy was restricted to the upper class or the 
clergy (BOYARIN; ITZKOVITZ; PELLEGRINI, 2003). This allowed them a certain advantage 
in the money-lending field and in the trade market. The literacy among Jews was so high due to 
the fact that all men were directed by the Talmud to read and study the Torah. The interpretation 
of the Torah was an individual responsibility, much different from the Christian/Catholic bible, in 
which was in Latin at that time and interpreted by the priests and clergy. Given that Hebrew (and 
its numerous variations) was the lingua franca of the Jewish community, there was ease in 
communication between different Jewish communities, facilitating international trade. Finally, as 
is among most diasporic ethnic groups the idea of helping out your fellow countryman, or rather 
in this case, Jews helping Jews, allowed for social economic mobility of Jewish individuals. The 
idea of Jews helping other Jews, in the sense of socio-economic mobility, is as old as the history 
of the Jewish population in Brazil. Since the first immigration of Portuguese Jews from Holland 
in the 1600 through the immigration of the Moroccan Jews in the 1800’s due to the rubber boom 
and finally to the immigration rush from Eastern Europe in the 20th century, each community 
established assisted other fellow Jewish immigrants in becoming established within the work 
market (TOPEL, 2005). This is further noted by Grin in her comparison of Black people and Jews 
within Brazil, noting the differences of the integration within the work market. Black Brazilians, 
coming out of centuries of slavery in Brazil had difficulty integrating into the work market for a 
variety of reasons related to racism and access (RIOS; MATTOS, 2005). On the other hand, Jews 
found themselves inserted into the market through connections made in… 
(…) commerce, concentrating themselves mainly in the urban centers, and 
counting, mostly, on a highly effective community network, which guaranteed 
forms of survival to those recently arrived to Brazil… (GRIN: 2009, p.84)46 
 
46 Original Text: “…comerciais, concentrando-se majoritariamente nos centros urbanos, e contando, ademais, com 
uma rede comunitária altamente eficaz, que garantia formas de sobrevivência aos recém-chegados ao Brasil (GRIN, 
2009) 
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 Continuing today, there is a strong sense of comradery that exists among the Jewish 
community within São Paulo. There is a focus on creating and continuing prosperity within the 
community and for its members. This is seen through the various charity organizations that were 
established and continue to create aid within the community and outside of it. In this sense 
community is defined to Jewish families, or families that identify as Jewish, because the 
delimitations of who is Jewish and who is not can be drawn into question. With the emergence of 
the B’nei Anousim or rather Jews who have (or claim to have) Jewish ancestry from the early 
colonization of Brazil, there are a large number of Judeus Novos, so to speak, entering into the 
community. This leads to tensions between the already established community of primarily 
second and third generation Ashkenazim and Sepharadim immigrants that claim to be the Real 
Jews of Brazil. In fact, during the time of this research, I often encountered the claim of what 
composes authenticity for a Jew. Of course there is Halakha law, there is community 
involvement, there are religious practices, there are numerous factors for what define an authentic 
Jew and this varies based from region to region: country to country. In my experience, Jewish 
authenticity has the strongest base when born to a Jewish mother, an ability to prove a connection 
to the larger community. As a child born to a Jewish mother, my Jewishness was rarely if ever 
questioned by any other Jewish member of the community. In my case, I am a white, North 
American, phenotypically stereotypical Ashkenazi Jew47, who is able to navigate Jewish spaces 
without having my Jewishness questioned. However, for others, there is a certain tension that 
emerges, often based on racial or ethnic differences between that individual and expectations had 
for an authentic Jew.  
 Although social class is the largest factor in what defines a Jew within Brazil for the 
purposes of this research, in the sense that when considering sexuality, social class creates certain 
traceable similarities regardless of religion or ethnicity, race is inexorable when discussing Jewish 
outsiders. What is an outsider per say? An outsider can or always was, a divergent member of the 
community, somebody rejected or unwelcomed into a space or group that they were part of or 
never part of. Yet, they still compose the population or the community whether or not they are 
admitted or welcomed. So who composes this population? Who are the outsiders of the Jewish 
community? We of course can begin with the simplest of the outsiders, the groups that normally 
 
47 What a Jew looks like is debatable and depends heavily on context. More reading on this subject can be done by 
looking at the Color of Jews by Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz (2007).  
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compose the outsiders of any community. These individuals hold subjectivities that involve 
drug/alcohol use, prison involvement, and other illegal activities. Following that, involves 
individuals who deal with any type of physical or mental disability, a stigma with a heavy price 
upon the individual and the family. However, in the case of the two aforementioned outsider 
groups there is a certain limitation of involvement within my field research. Particularly in the 
case of Jews with disabilities, I did not encounter individuals who were dealt with the 
intersections of disability, LGBT identity, and a Jewish identity.  
 What was encountered was a significant correlation between the ostracism of certain 
individuals based on race and barriers formed (and given um jeitinho) (KLEIN, 2012) for 
individuals of the lower and lower-middle class. In addition to this, the question of sexuality and 
gender created great tensions for certain individuals, which is in fact the basis of this research. 
The following topics will be explored in greater detail throughout this work, yet it is important to 
note what composes the basis of these tensions between the community and those deemed 
outsiders.  
 Continuing the discussion, relating outsider status to LGBT individuals, we can see the 
manifestations of this outsider status in this very research. Outsider status is not uncommon for 
LGBT individuals within their communities regardless of the context that they find themselves in. 
There is a sort of shared experience that comes into play when discussing the LGBT experiences 
that vary based on national and cultural context. It is important to remember that the reflections of 
sexuality and gender are not uniform experiences that can be adapted to any national context. 
There are variations that emerge from these singularities that are different cultural and social 
experiences. The uniqueness is not ubiquitous as there is a tendency for similarities to emerge 
based on cultural relatedness and transnational diasporic experiences, however these should be 
taken into account as singularities within singularities. By using the term “singularity within 
singularity” I demonstrate the limitations of an isolationist approach towards gender and sexuality 
issues. Although there is relevance and importance to understanding the cultural manifestations of 
sexuality and gender, the connections made between cultural expressions and the influence of 
globalization upon different social contexts and their movements are extremely important.   
 Peter Fry explored the relationship of hierarchies in depth in his work “Para Ingles Ver”, 
later discussed by Julio Simões and Sergio Carrara in their exploration of male homosexualities 
in Brazil. I turn to Julio Assis Simões and Sérgio Carrara’s analysis of Fry’s work along with 
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other examples of ethnographies dealing with male sexualities in Brazil. The globalized tendency 
towards the medicalization of homosexuality spread through the world influenced by theorists 
such as Freud and Hirschfield and coincided with the hierarchical models proposed by Fry in 
Brazil. Influenced by language, culture, religious cosmologies, race and sex the hierarchical 
model has elements that could be attributed a Brazilian singularity, though Carrara and Simões 
would reinforce the position otherwise. In fact, as the authors demonstrate through Dennis 
Altman, that this hierarchical model was found in the West, active in both “Europe and North 
America” (CARRARA; SIMÕES, 2007). This being said we have two points, one supporting a 
singularity and the other demonstrating the commonality and relatability of this model in different 
contexts. Incorporating this work supports the transnational comparison of what could be 
considered an LGBT Brazilian Jewish singularity to the cultural variations that support 
innumerous multiplicities.  
 As we look at Carrara’s and Simões work we see an immediate reference to the travesti 
and Don Kulick's work on travestis in Salvador, Bahia. I find this an important reference because 
the travesti is a unique figure in the study of the history of Brazilian male homosexualities, in that 
their position within “masculinity” has shifted based on the gender theories that emerged in the 
90’s. The focus of this exploration is not the travestis relationship to male homosexualities and its 
shift throughout time, but rather the way that non-Brazilian anthropologists have studied them. 
Referencing Kulick's work, in terms of travestis relationships with their boyfriends, they are seen 
as a type of singularity, a type of “Brazilian’s” (CARRARA; SIMÕES, 2007). However, we see 
that the authors, arguing that this existence of this singularity is subject to debate, question this 
through their work. As Kulick explains in his work, the travestis in his ethnography in Salvador, 
Bahia, maintain their partners with money and gifts, as way to exert power over them. Kulick 
then continues to discuss how, from the perspective of an outsider (foreigner in this case), the 
travestis are seen as being exploited by their boyfriends. Further relating this to “European or 
North American Middle-class values” or rather The Western World, according to Carrara and 
Simões, Kulick places Brazil outside of this paradigm, though it should be noted that this is a 
result of a type of unjust exotification. This is in particular reference to homosexual and 
homoerotic relationships, a certain “Brazilian Jeito” that the authors have seen constructed and 
related to exoticness and/or backwardness (CARRARA; SIMÕES, 2007). 
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  Independent of these critiques and potential exotifications based on national singularities, 
the works done connecting hierarchy, gender, and sexuality are extremely valuable for this work 
in that they allow for the discussion of stigma associated with homosexual men in Brazil. The 
hierarchy discussed by Fry demonstrates positionality in which there was no possibility to 
maintain the male privileges of the receptive partner during anal sex, to speak so frankly. The 
identity of the entendido48 or gay allowed for this “maintenance”, as it were, by allowing both 
men to upkeep the social and cultural expectations of men (GUIMARÃES C.D., 1977). The 
further application of the medical model creates a system in which there was a “scientific 
reasoning” behind the homosexual behavior, bringing it out of a relationship specifically related 
to Brazilianness. The establishment of labels, as noted by McIntosh, created categories, which 
allowed for a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy, creating the “homosexual condition” (CARRARA 
& SIMÕES, 2007). Before entering into the terrain of influence that queer theory and recent 
studies have had on the field of sexuality in Brazil, we can make a connection the fieldwork 
undertaken by myself in this research for connections to class and identity.  
 Being that a large percentage of Jews make up the middle and upper class, the influences 
of these theories of sexuality seen as “modern” would have affected the LGBT Jews during the 
gay movement in Brazil in the 70’s. Fry notes (through Guimarães [2004]) that the entendido was 
a movement that stepped outside of the hierarchical model and was predominantly among the 
southern industrialized cities, such cities that a majority of the Jewish population made its home. 
The understanding of such an identity would not only be based on the relationships had to 
Brazilianness but also on the relationship to Jewishness and the boundaries and rules that Judaism 
gives to sexuality. This is also influenced by the type of Judaism practiced by Jews during this 
time as well as their country of origin and the socio-cultural dynamics that were brought with 
them during their immigration to Brazil. It is a mixture of Brazilianness and Jewishness, 
referenced in the different academic works discussing Brazilian Jews. This navigation can flow 
smoothly or create conflict, depending on the situation that presents itself. In the case of 
homosexuality and identity terms, it is likely that Jews participated in this hierarchical model, in a 
certain way, based on class and privilege. 
 Fry’s work, Para Ingles Ver, was a pivotal work in the compilation and establishment of 
certain “norms” and characterizations that existed in the Brazilian context. It points to a Brazilian 
 
48 Translation: Entendido is an old term used to describe gay men within the community 
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singularity, which is seen to have developed in a national context, and outlines the ideas of 
hierarchies. The social context in which the homosexual movement has developed is 
simultaneously uniquely Brazilian as well as global. To start the exploration of Peter Fry requires 
an understanding of the hierarchy in which he classified men with homo-affective behavior. This 
basic differentiation is the classic bicha/bofe dichotomy (FRY, 1974 p.141), which Fry noted in 
his research in Belém. This distinction is made in reference to basic gender roles as well as based 
on sexual roles that the bicha and the bofe enact. The bofe is the penetrator and the penetrator is 
related to masculinity and that of being a “real man.” As a “real man” he dominates the bicha 
sexually and socially in a power dynamic that extends beyond the confines of the bedroom. The 
bicha is related in this case to the social position of the woman, due to the sexual role, and the 
gender dynamics they perform.  Efeminada, mulherzinha, and desmunhecada describe and 
reinforce their position in the “standard female role”, noting the differences between them and 
real men (FRY, 1974 p.142). This hierarchy fortifies the dichotomy of man and woman (in this 
case the bicha occupying the female role) with a strong rejection of sexual encounters between 
two bichas, describing it as lesbianismo (FRY, 1974 p.141). This perspective is of course from 
the “rigid” gender roles in North and North East Brazil while Fry sees the southern cities as more 
flexible in the ways that they express gender and social interactions. This authors perspective 
finds this based on an unconscious (or perhaps conscious) correlation of southern = industrial = 
white = modern and north = rural = black = backwards, however the further analysis of this 
correlation will be discussed later on in this chapter in terms of “Western” and “Non-Western” 
relationships with LGBT movements and gender based movements. 
 The Jewish bichas that identify themselves today in my work, do not participate in this 
identity category as expressed by Fry, but rather adopted the term in a new modern sense of 
revindication and reuse, much like queer in the United States. However, the positionality of the 
“real man” could have, and probably is, relevant to the life histories of the homosexual men that 
are over the age of 40 within these parameters of being Jewish and homosexual. In an interview 
with an interlocutor who identified himself as a gay man over the age of 50, he described the 
dynamics that he perceived as the reason for why Jewish men did not choose to assumir (publicly 
claim) their homosexuality. One phrase in particular stood out and supports my assumption for 
many of these men having participated in the hierarchical model of sexuality proposed by Fry.  
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Why would a person come out of the closet? He would lose 
everything, family, friends, connections, and work…. It was much 
easier to maintain a normal life and go off in the car to the coast or 
the interior every now and again to pick up boys…. Take care of 
that necessity that he has. Then go back; go back to his normal life. 
(Field notes, 2015, Interlocutors name withdrawn for anonymity). 
 
 This also touches upon the work of the michê49 discussed by Nestor Perlongher, in his 
work “Negocio do Michê” The flexibility of roles, as it were, is something discussed by Nestor 
Perlongher in his work “O Negócio de Michê: a prostitução viril em São Paulo” and is promptly 
set with a quote from one of Perlongher's interlocutors.  
 
I arrived at a party with a client that I had slept with; there were 
boys (bofes, michês) and mariconas. But I drank too much and I 
started to be effeminate, to have feminine gestures, I became a 
faggot. Then the bicha that was with me started acting macho and 
started to fight over me with the other michês that wanted to fuck 
me (PERLONGHER, 1987)50  
 
 This interchangeability between masculinity and femininity is indicative of the selective 
performativity inherent in these roles rather than fixed quality that they are given. An interesting 
aspect of the relationship between the michês and their clients is the relationship to 
heterosexuality and the “guise” of heterosexuality that these men recreate in their sexual 
encounters. The fetish of “seducing” and “conquering” a heterosexual man is a strong point of 
desire when procuring sexual services. This is in part due to the idea that heterosexual men 
possess a “macho” aspect, which their clients seek out, something reproduced by the providers of 
these sexual services. The simultaneous reproduction and demand of this particular type of 
interaction replicates (in way) the structures previously noted by Fry, in a more “traditional” 
production of the sexual hierarchy present in his works. It is noted that this structure is not a 
direct replication of what Fry discussed, as it does not deal with sexual position. Rather it deals 
with behavior and performance of gender and sexual roles as key elements of the sexual 
encounters in the market of sex.  
 
49 Translation: michê is a term used for male sex workers 
50 Original Text:“Cheguei numa festa com um cliente que eu transava; aí tinha boys (bofes, michês) e mariconas. 
Mas eu bebi demais e comecei a desmunhecar, ter trejeitos femininos, virei bicha. Aí a bicha que estava comigo 
virou macho e começou a me disputar com os outros michês que queriam me comer” (PERLONGHER, 1987). 
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 When reading the work of Nestor Perlongher we see a prime example of a dual discussion 
of singularities and similarities that emerge from ethnographic work. It is clear that the 
manifestations of the classifications of the michês in Perlongher’s work are situationally based 
and represent a cultural specificity relevant to Brazil. However, the underlying principles behind 
the classifications and the manifestations of such identities can be correlated with a larger 
transnational scale of identities and classifications. When we are discussing a Western or 
Occidental mode of sexuality, we see that due to Brazils colonization by the Portuguese and the 
globalization from North America/Europe, it is influenced in terms of how it deals with sexuality.  
 It is the cultural context that gives us the tools necessary to apply theory to the subjects 
that we study. When we isolate the individual based on a global identity, or rather on an identity 
that is “shared” transnationally, we can lose the nuances that emerge from that individual’s 
interaction with the cultural context in which they reside. The multiple specificities and 
irregularities of Brazil intersect with the “transnational” identities (such as Judaism and 
homosexuality) that individuals adopt or are given (CARRARA; SIMÕES, 2007; KLEIN, 2012; 
TOPEL, 2005). In the next Chapter we the manifestations of ethnography undertaken in my 
fieldwork over the last 3 years, exploring the narratives and happenings that have taken place in 
the lives of the Jews who self-identify within the category of LGBT.  
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3.1 WHAT IS ETHNOGRAPHY 
 
 The formation of an anthropological work relies heavily on the data collected in the 
ethnographic phase of the research. In order to support the theoretical assumptions and theories 
that form the basis of this research, a strong ethnographic foundation is needed. In the following 
chapter we explore the events and interviews that support the basis of this investigation. This 
work focuses more heavily on semi-structured interviews rather than fieldwork undertaken in the 
more observational sense. This was in result to the lack of a space specifically geared towards 
LGBT Jews in São Paulo or an organization that focuses on this type of work. Instead of physical 
spaces, there were online spaces and events that manifested over the course of this fieldwork. 
Instead of studying specifically online spaces, I chose to use them as platforms to access 
interlocutors and create networks of individuals willing to discuss the situation of LGBT Jews in 
Brazil. This was a decision taken after witnessing the general inactivity of the Facebook group 
LGBT+ Jews Brazil over several months and in order to maintain the focus of this research on the 
narratives that my participants presented about their lives. However, there were events that took 
place during the period of my fieldwork and when possible I attended them in order to gain a 
greater understanding of how these events weave into the larger tapestry of LGBT Jewish 
experiences within or outside of larger São Paulo Jewish community. The following begins with 
events that I attended in the beginning of my field research that set the tone for further research as 
well as helping to create access to a pool of interlocutors who would later participate in 
interviews for this research.  
3.2. EVENTS: THAT TIME SOME FEYGELES GOT TOGETHER TO TALK ABOUT VIADAGEM  
 
The events described here have various implications in the initiatives taken by LGBT 
Jews and those around them to discuss issues related to their experiences in the community and 
outside of it. Queer Mimuna that took place in São Paulo is one such example of the many events 
that have taken place within Brazil at the intersection of these identities.  
Waking up to a message from a non-Jewish friend I had made at the time, I was surprised 
by their51 invitation to a Queer Pesach52 event. A friend of a friend had invited them to participate 
 
51 “Their” is used intentionally in this work as a singular pronoun, given the recent adoption of “they/their” as gender 
neutral pronouns in the singular person, I take advantage of the fact that I am writing this Thesis in English and can 
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in a Queer Mimuna53. The invitation was in form of a text message forward to me through 
Whatsapp. The message included the text that has become in itself a bibliographic source for this 
research.  
The entirety of this text is included in the annex to represent the rarity of written work 
from a queer and or LGBT Jewish perspective in Portuguese literature within a Brazilian context. 
Although it is styled as an invitation, explaining the purpose of the Queer Shabbat/Queer 
Mimuna/Queer Pesach, within the context of a queer framework, represents the transnational 
framework in which the term queer can be used. In the Queering Anthropology Conference held 
at the University of Yale on February 12th-15th, 2015, Gloria Wekker said in her keynote “how 
queer is queer in the house of anthropology” discussed the usage of queer in an international 
framework and its risk of academic imperialism on LGBT ‘communities’. Jota Mombaça (2016) 
discusses this idea of queer as an imperialist framework in LGBT or diverse sexual and gender 
identities/practices further in the context of Brazilian sexual politics. Mombaça contextualizes the 
usage of queer in academic literature and practical politics in Brazil, noting the importation of the 
term. When queer is used in this context of a Queer Shabbat/Queer Mimuna/Queer Pesach it 
helps inform about the subjectivity of the organizers and participants of the event. The trans 
nationality of the term is utilized in a Brazilian context, referencing the transnational position that 
Jewish Brazilians hold (KLEIN, 2012).   
 Two women, both Jewish lesbians, who identified themselves as ‘queer’, organized the 
event in conjunction with two members of Jews for Palestinian Liberation. Leah and Rachel 
welcomed me and I immediately felt at home with their style and demeanor. Coming from an 
LGBT Jewish community in Berkeley California, United States, I had certain expectations and 
values that created a sense of comfort when I entered in Jewish spaces. Upon seeing that the 
event was “queer” I questioned myself what that meant in a Brazilian context, for this, I draw 
from the text, relying on the authors definition of queer and why they used it for this event.  
 
 
utilize “their” to respect the gender identity of the individual which is defined as Non-binary, neither male or female, 
and therefore requiring a pronoun that does not refer to either.  
52 Pesach is a Jewish holiday celebrating Passover, when the Israelites were freed as Slaves from Egypt and stayed in 
the desert for 40 days and 40 nights, according to biblical tradition.  
53 Mimuna is a North African Jewish tradition that celebrates the ending of Passover and the ability to eat the foods 
forbidden by biblical law to consume on Passover. (http://www.jewishagency.org/mimouna/content/37171) 
(Accessed 14/10/17) 
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Why a Queer Mimuna/Pessach? The term “queer”, was a pejorative adjective 
used to designate people who did not fit into the binary identity categories of 
“man” or “woman”, “feminine” or “masculine”, today it is a possibility that 
we can be something other that was not previously seen or named by the State, 
by family, law, culture, and tradition. To affirm oneself queer is, today, a 
political revindication, a radical critique of the social identities defined por 
certain naturalness, like “natural” was not also produced by discourse: just as 
one was not born “woman”, but becomes one, we also affirm that being Jewish 
is a performance, it is a political act. (Queer Mimuna)54 
 
 The act of being Jewish, as described in this text by the authors, is a political act as well as 
a performance, similar to the performance of being queer. To relate the two subjects, along with 
gender and sexuality, in the category of performance, plays upon the basis that Butler fortified of 
gender as a performance. The author of this text, one of the aforementioned individuals, affirms 
this notion of “becoming a woman” rather than “being born a woman” for example. This type of 
language, this type of reflection, is a very “queer” perspective, something reflected by the 
authors. As well as the implication that being Jewish is a performance like many other identities. 
The idea of performance, linked with precocity, as discussed by Butler (2003), ties heavily into 
positioning Jewishness as a political act capable of bearing weight. This is reflected in the current 
political atmosphere with the conflict between Israel and Palestine and the occupation of 
Palestinian territories. Although I am hesitant to dive into this subject heavily, as it requires a 
much deeper analysis, much more in depth than I am capable of providing at this time; the fact 
that the Queer Mimuna positioned itself as a political act rather than a purely religious act, set the 
stage for the types of discussions had there. Discussions took place at the event on anti-
occupation and anti-Zionist activities (had and to be had) by the participants and the Jewish 
community as a whole. In addition, among the texts/sites included in the text reflect the 
positioning of the event as that of a pro-Palestine stance.  
 
Sites/Books recommended (source of inspiration!): Blog do Rabbi 
Brant Rosen PQBDS (Palestinian Queer for BDS) Al Qawss for 
Sexual & Gender Diversity in Palestinian Society Jewish Voice for 
Peace Jew das-UK: radical voices for the alternative diaspora 
Textos de Judith Butler, teórica queer: Parting Ways: Jewishness 
and the critique of Zionism; Problemas de Gênero - Feminismo e 
Subversão da Identidade Textos de Ghassan Kanafani Poemas de 
 
54 Original Text Found in Annex 
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Mahmoud Darwish Reflexão do Rabino Nilton Bonder... (Queer 
Mimuna) 
 
 This is reflective of the attitudes that the “queer community” in the United States often 
holds, being critical of the Pink Washing 55  that Israel does in terms of the occupation of 
Palestinian territories. Given that Israel is one of the few countries in the region that is “friendly” 
to LGBT individuals, they are seen as a “bastion” of LGBT rights in the Middle East. That being 
said, large organizations that identify themselves as queer often boycott events or practices that 
support the Israeli occupation of Palestine such as the recent Chicago LGBT Dyke March in 
201756. The question that arises is the complications that emerge from being queer and Jewish 
simultaneously, navigating the political atmosphere that is charged in these types of spaces. There 
are queer Jews on both sides of this controversy, both in support of Israel and those against the 
Israeli occupation of Palestine. This is seen in both my interviewees and in the bibliography. 
Many of my interviewees expressed a support of Israel (though to clarify this was not the focus of 
the interview and neither was the question explicitly asked) while only one was explicitly against 
the occupation of Palestine by Israel. In the bibliography we see queer Jews (LGBT Jews) both 
supporting Zionism and the State of Israel (with the participation of the of JYGL (referenced in 
the first chapter of this work) and scholars such as Judith Butler who asks Jews to take a stance 
supporting Palestine liberation (ATHANASIOU; BUTLER, 2013). This space, the Queer 
Mimuna, established itself through the specific language used and those who attended, as a space 
that was in support for the liberation of Palestine or at the very least was critical of Israeli 
occupation and Zionism.  
 This was lacking in previous spaces that I found here in Brazil, potentially due to the 
difference in politics (sexual and identity-based) that defined my experience in my “Jewish 
Journey57”. Understanding this effect in the context of personal politics, as a Jewish trans-
femme58, led me to extrapolate on the experiences of other Jews that could not negotiate their 
sexual or gender identities in terms of choosing whether or not to disclose in Jewish spaces. The 
 
55 Pinkwashing is refers to propaganda done to regards to improving an image based on their “LGBT Friendliness” 
which can be done to gloss over other human rights violations. For more information refer to Rethinking 
Homonationalism by Jasbir Puar (2013).  
56 https://chicagodykemarch.wordpress.com/ (Accessed 27/10/2018) 
57 “Jewish Journey” is a term is inspired by the work done by Andrea Moraes Alves (2009) 
58 Trans-femme is a localized specific term used in the United States to remove the focus on womanhood and place 
the focus on feminity in the trans experience.  
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idea of non-negotiable disclosure is discussed more in depth in the section of Trans-Jews, non-
negotiable disclosure. While in the space, due to my limited Portuguese, I was unable to engage 
fully with the majority of the participants. However, during the course of the night I negotiated 
this limitation due to the intermediate level to high level of English spoken by most of the other 
participants. This also demonstrated a certain level of access that most of the participants at this 
event had, with access to schooling in which English was a fundamental or driven part of the 
curriculum. Although my own linguistic explorations demonstrate that in the majority of cases a 
language is learned fluently in practice and not through studying alone, this demonstrates the type 
of access that a lot of Jewish individuals have. At the Queer Mimuna I was then invited to another 
event in called “Aponte Para a Homossexualidade na Communidade” in which I describe below. 
The event took place in the Hebraica Club, people arriving at an ivy-covered wall with a 
nondescript blue door marked by a series of numbers designating that yes, in fact this was the 
location of the affair. As a researcher in Jewish Identity, gender, and sexuality I was one of the 
original invitees to speak on the subject. However, given that I was travelling to the United States 
on one of my bi-yearly trips to visit family and friends I had to decline the invitation. Through a 
series of events (which their workings are unknown to me) the event had gotten moved to the 28th 
of June, a week after I was had arrived back in São Paulo. Due to the confusion of the original 
date conflicting with my travel plans I had declined the invitations to speak at the Aponte and 
even though the dates had moved to which I could attend the event, my spot as speaker was 
already taken. It is interesting to approach this event as a researcher while also potentially having 
a part in object I am researching.  I am reminded of James Green (2000; 2010) and Regina 
Facchini (2005; 2008) in this moment, participating in a movement that one is also researching, 
potentially creating influential changes.   
The conglomeration of people in front of the blue iron door and the presence of the 
security guard indicated that the event was likely to start soon. I had called two friends I had met 
at the Queer Mimuna, which I had attended in May last month, to join me at the Hebraica Club.  
Seated in a circle with the speakers at the front, there was an overwhelming whiteness of the 
participants. The heterogeneity of the Jewish community in São Paulo in terms of racial dynamics 
is strikingly absent, considering Brazilian racial politics. In terms of Jewish ethnic groups there is 
a larger diversity, yet still remains overwhelmingly Ashkenazi. The circle is meant to reflect the 
intention of the Aponte, a space for the attendees to converse, ask questions and share ideas: a 
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debate. However, the idea of holding a debate on the subject of homosexuality in the Jewish 
community, this very idea that it can be discussed makes clear the shifting stance LGBT Jews 
have as a whole. The openness, at least limitedly, to discuss sexuality and gender within the 
community demonstrates the changes that are taking place within the community, perhaps 
reflecting the changes that are taking place in the cultural context as a whole. Perhaps the fact that 
there have always existed LGBT Jews within the community and LGBT people are gaining more 
visibility in Brazil in general, demonstrates the unchanging fact that in order to retain Jewish 
individuals within the community, all types of Jews need to be accommodated.  
  The ages of the participants varied largely, with individuals as young as fifteen to others 
well past their sixties. The older participants appeared to have arrived individually while the 
younger members were grouped together and showed some sense of having jointly arrived. 
Outside I struck up conversation with a group of young people, aged 18-26, who were smoking 
and waiting for their friend, one of the speakers to arrive. What differentiated them from the rest 
of the participants is that these individuals were not Jewish and were not white, as was the 
majority. After finishing my cigarette and exchanging contact information I entered again to try 
to make some other connections with individuals before the event started. While inside I was 
approached by middle aged man named Rodrigo who began to ask me questions about my 
presence at the event. Given that the general age of the participants was between 18-25, he was 
one of the few older individuals at the event. Unlike the other participants that I had encountered, 
Rodrigo appeared to be uneasy and nervous while simultaneously demonstrating enthusiasm for 
this event being held. Jeronimo’s behavior is reminiscent of other middle-aged LGBT Jewish 
individuals that I had previously met who did not have the same access to these types of space 
previously. After explaining my research I asked him his reason for being at the event. Looking 
around to make sure we were out of earshot of any close listeners, he leans in and whispers in 
English. 
 
“I’m gay and Jewish” 
I laughed, smiling and saying: 
“Well yeah me too…”  
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This interaction turned out to be my first experience with the sort of discretion held by 
many Jewish individuals in terms of their sexuality and practices. Rodrigo explained to me that 
he was not “out” to the community and aside from participating in some cultural events from time 
to time he rarely was among Jews outside of his family. My reaction was perhaps too casual and 
too overt for his liking as he quickly walked away after passing me his contact information for a 
future interview. The hesitation that he and several other solitary individuals demonstrated at the 
event made clear the unsteady stance held by LGBT Jews in the community. Coming from 
different generational backgrounds there is a sense of reservation that emerges from individuals 
in their 40’s to 50’s compared to younger individuals. Given the shifting position that society has 
had on LGBT rights and acceptance, the younger generation (18-25) expresses themselves 
differently than the older generation, generally characterized as more open. As sexuality is often a 
negotiable identity (in the sense that one can choose whether or not to assume it publicly) many 
Jews chose/choose to hide their sexuality from the Jewish community. The dual closet theory59 is 
the theory that LGBT Jews (often times though not always) have two theoretical closets in which 
they are metaphorically trapped. One is the Jewish closet, where their Jewishness as a negotiable 
identity is something that they can choose to reveal or keep hidden. This is of course depending 
on the individual’s physical characteristics; whether they stereotypically fit the image of a Jew60 
depending on their diasporic location. If they are able to “pass” as a non-Jew or gentile, they are 
able to decide whether or not they choose to disclose their Jewishness. The same concept comes 
into play with disclosing diverse sexual orientations and genders. This results in two different 
worlds for most LGBT Jews, emphasizing the LGBT in LGBT spaces while downplaying their 
Jewishness and vice-versa (SHCNOOR, 2006). Often this comes at a price, emotional or 
psychological, needing to separate the two identities and compartmentalize experiences had while 
enacting components of each identity. 
The panel was composed of three speakers: A white heterosexual man who was a rabbi, 
an orthodox white woman, and a black gay Jew. The organizer, Felipe, a 21-year-old white 
Jewish self-identified gay man, opened the event by explaining its purpose. Aponte is a regularly 
 
59 The dual closet theory is formed by the conjunction of two theoretical perspectives. The first is the establishment 
of an LGBT closet by Eve Sedgewick (2008) in her work “Epistemology of the Closet”. The second is the utilization 
of this theory to approach the dilemma that Jews face when assimilating into the “gentile” society. This is touched 
upon by several authors such as Jonathan Freedman (2003) in Queer Theory and the Jewish Question and Jon 
Stratton in “Coming Out Jewish” (2000). The dual closet theory combines these two theoretical notions and creates 
an intersectional analysis of those subjects.  
60 See Kaye-Kantrowitz (2007).  
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occurring event that discusses varying controversial topics, put on by the Jovens Sem Fronteiras61 
as a way to bring together the community and discuss new and current events. Felipe introduced 
himself and why he was the organizing force in the event. Being one of the only self-identified 
and ‘out’ homosexuals in the organization, he felt it was important to introduce the subject of 
homosexuality in the Jewish community in order to open doors for others like him. After 
introducing the speakers, Rabbi Rogerio Cuckerman began explaining the religious reasons in 
why homosexuality was acceptable in the Jewish religion. The religious reasons in why a Jew can 
be homosexual is less important to this research than the fact that LGBT Jews exist and find ways 
to engage with the community. The Rabbi’s speech emphasized the acceptance of all people, 
including LGBT individuals.  
From a religious perspective, this type of discussion can be liberating, proving that 
acceptance in the religious Jewish community is possible. However, from an anthropological 
perspective, this type of discussion proves less relevant in its specific content and more emphasis 
to be placed upon the fact that an ordained Rabbi was the one giving the speech. Given that the 
religious leaders in the Jewish community hold particular type of power, acceptance of LGBT 
individuals is a controversial subject to bring to light. It is almost as though Jews can accept 
LGBT individuals as long as they are outside of the Jewish sphere. The second speaker was a 
white heterosexual woman who delivered a rather generic speech on the importance of accepting 
others and spouted off statistics on LGBT deaths in Brazil. This an action noted by Robert Filho 
Efrem, who connects the LGBT movement’s mobilization of the deaths of its community with 
the constructions of bodies affected by homophobia (EFREM FILHO, 2016).  This woman’s 
presence was in the stead of another individual, who is gay, Jewish and Sephardi, who was asked 
to participate in the panel originally but then whose offer was rescinded for unknown reasons. I 
knew this fact, as the individual was also a personal friend of mine and the founder of the only 
 
61 Site Description: O Jovens Sem Fronteiras é um coletivo nascido em 2009, que visa contribuir para uma 
sociedade popular e democrática e para a construção de alternativas inclusivas. Sediado na Associação Brasileira A 
Hebraica de São Paulo, está aberto à participação de toda a sociedade civil, no sentido de auxiliar na organização dos 
grupos sociais em situação de vulnerabilidade social e econômica por meio da educação popular, da autogestão, do 
envolvimento familiar e comunitário, além da defesa dos seus direitos. Nos últimos anos, atuamos diretamente junto 
a comunidade do Mutirão, situada no bairro do Jaguaré, em São Paulo, fomentando o grupo de atuação local, com o 
intuito de estimular o desenvolvimento local pelos próprios moradores. Entre as atividades realizadas no local está a 
reforma da praça, onde ficam os brinquedos das crianças; a construção de duas lixeiras, para que os moradores 
tenham onde depositar seus sacos de lixo, e a criação de duas Gelatecas (bibliotecas feitas com geladeiras), a partir 
das quais organizamos diversas atividades de leitura e interpretação. Em uma ocasião, trouxemos a Kombi dos Jogos, 
que beneficiou a todos com um dia de lazer superagradável para as crianças e suas famílias. 
(http://www.hebraica.org.br/o-clube/responsabilidade-social/jovens-sem-fronteiras/) (Accessed 12/10/2017) 
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known LGBT Synagogue in São Paulo62. The final speaker was the only panel participant that 
was both gay and Jewish. Speaking of his personal experiences as being Jewish, black and gay he 
described the types of rejection and questioning he has experienced over the years with the 
involvement in the community. During his talk he mentioned the story of Bobby and Mary Grift, 
a well known historical account in the United States of a mother and her acceptance of her gay 
son. To top it off, this was also his way of publicly “coming out.” 
  This relation to the United States was a frequent comparison had during all three panelists 
discussions. There was reference made to the advances that United States Jews had made during 
the last thirty years in LGBT acceptance. References can be found in the literature but the 
majority of the references made to LGBT advances was in the rabbinate, with the ordainment of 
LGBT rabbis in various sects of Judaism in the U.S.A. Additionally, there was reference made to 
the LGBT synagogues that have emerged in New York city and San Francisco63. 
  
The Jews here in Brazil are behind. Thirty years behind compared to the United 
States. (Rabbi Cuckerman 28.05.16)64 
 
The fact that this was said various times during the event, that the Brazilian Jewish 
community was behind the North American Jewish community in terms of LGBT rights, speaks 
about relationship that is held between these two cultural contexts. Looking back, what is striking 
is the fact that Argentina was never brought up as an example of LGBT Jewish “progress”, even 
though it is one of the largest Jewish communities in Latin America with a high level of visibility 
of the LGBT Jewish community within the country. Instead, the United States was referenced as 
the bastion of LGBT Jewish progress, implying a certain model that is thought of as necessary in 
order to measure “progress”. By emphasizing this Brazilian Jewish community being behind the 
North American Jewish community, emphasizes the unilateral perspective that there is only one 
valid way to be LGBT and Jewish in the world, which is simply not true.  
Later in the event, the issue of trans* Jews was brought up by Rachel, a white lesbian 
Jewish queer, whose gender performance dabbles in ambiguity and pushing normative 
 
62 Snyagogue B’nei Abraham 
63 Two synangogues that emerged are: Congregation Beit Simchat Torah (New York City) and Shahar Za’hav (San 
Francisco) 
64 Original Text: “Os Judeus aqui no Brasil são atrasados. Trinta anos atrasado comparando com os Estados 
Unidos”. (Unknown participant, Field Notes 28.05.16) 
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boundaries. The lack of visible trans* Jews in the space was highlighted by Rabbi Cuckerman 
who discussed the issues of class and the intentional separation of Jewish spaces from those who 
do not fit the “criteria65.” Although initially wanting to be a silent observer I decided that I 
needed to make a commentary of the lack of support given by the mainstream Jewish community 
to LGBT Jewish focused groups, which have emerged over the past decades. What was 
interesting was the response that I got in terms of this comment. There was a sort of simultaneous 
backlash and support of this argument, with people from within the LGBT Jewish circles saying 
that they had the support of the mainstream Jewish community in creating groups and spaces for 
LGBT Jews, rather it was the LGBT Jews themselves that did not want to participate in these 
spaces openly. This position is complex because it implies a individual responsibility of LGBT 
Jews to fight accept 
When an event or space is held which combines these two elements, LGBT and Jewish; 
confusion, acknowledgement, affirmation, release, and distress can result. I witnessed this among 
the participants and although the event was considered an overall success, its rarity is normal 
within the Jewish community. This was the first time in which I participated in an event of this 
nature in São Paulo, or even heard of its occurrence. In addition, according to the majority of the 
participants at the event, the only other type of public event known by the general community 
was the appearance of Steven Green66 at a synagogue in Rio de Janeiro in 2014 for a series of 
lectures on Homosexuality and Judaism67. Going to these events is and was extremely important 
for the development of this research, as well as the impact that these events have had for the 
LGBT Jews within the community according to my interviewees. “Being Seen” as it was and 
having this type of discussion openly was a noted as a form of validation by several of my 
interviewees. This information is important to note in the misconceptions that I had about the 
reasons in which there was little success for LGBT Jewish groups that have emerged, testing and 
questioning a hypothesis that this was due to a lack of community support. However, this 
hypothesis would soon be tested with further fieldwork done over the following months 
 
65 Criteria of who is meant to participate in Jewish spaces and not is usually delimited to the already existing 
members in the community.  
66 Steven Green is the first openly gay orthodox rabbi  
67 http://glorinhacohen.com.br/?p=15310  (Accessed 14/10/17) 
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3.3 STRUCTURING THE INTERVIEW AND WHY I ONLY TALK ABOUT CISGENDER GAY MEN 
(MOSTLY) 
 
In order to truly understand the importance of the interview aspect of this research it is important 
to understand the limitations that were had in terms of spaces (both private and public) in which 
LGBT Jews were the focus or participated in. Instead of participating in more traditional Jewish 
spaces (traditional in the sense of organized Jewish spaces considered “part” of the Jewish 
community) I chose to focus on the individuals within the communities, for questions of access as 
well as an interest in the life histories of the individuals, something that perhaps could not be 
taken from mere observation. However, the question of access is something I wish to touch upon, 
perhaps as a result of my frustration with the structure of the Brazilian Jewish community here 
and a discouragement from the reactions that I have encountered when trying to enter Jewish 
spaces. The reactions were perhaps less in result to me being a trans woman/travesti and more 
related to the fact that I had no connections with the Jewish community here in Brazil in a more 
“formal” way.  
 The original idea of this research involved creating access to synagogues and Jewish 
spaces. Given my limited knowledge of how the Jewish community functioned here in Brazil, 
specifically in São Paulo, I was naïve in my assumptions of a seamless transnational experience. 
Bringing my experience as a United States secular Jew to that of São Paulo I thought that I could 
easily navigate this space. Although security at Jewish spaces and synagogues is a global trend 
due to various factors, there is also the fact that private security is an extremely prevalent trend in 
São Paulo and all of Brazil. These factors can be related to the relative wealth and class privilege 
held by a large majority of the organized Jewish community. Although there are individual Jews 
and families who occupy the space of class popular (poor), Jews as a community occupy a space 
of middle to upper class privileges. Keeping this in mind, without ignoring the existence of Jews 
in a class popular positionality, we can look at Jewish spaces (in terms of organized and city 
wide Jewish spaces) as being geared towards the middle to upper class. Such examples of these 
spaces include the Clube Hebraica, orthodox, conservative and ‘reform’ synagogues68, and the 
Centro de História e Cultura Judaica69. The security in terms of these spaces is representative of 
 
68 CIIP, Shalom 
69 http://www.chcj.biz/ (Accessed 27/10/18) 
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a desire to protect these spaces from potential anti-Semitic threats. However, given the 
juxtaposition of class, it could also be argued that the security is in place justly to keep out the 
working or poorer class. Although theoretically open to all, there is a filtering process that can be 
seen in preventing “outsiders” from entering these spaces.  
 When I first came to Brazil in 2015 I tried to go to the synagogue CIP (Communidade 
Israelita Paulista) for a Kabbalah Shabbat. I went with a friend who I was staying with at the 
time, a black man from the interior of São Paulo who spoke English and Portuguese fluently 
(given that I spoke very little Portuguese at the time). When we got to the gates of CIP we were 
greeted (well greeted is a strong term, rather questioned) by the security. Among other things they 
questioned how I knew of such a place, why I was there, who told me about CIP, and why I 
wanted to go in. After answering the questions, the security guard, a black man appearing to be in 
his 30’s, told me that I could not go in and needed to have my access granted by the Rabbi. I 
questioned him on how to go about that process and he proceeded to tell me that he would take 
down my name and email and they would be in contact. Leaving the synagogue, I felt a mixture 
of frustration and rejection, in my time in the United States I had never been rejected from 
entering in a Synagogue nor had I been questioned on my presence at one. Perhaps that was a 
mixture of my white privilege providing me that security in the United States, never being 
questioned if I was Jewish, and perhaps it was a confrontation with the strict security standards 
held here in Brazil. Needless to say, I was never contacted by CIP nor have I ever entered the 
Synagogue.  A slightly different experience took place at the synagogue Communidade Shalom, I 
called, mentioned I knew someone who went there, gave them my information, and finally was 
allowed to go to the Shabbat Service in Brazil that Friday. The experience in itself was interesting 
though slightly unremarkable, once inside it was quite similar to the experiences I had while in 
the United States. The service took place in a mixture of Hebrew and Portuguese with a small 
buffet of typical Ashkenazi foods (such as bagels with lox, kugel, and gefilte fish). I was with a 
friend, a visiting non-Jewish American researcher of Afro-Latina descent. What was notable was 
the lack of visibly black individuals at the synagogue service, aside from the service workers. 
This is not uncommon to see this in the synagogues that I frequented in the United States but the 
dynamic was striking in my later conversations with Afro-Brazilian Jews, given the othering 
factor that Afro-Brazilian Jews face within the Jewish community in Brazil. Recently, a friend 
who is a white Jewish trans woman in her 30’s had invited me to attend a progressive synagogue 
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called Beth-El. Since her transition, her desire to continue to be part of the Jewish community has 
remained strong and has constantly sought out ways for that to be made a reality. Beth-El seemed 
like a good choice, given its “progressive stance” and its openness. This synagogue required us to 
fill out a form with our information (which I considered to be standard procedure) and 
surprisingly an interview with the Rabbi before being able to attend the service that was to 
happen later that week. Intrigued by this, I asked other Jews about the process to go to a new 
synagogue here in São Paulo and they expressed their confusion at the necessity of an interview,  
 In my opinion, this demonstrates the shift from an outsider status to that of double 
outsider status now being a trans woman. In the words of my friend Ester: 
 
The Jewish Brazilian Collective does not accept Transsexual People of Jewish 
Origin here in Brazil and are tolerant of cisgender gays in synagogues. (Ester 
1/06/18)70 
 
This shift in subjectivity and Ester’s reaffirmation of her experiences as a Jewish trans woman 
here in Brazil, reinforces my impressions that my transition created a barrier in my fieldwork. 
Perhaps as a gay man I could have continued my fieldwork in the trajectory that included more 
observational analysis, but as a trans woman those spaces became more limited for me. 
Therefore, the interviews that I did collect during my time here and as my time as a “gay man” 
are extremely valuable as they represent an opportunity based on my subjectivity and the 
perception of my identity by others.   
 The structure of the interviews that I held with my interlocutors varied heavily on my 
relationship with them. Trying to create a structured interview guideline proved to be more of a 
hypothetical guideline than a practical model. Basing my questions on the persons experience and 
their relationship with specific terms and language proved to be the most productive and highest 
rendering process. In the development of the interview and the subject’s reactions to certain 
questions or attachment to certain questions proved to be more revealing than expected. Often, 
the content of the answer was less important than the context in which the question was 
answered. In some cases the interviews proved to be highly formatted, following the structured 
questions and providing calculated responses to them. However, in many cases, due to the 
 
70 Original Text: “A Coletividade Judaica Brasileira não aceita pessoas transsexuais com origem Judaica aqui no 
Brasil e que são tolerantes em aceitar gays cis nas sinagogas.” (Ester 1/06/18) 
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similarity in subjectivity held between the interviewees and myself, the interview became more of 
a conversation, a ‘sharing of experiences’. This format replicated somewhat, the ‘convivencia’ 
that many anthropologists strive for, removing certain barriers of formality in the interview 
process.  
 The majority of my interviews took place in public spaces, normally in the area of 
downtown São Paulo. Out of a total of between thirty and fifty potential interviewees, there were 
only between 10-15 who was able to participate in the research for a variety of reasons. Of these 
10-15 interviewees there was a demographic makeup that is explained by several factors that 
define the Jewish community in Brazil and unfortunately give fuel to stereotypes had of the 
Jewish community as a whole. The focus on male homosexuality was not the intended route of 
this research. Instead, I found myself coming into this field with a lens specifically geared 
towards queer theory, including sexuality in all of its forms. This was a misguided approach as it 
was too much of a personal influence driving my research, to the point that it did not allow me to 
understand what the research was itself guiding me towards. That being said, queer theory has its 
place in many types of research and especially in Brazil, with its manifestations taking different 
forms in which can lead to criticisms and conflict when addressing themes here in a Brazilian 
context. These were among my largest criticisms when presenting the project initially here at 
UNICAMP. Although I was hesitant in accepting such criticisms at first, through my experience 
living in Brazil and navigating the dynamics that existed within academic theories created here 
and utilized here, I came to realize that these criticisms were in fact quite grounded in reality. 
This self-critique is important because there was a significant shift in the way that I 
perceived/perceive the sexual, gender, and social dynamics that take place here in a Brazilian 
context. By placing the entire research under “queer theory” (which actually was a U.S.A. based 
queer theory) was in fact a form of academic imperialism (MARANDI; PIRNAJMUDDIN , 
2009). The dynamics of a white, middle class, United States Citizen, queer, male bodied person, 
coming to Brazil and imposing this type of interaction is one, quite unproductive and problematic 
and two, naïve and arrogant. The referencing of the literature on homosexuality in Brazil is vital 
in ensuring the acknowledgement of how this research is based and related to the social dynamics 
that emerged in the Brazilian context and in Brazilian academia, as well as to further the 
discussion being had here and in the global context.  
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Contextualizing the global context of Judaism, we can historically see that within Europe, 
Jews were characterized as “oriental” or “feminine” with an overwhelming connection of “Jew-
as-woman”. Marjorie Garber, author of Category Crisis’s within the Anthology, Queer Theory 
and the Jewish Question makes the connection with Jews and prostitutes in Renaissance Italy  
(GARBER: 2003, p.28). This connection, made through a traditional earring used by both Jews 
and prostitutes, helped to connect the two groups into one category. Conflating these two groups 
into a single class, Jewish moneylenders and prostitutes, established Jews as “effeminate” and 
“degenerate” (GARBER: 2003, p.28)71. Aside from cultural campaigns, authors and scholars 
undertook the scientific and theoretical attempts at proving Jews as degenerate in the 19th century. 
Otto Weininger, himself a Jew, wrote the book Sex and Character in which he aims to prove that 
Jews are essentially women (GARBER: 2003, p.28). Due to the conceptions that European 
society held of women during this time period, the idea of Jews as women influences the 
conflation of the idea of Jew as other.  
The connection between antisemitism and homophobia has its origin in Catholic/Christian 
European notions of gender and more specifically masculinity. Although Judaism in itself has 
various gendered guidelines in how men and woman should act, these pale in comparison to the 
conceptions created about Jews historically in Europe. Within Europe, Jews have always been the 
‘other’ forced to differentiate themselves visually from their gentile counterparts. Although there 
were times of “tolerance” varying by region, the majority of the time these were momentary. 
A large percentage of stereotypes of Jews within Europe resulted from laws and edicts, 
which dictated the lives of the Jewish population depending on their location. Distinct clothing, 
jewelry, and occupations were established in order to differentiate Jews from the rest of society  
(GARBER: 2003, p.28). With this in mind, it is valuable to evaluate several of these stereotypes 
and connections. But, it is important to question how misogyny play into this conception of Jews 
as feminine in a “degenderized environment” of LGBT Jewish spaces.  
 
71 Jews are a diasporic people, only historically possessing a nation-state or land in which was considered Jewish. It 
was only the recent occupation of Palestine, in which Israel was formed in 1949, in which a Jewish nation state was 
reformed. As a result of this landlessness, Jews were seen as migrants, not truly part of any society in which they 
resided. Additionally, the influence of laws that denied Jews the ability to own land in most of Europe, prevented 
Jews from being able to participate in historically “manly” occupations, such as farming or raising animals. In fact, 
the majority of European countries banned Jews from any occupation other than moneylenders. This social position, 
established Jews in a category that turned out to be profitable in many aspects and allowed a certain type of privilege 
to emerge in the Jewish population. However, this also placed Jews in a position in which the population universally 
hated them, simultaneously needed and despised the state.  
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Specifically, the concept of gender within a gay and lesbian synagogue, in addition to 
other groups that have emerged in the past decades there are marked gender dynamics that 
replicate themselves in the social atmosphere of these spaces. Moshe Shokeid wrote on the 
subject in his ethnography of CBST, with the chapter titled Getting Around the Gender Issue. 
What to me, was the most striking, and something that I saw come up in my fieldwork, was a 
quote by Shokeid’s women interlocutors. The context of this was in response to her treatment by 
her male colleagues at the synagogue as a nonperson (SHOKEID, 1995).  
 
Leon quoted her complaint: “You don’t care about me. When we finish our 
meetings…. You guys, three go out for dinner, two go on to a bar, two go out 
cruising, two go home together to bed, and I go home alone. Am I not a human 
being? Can’t you invite me to join for dessert?” (SHOKEID: 1995, p.175).  
 
There are three factors that come into play here, that are in fact intertwined: 1) 
relationships between men and women in an LGBT context 2) dynamics between men and 
women in a national context 3) dynamics between men and women in a Jewish context. They are 
intertwined because it is impossible to separate these contexts from one another, especially 
considering the reality of intersectionality. Jewish gay and lesbian men and women are still men 
and are still women regardless of their cultural/religious background and/or sexual orientation: in  
The entirety of this other words, gender was still an issue. The focus and leadership of 
men in a gay and lesbian synagogue is recurrent and common in the studies done on LGBT 
Jewish spaces. In Shokeid's work, we see various accounts from the women at the synagogue 
describing a sense of alienation from the synagogue. It felt like home. It felt good. I had been 
away from it for a long time. But that grew old very quickly for me because I found that although 
it was degenderized there was no place for me… it was uncomfortable. (SHOKEID: 1995, 
p.176).  
 This happened perhaps because the distance that these men had from feminist issues and 
the inclusion of women in services. As one male CBST congregant stated: “They do follow the 
degenderized texts, but they don’t really comprehend the essence of feminism” (SHOKEID, 
1995, p.175). 
This played out in the favoring of male congregants for leadership positions on the board, 
the focus of events catered towards gay male sociability, and the distance between the male and 
female congregants. I see this with the Facebook groups that have formed for LGBT Jews in 
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Brazil, with the usage of the GLS or GLBT acronym instead of the LGBT acronym. Some of the 
groups that are currently in use on Facebook are Gay Jews Brazil and Keshet Ga’avah – Judeus 
GLBT no Brasil. These groups have a majority male presence72 and discuss mainly gay male 
related issues. Mentioned previously in this work is the currently defunct JGBR, which was the 
acronym for Judeus Gay do Brasil. The continual emphasis on the term gay in the naming of 
these creates an actual emphasis on the issues and subjects discussed. To my knowledge, all the 
groups were (are) run by men, gay men, but at the end of the day, still men. The presence of 
lesbians (or trans people) in these groups is minimal and in some cases even seen as an 
annoyance, as we will see with some of my interlocutors. In a way, the lesbian Jewish woman is 
an other within an other, being able to enter the room but not having a place at the table.  
 Now returning to why this research is primarily focused on male homosexuality. The 
reason for this, although touching upon the experiences of transgender/travesti, lesbian/sapatão, 
and bisexual identified individuals, was that the majority of the interviewees and those available 
to be interviewed identified as gay men. Within this definition of gay man holds a variety of other 
types of labels, some specific to the Brazilian context, and others more globally embraced. Such 
identities held include, bicha, viado, gay, homosexual, “a men who like men” and such forth. 
There was a generational gap in my research in the usage of identity terms such as gay or bicha. 
Above the age of 40 most men who identified as gay within my research rejected the usage of the 
term bicha or viado in place of the term gay or homosexual. While the younger generation, those 
who are between the ages of 20-30 embrace these terms as a re-appropriation of a slur that was 
previously used to belittle or diminish homosexuals and trans/travesti. This is similar to the re-
appropriation of the term queer by activists during the AIDS/HIV epidemic in the 1980’s through 
the 1990’s. Queer became a political term used to indicate a type of militancy needed to combat 
the AIDS/HIV epidemic sweeping through the gay male community at that time.   
 Without diving into a comparison at too great of depth, it is important to note these 
relationships between the adoption/rejection of terms based on generations and the timeframe in 
which it is contextualized. We can refer to this quote from the work of Guita Grin Debert on 
generations to help contextualize the idea of generations.  
The idea of generation implicates a conjunction of changes that impose 
singularities of customs and behaviors determined by generations. Then we 
 
72 I say majority male presence because I did not do any actual qualitative data in the sense of conducting a survey. 
However, the majority of the posting and or agilization of the group is done by gay men.  
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speak of generation in the post-war, from television, in ’68. Generation does not 
refer to people that share an age, but live determined events that determine past 
and future trajectories. (DEBERT: 1998, p.60) 73  
 
 Especially given the relationship of myself with the topic, the adoption of the term bicha by the 
researcher as a self-identity marker while living within a Brazilian context, there was a tension 
that emerged by using such a term in the presence of those who rejected it. More specifically this 
took place in several interviews had with older gay men (above the age of 40) in which they 
questioned and rejected my usage of the term. Of course, this was a factor of self-identification 
versus the overall usage of the term by others. By my using the term, as a North American queer, 
I was seen as using it in a way that was naïve and unknowledgeable of the history behind the 
word. This led me to think about the potential impacts that the re-appropriation of the term bicha 
and viado have on the younger generations in terms of identity and politics.  
 Among the twelve people interviewed for my research, in which not all interviews were 
used completely or developed fully in their potential, nine of them were self-identified gay men. 
Of the possible thirty interviewees twenty-five of them were self-identified homosexual men. The 
other identities that were considered were, lesbian/sapatão, trans (both trans man and trans 
woman), and bisexual. However, of the interviews completed, only one person who identified as 
lesbian/sapatão was part of the people that I interviewed. This interview is included in this 
research because although the focus of this research became male homosexuality, this outlier 
demonstrates that there are other forms of Jewish experiences outside of what is emphasized in 
this work. 
  Creating access with my interlocutors was not a difficult aspect of my research. In fact, 
the majority of the subjects that I encountered were friends of friends or individuals who 
responded to a post I made in an LGBT Jewish group on social media. Utilizing a snowball 
method was the main force in my methodology, hoping to create contacts from contacts in order 
to expand my research pool. I am reminded of the work done by Guita G. Debert (1986) 
 
73 I refer this quote by Guita Grin Debert on Generation “a idéia de geração implica um conjunto de mudanças que 
impõe singularidades de costumes e comportamentos a determinadas gerações. Daí falar-se em geração do pós-
guerra, da televisão, de 68. A geração não se refere às pessoas que compatilham a idade, mas que vivenciaram 
determinados eventos que definem trajetórias passadas e futuras.” (DEBERT: 1998, p.60).  
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questioning the use of life history and oral history in the creation of narrative research74. As 
someone who is LGBT and also a Jew, there were certain aspects of my subjectivity that allowed 
me access to my subjects in ways that an anthropologist who was neither LGBT or Jewish would 
find. Being a part, in a way, of my research group created a sense of solidarity and comfortability 
for my interlocutors in terms of interviews and providing information. However, there was 
always the question of discretion that a majority of my interviewees found at times to be more or 
less relevant depending on their social position and personal history.  
 Following in the academic footsteps of other ethnographers, I set out to examine the life 
narratives75 of these individuals to understand how they understand themselves as individuals, in 
terms of community (both LGBT and Jewish) and how they navigate these intersecting identities 
of being both LGBT and Jewish. The original trajectory of this research was to approach Jewish 
Spaces (such as synagogues, clubs, and other community spaces focused on creating space for 
Jewish people). Yet in my previous experiences trying to gain access to these spaces proved 
unfruitful and limited at best. The limited times I did gain access to these spaces I saw how 
limited my participation and observation of my interlocutors would be if I continued frequenting 
them. Therefore, I decided to explore more pertinent and accessible means that were more 
directly related to my subjects. These took the form of online spaces, social networks, and 
informal gatherings geared towards LGBT Jews.  
 This “outsider” dynamic emerges from a historical tendency of antisemitism and violence 
geared towards Jewish communities. Although the rates of antisemitism in Brazil are extremely 
low when compared globally76, there is an atmosphere of fear that is transnationally transmitted 
in terms of anti-Semitic behavior. Being a largely Catholic country, non-Jewish Brazilians as a 
whole often have little to no interaction with the Jewish community or its individuals. Adding the 
insularity of the Jewish community and the barriers created between the lower and upper class 
(both literal and metaphorical) there is often very little interaction between Jewish and non-
Jewish Brazilians outside of specific designated roles. These roles are often dictated by class 
positions, in terms of lower class individuals in service positions.   
 
74 The article by Guita G. Debert, Problemas Relativos Á Utilização Da História De Vida e História Oral, will be 
utilized and explored more in depth to address the problems that can arise by using an oral history or life history 
method of creating narrative research.  
75 The work of Jaber F. Gubrium and James A. Holstein (1998) will be used to explore the applicataion of narrative 
practice in this research.  
76 http://global100.adl.org/ (Accessed: 27/10/2018) 
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 So how does an individual, who is not part of this community, become part of the 
community or interact with the community in meaningful and egalitarian ways. This depends 
heavily on the individual and their subjectivity, their social position and their connections to the 
community. Below we see examples of interlocutors who through their exploration of their 
sexuality and their relationship with the Jewish community and Judaism as a whole have 
discovered ways to interact, or conversely, distance themselves from the Jewish community. 
Although there a total of twelve people interviewed for this research, I chose to explore four of 
the twelve in-depth, while referencing the others interviewed in relevant moments of this work. 
This choice was made due to the variety and relevance of these interlocutors in representing 
different perspectives and experiences of LGBT Jewish individuals.  
 
3.4. GAY, JEWISH, AND PORNOGRAPHER: DAVID 
 
My connection to David was fostered through a Facebook group77 in which I posted a 
notification. We arranged to meet at Café Urbe quickly after trading initial messages through 
Facebook and like most other meetings I prepared for the noise and bustle of the café to affect the 
interview quality. Unfortunately, most interviewees were unwilling to meet at a more private 
location, mostly due to the uncertainty and unfamiliarity of the interaction. In addition, many of 
the interviews were not “out” or “assumido” to their families, therefore an interview at their 
home would have proven either impossible or extremely uncomfortable. I was particularly 
interested in meeting David due to his occupation as a pornography director and his immigrant 
past.  
 The differences in age among my interviewees was an important factor in exploring if 
there was a generational difference in the manifestations of the individuals sexuality and how 
they deal with it. In addition to other numerous factors that affect the subjectivity and expression 
of differing and potentially conflicting aspects of identity, age/generation is remarkably telling in 
the Jewish community. As a result of various global events and immigrations of the diasporic 
Jewish community, differing generations have different trajectories as influenced by the non-
Jewish world. David, from Uruguay and 61 years of age, was a variant of the trajectory that older 
(40-60) gay Jews in São Paulo led. 
 
77 HomoShabat – Gay Jews Brasil is the name of the Facebook group referred here.  
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Born in Montevideo, Uruguay to a Jewish family, David “was thrust into a world of 
hypermasculinty and machismo in Uruguayan culture” (David, Field notes, 2016). This idea of 
machismo in Latin American culture is a prevalent argument that emerges in various types of 
discourses. The danger of ascribing solely to this perspective are the limitations that emerge, 
ascribing a single type of masculinity reproduced and reinforcing the idea that Latin America is 
colonial and “antiquated”. Yet as this was David’s perspective, we must acknowledge that when 
exploring the theoretical perspectives that come with it. This was combined with the gendered 
expectations prevalent in the Jewish community, especially among immigrant Jewish 
communities (being that the Jewish community in Uruguay had a recent history of Jewish 
immigration) created a context of highly specific gendered roles in which David found himself 
navigating. During his childhood, he felt alone in the exploration of his sexuality, seeing himself 
as one of a kind: “the only gay Uruguayan and the only gay Jew… until I discovered I wasn’t… 
an aberration…”(David, Field Notes, 2016, Oct 2016)78.  
Unfortunately, during this process of exploration David was abused by a group of young 
boys as a child, locking him out mentally from same-sex interactions. Although he does not give 
a specific age for this abuse, he avoided same-sex interactions until he was 25 years old, focusing 
only on heterosexual affectivity and sexual relations. Moving to São Paulo in 1968 with his 
family, he spent little time in Uruguay after his relocation. In the 80’s, he went hitchhiking 
around the world, exploring the different possibilities of life in other countries. Spending time in 
Israel, among other countries, he renewed his strong sense Zionism and socialism that he carried 
with him that he was raised with in the Jewish colony of Uruguay. After his brother was 
diagnosed with cancer in the 90’s he returned back to Brazil where he could provide support and 
familial obligations. Upon his return he met a man, mestiça japonese e catolico79 that ended up 
becoming his life partner or companheiro for 36 years until today. Working together, they created 
a fashion line of beach clothing, spending most of their time together from there on out. 
Unfortunately, it was not all happy moments for David as he almost committed suicide during 
this time for various reasons and subsequently left the industry. Coming out of fashion he went 
into events where he found a new world, full of opportunities for wealth and glamour. It was 
during this time that his partner and him stopped having sexual relations, creating a “mid-life 
 
78 Original Text: “o único gay uruguaio, e o único judeu gay… até eu descobri que eu não era… uma aberração”. 
79 Translation: Mixed Japanese and Catholic 
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reawakening” as he put it. In his 40’s he entered this new stage of life where he discovered the 
world of ecstasy, nightclubs, and motels. Developing a habit that turned into an addiction, David 
was eventually caught and tried as a trafficker, his addiction taking him to dangerous levels of 
exposure and risk.  
 
I spent three months in a cell with 50 other people… after this I was transferred 
to another prison just for foreigners here Itaim, São Paulo. Getting out of 
prison… I had lost all of my clients and work… I had a friend at the time that 
worked with pornography and I started working with him, taking advantage of 
a good work opportunity. I entered the world of pornography by accident… It 
was really just an opportunity I took… Unfortunately, I had not completed my 
sentence in prison and I had to return for a year in 2014-2015… it’s been a 
year since I left prison… starting over. Again. (David, Field Notes, 2016)80 
 
Some could argue that it was the influence of the gay world in São Paulo that brought 
David to this encounter with drugs and nightclubs. The idea of entering a gay space versus 
creating a gay space touches upon ideas of the reproduction of subjectivities based on certain 
“sub-cultural” characteristics. Previously having created his own “gay space” with his life partner 
among the circles that they frequented, after his partner distanced himself sexually, David went to 
explore the other possibilities of gay subjectivity. Although it is impossible to define a “gay 
subjectivity” as homogenous and consistent, there are certain trends that can be attributed “as part 
of the gay community and the nightlife scene”. The importance of noting this shift in David’s 
exploration of self and rediscovery is the demonstration that a Jewish identity does not 
necessarily inhibit one from participating in larger “gay culture” and although it is a marker of 
difference, is not THE marker of difference that defines a Jewish individual.  
Speaking of Jewishness in depth, David reflects on his position as an assimilated Jew in 
São Paulo. Although having grown up in a semi-religious family, his connection to Judaism was 
more cultural than spiritual, as can be found among many “modern” Jews.  
 
80 Original Quote: “Eu fiquei três meses na cadeia numa cela com 50 outras pessoas… depois disso eu foi 
transferido para uma outra prisão só para estrangeiros aqui em Itaim em São Paulo. Saindo da prisão… eu tinha 
perdido todos meus clientes e trabalhos…. Tinha um amigo nessa época que trabalhava com pornografia e comecei 
trabalhar junto com ele, aproveitando uma oportunidade boa de trabalho. Eu entrei no mundo da pornografia sem 
querer…. Era mesmo uma chance que eu peguei…. Infelizmente eu não tinha completado meu tempo total de prisão 
e tinha que voltar por um ano em 2014-2015… faz um ano que eu saí da prisão… começando de novo. De novo.” 
(David, Field Notes, 2016) 
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 I did my Bar Mitzvah here in Brazil; I did family things like Yom Kippur, Rosh 
Hashanah, and other important holidays during the year. But besides being a 
Jew I was Zionist, pantheist, focusing on Israel as the source of Judaism. I felt 
excluded from the synagogue and from Judaism… and actually I excluded 
myself from traditional Judaism, being homosexual and Jewish…. I didn’t see 
space for me in this… I felt like a fish out of water in Synagogue. (David, Field 
Notes, 2016)81  
 
 David’s attitude towards Judaism or rather the formal aspects of Judaism is what drove 
him away from synagogue and organized Jewish spaces. The fact of being gay did not bother him 
in his involvement in Jewish spaces; in fact it was a non-issue in his mind.  
 
I distanced myself from Judaism and its prayers, not because I didn’t like the 
practices but actually because I was gay…. If they have a problem with me 
because I am gay, it’s their problem, not mine. (David, Field Notes, 2016)82  
 
When talking about how he navigated his sexuality and his family life, specifically that of 
his parents, there were certain aspects of his response that was telling of the racial tensions that 
exist in Brazil and Latin America. Unlike the “Jewish Experience” in many other countries, 
specifically those of European or Anglo-Saxon countries (i.e. the United States), Jews in Latin 
America do not have the same racialization politics that affect their vision of race. In fact, I would 
argue that it is their unequivocal positionality in whiteness in Brazil (combined with the class 
privilege that many Jewish families have here in Brazil) facilitates a more conservative political 
stance. This was present in an anecdote he presented about the question of sexuality and his 
family life.  
My mother wanted to have a grandchild… she kept asking me and asking me 
until I finally told her that I liked black woman and she said… no… not black… 
she never brought it up again. (David, Field Notes, 2016)83 
 
81 Original Quote: “Eu fiz meu Bar Mitzvah aqui no Brasil, fiz as coisas familiares tipo Yom Kippur, Rosh 
Hashanah e os feriados mais importantes do ano. Mas, mais do que ser judeu, eu era sionista, panteísta, focando em 
Israel como uma fonte de judaísmo. Eu me senti excluída da sinagoga e do Judaísmo… e, na verdade, eu mesmo me 
exclui do  judaismo tradicional, sendo homosexual e judeu… não vi espaço para mim nesses meios…. Eu me senti 
como um peixe fora d’água na sinagoga…..” (David, Field Notes, 2016). 
82Original Quote: “Eu me afastei do Judaísmo e das rezas porque eu não gostei das práticas, mas porque eu era 
gay… se eles têm um problema comigo por ser gay, é o problemas deles, não meu. (David, Field Notes, 2016) 
83 Original Quote: “Minha mãe queria ter um neto meu… ela ficou perguntando e perguntando até que eu finalmente 
falei para ela que eu gosto de negras e ela falou…. Não… não negra…. Ela nunca levou assunto de novo” (David, 
Field Notes, 2016) 
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 It is important to notice how he avoided being open about his homosexuality to his mother 
by disguising it as a sexual-affective desire for Black women. This led me to question, rather 
directly, if his family was racist, which to his response was: no, not 100 percent. Although this 
response requires further analysis, the basis of understanding Jewish white liberal racism can be 
reduced to an “us vs. them” mentality as seen in the works by scholar Melanie Key Kantewitz 
(2007). This mentality of course does not take into account that there are Jews that are racialized 
Black as well.  
Continuing on the discourse of his family, specifically of his mother, David describes his 
mother as “moralista and castradora” 84 , limiting his potential in exploring his sexuality. 
However, he notes his gratefulness that his mother has passed away before he was “jet packed out 
of the closet” as he creatively put it. This aspect of the “castrating mother” is a stereotype in 
Judaism (and in many other cultural/religious traditions that speak of an overbearing mother 
effectively “castrating” the male figures in the family.  It is obvious to note that this is based on a 
specific type of misogyny that has been adopted from a traditional White European mindset. This 
is based on the original ideas of “us vs. them” and “others” in the European sub-continent in 
which Jews (along with Romani and the Moors) were collectively subjected as the “other” in 
comparison to “White European”. Therefore, as the other they were often inverted, the men were 
feminine and the women were masculine. Adopting’s Freud’s idea of castration (GELLER, 2003) 
this blames the woman as the reason for male femininity or as interpreted by cultural norms 
“weakness/incompetence.” We see this with David’s mother being a castradora in limiting the 
exploration of his sexuality and applying it to these spaces of homo-affectivity (male specific 
spaces) we can a form gay misogyny tied in with a Jewish sense of “manliness” present of the 
interlocutor’s life. This reminds me heavily of the experience had in the gay saunas and spaces of 
pegação85 gay, even expanding to the parties, baladas, and boates86, spoken about by Isadora 
Lins França in her work (2012). There is often a desire in the spaces (and often times transcends 
desire to real life regulations and rules about these spaces) that seeks to exclude women (both cis 
and trans) from participating or being present in these spaces. 
The question that emerges is how does David’s trajectory support the concept of the “the 
outsider” within the Jewish community.  Although he refrained from “outing” himself to his 
 
84 Translation: Moralist and Castrator 
85 Translation: Cruising 
86 Translation: Nightclubs 
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family until he was “outed” involuntarily while serving time in prison, he since then has been 
living openly as a gay man. This perhaps could be attributed to the fact that, already an outsider, 
being gay was just a detail among other aspects of David that placed him in an outsider status.  
Overall, the idea of Jew as other is a prevalent, pervasive, and consistent theme 
throughout history and specifically during the time of European colonization. So if a Jew is 
feminine, what happens when the Jewish individual is woman, how are these roles explored. 
Through Rachel’s narrative, we can see and understand some of the limitations and delimitations 
present in the lives of Jewish lesbian women.  
 
3.5. SAPATÃO FIRST - JEWISH SECOND: RACHEL  
 
 I met Rachel in the context of the Queer Mimuna, in which her connection to Anna (my 
connection to the event) placed her as the welcoming committee for the queer gringa that took 
part. Arriving at the event, I had an instant connection with her, as I could tell just her 
appearances that she represented the politics in which I developed in the San Francisco Bay Area 
during my time as an activist. During this event, we conversed about various subjects and realities 
that her and I experiencing anthropologists and LGBT Jews, one having grown up in the cultural 
context the other was studying, but both sharing intersecting identities. After the event we had 
met several other times in an attempt to create a form of solidarity at Jewish events that were 
happening at that time. Finally, we were able to mark an interview in which we were able sit 
down and discuss in great detail a variety of topics. I appreciated this space because it was more 
than a formal interview, it was a conversation between two friends, learning about one another 
and sharing experiences. So far the longest interview that I had undertaken, it was rich with 
material of another type of lived experience, little found in my research. I focus heavily on 
Rachel’s narrative, due to limitations in my fieldwork; she was one of the only lesbian identified 
interlocutors that I have had the chance to get to know. This is discussed in greater detail when I 
explain my methodology and reflect upon the access that I had and now have in the context of my 
field.  
When asked to describe herself, Rachel made it very clear that being Jewish was not one 
of the identity categories that she would start with. In any other context she would start with the 
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fact that she is a “lesbian woman, when someone asks me who I am, I wouldn’t say that I am 
Jewish, I wouldn’t start with that” (Rachel, Field Notes, 2016).87 
This was not always the case but, due to a shift in her personal politics, she adopted a 
more reclusive stance in question to her Jewishness. Interestingly, she was a student in the Jewish 
Studies department at USP, doing her studies in Hebrew. However, it was partly due to this that 
she became distant from a Jewish identity, having valorized it for so long until only finding 
rejection in the circles she frequented.  
 Born in Minas Gerais, Campina Verde, she spent little time there before her move to the 
interior of São Paulo. From the interior, Rachel then moved to the capital of São Paulo to study 
Plastic Arts at UNESP. Rachel’s father, a Russian Jewish immigrant, brought with him a certain 
type of Shtetl culture, in which the community was more important than having a religious 
structure of a synagogue to bind the community together.  
 
It was a family culture; our Jewish Practice is different from those of the Jewish 
Centers (Rachel, Field Notes, 2016)88 
 
Rachel’s father worked with galho kosher and traveled back and forth to Campinas Verde 
in the routine of his work. Meeting his wife during one of his many work trips, they soon married 
and had Rachel in Campinas Verde. Although her mother was not Jewish, this wasn’t a problem 
for Rachel’s father. Rachel stayed in Campina Verde until she was five years old, when her 
family moved to São Jose do Campinas in the interior of São Paulo. During the next decade, she 
went back and forth from São Jose do Campinas to Campina Verde in order to maintain a 
connection with the family (almost the entirety) that remained. However, when she came out to 
her Jewish family members, she was instantly unwelcome from their space, made clear by the 
constant fights and harassment that she faced from the members of her father’s family. Although 
her father did not have a strong religious upbringing, this did not mean that her family did not 
hold traditional Judaism as a strong core value. This stress and conflict led to an intense 
separation from her father’s family though it was not entirely mutual. When she was preparing to 
marry her partner Bianca, she received several calls from a particularly religious cousin:  
 
87 Original Quote: “Mulher lésbica, quando alguém pergunta quem eu sou, eu não diria que sou judia, não entraria 
por aí” (Rachel, Field Notes, 2016). 
88  Original Quote: “era uma cultura familiar, nossa prática judaica é diferente do que os centros 
judaicos….”(Rachel, Field Notes, 2016) 
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When I told him that I would marry Bianca, my cousin, Ari, called me on my 
cell to tell me off, saying that I was dirty, that I should be ashamed… the most 
shocking thing is that I stayed on the phone, listening to him… I spent two 
hours listening to this shit…. (Rachel, Field Notes, 2016).89 
 
 Rachel’s reaction to this phone call, her inability to hang up on this cousin spouting 
hateful comments and disapproval of her relationship, demonstrates a complicated relationship 
that many LGBT Jews have with their families. This is in part reference to the importance that 
family plays in the lives of Jewish individuals and the difficulty in cutting those ties. This 
complicated balance of maintaining family relationships in the face of intolerance leads many 
LGBT Jews to hide certain aspects of their lives or tolerate negative reactions from their family 
that they may not accept individuals outside of their family.  
 The question of affective-romantic relationships of LGBT Jews varies depending heavily 
on the denomination of the Jewish individual in question and the diasporic location. How these 
individuals manifest their desires (when outside of normative heterosexual paradigms) depends 
heavily on the individual. This is to say that the individual can choose to respond to the 
situational factors presented to them in a variety of manners.  
 There is an immense social pressure on Jews to marry other Jews, regardless of which 
denomination and level of cultural connection the individual has with Judaism and Jewish 
culture. This pressure stems from idea of continuing the Jewish people as a community and as a 
culture. In addition, Halakha Law dictates that only if the mother is Jewish then the children can 
be considered as Jewish. This law is not always followed and there are ways around its strict 
adherence (with conversion primarily and secondly just ignoring it). However, culturally, many 
Jewish individuals seek out Jewish partners (whether in homo-affective relationships or hetero-
affective relationships). Whether this is an active search or a more passive search, the question 
still remains of why this plays such a large role in creating and maintaining affective-romantic 
relationships. From my research and from other research done on LGBT Jews, the question of 
finding and maintaining a relationship with another Jewish individual varies in importance. Upon 
entering Letras in USP, Rachel decided to study Hebrew in the Department of Jewish Studies. 
 
89 Original Quote: “quando eu disse que eu ia casar com Bianca… um primo meu, Ari, me ligou aqui no celular para 
falar um monte de merda, dizendo que sou suja, que eu devo ter vergonha…. A coisa mais chocante é que eu fiquei 
ouvindo ele… fiquei duas horas ouvindo essa merda.” (Rachel, Field Notes, 2016). 
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Studying more, she began to celebrate Shabbat dinners, Jewish holidays, and Jewish traditions, 
all on her own: a solitary Jewishness. The concept of a solitary Judaism (although inherently 
contradictory) is connected with individuals distanced from the community for questions of 
sexuality and gender. Unwilling to give up Jewish practices and customs, often times these 
individuals replicate what is possible in an individual setting. Participating in activities and 
cultural customs in a singular fashion. This however, is not always sufficient and sometimes these 
individuals seek out spaces that are more accepting and open to LGBT individuals.   
 
I went to find spaces that being lesbian was more accepted. In the Hebrew 
department (of USP) they work with the idea of Hasbarah that I was chosen to 
be a Jewish Lesbian, that Israel contemplated me… I went to Shalom, alone, 
and spoke with the Rabbi, in these spaces such as CIP and Shalom, the rabbis 
spoke that the principal of Judaism is to tolerate one another, its always 
tolerate and not accept…. I became a pet as Shalom, a lesbian in the 
congregation to show how open they are. But the Jewish community in São 
Paulo is white, rich, heterosexual and right wing… I wasn’t accepted… I was 
tolerated…. (Rachel, Field Notes, 2016).90 
 
 Toleration versus acceptance is a recurring theme among my interlocutors. The 
experience of being tolerated, as in the case of Rachel, was not enough for her to feel part of the 
community. Many like Rachel, end up abandoning the community because of the lack of space 
for them to participate fully and intimately. The sense of belonging and acceptance for all aspects 
of the individual’s identity was one of the reasons that lead to the creation of the first recorded 
synagogue in Brazil run by openly LGBT Jews. Isaac, the founder of this synagogue in 
conjunction with another gay Jewish man, established this synagogue, as a space where being 
different was not a question, your interest in practicing Judaism was all that mattered.  
 
3.6 ISAAC: FOUNDER OF AN LGBT INCLUSIVE SYNAGOGUE  
 
 
90 Original Quote: “Eu fui para encontrar espaços em que ser lésbica poderia ser mais aceito…. No departamento de 
Hebraica eles trabalham com a ideia de Hasbarah, que eu fui escolhida como uma lésbica judia, Israel me 
contemplava… Eu fui na Shalom, sozinha, e conversei com o Rabino, nesses espaços de CIP e Shalom, os Rabinos 
falam que o principal do Judaísmo é tolerar o outro, é sempre tolerar e não aceitar…. Eu virei um pet no Shalom, 
uma lésbica na congregação para mostrar como eram abertos abertos. Mas a comunidade Judaica em São Paulo é 
branca, rica, hetero, e direitista… Eu não fui aceita… Eu fui tolerada…. (Rachel, Field Notes, 2016). 
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 The story of Isaac is perhaps the most personal to me, given the proximity of our 
relationship throughout the years. A previous interlocutor introduced to me by a mutual friend 
presented Isaac to me. I had met Isaac several times before this interview was recorded; in fact 
our first interview was lost due to the recording device having been stolen before I was able to 
save the file. Unfortunately this occurred with somewhat frequency given the tendency for 
phones to get stolen here on the streets of São Paulo. Luckily I learned after having lost valuable 
data three times, with three separate phones, to upload the file remotely before leaving the 
interview. But, in any rate, we were able to set an interview date and time, which resulted in a 
fruitful narrative of his experience as one of the first outwardly gay rabbis and rezans (cantor) 
here in Brazil.  
 Isaac is perhaps one of the more recognized LGBT Jewish individuals that deals with 
these questions of Judaism and LGBT questions in São Paulo, being the first openly gay Rabbi of 
a synagogue in Higienópolis. This synagogue, B’nei Yisrael Abraham, was opened within the 
span of 2015-2016 in São Paulo, Brazil. B’nei Israel Abraham is the first synagogue in Brazil to 
have expressed explicit desire and openness to LGBT and B’nei Anousim (Jews returning to 
Judaism) inclusion within their services. Previously located in Higienópolis but currently without 
a residence, this group of Jews provided Jewish learning, Shabbat services, and a Jewish 
environment for Jews of all backgrounds to practice and explore Judaism. Early 2016 led to the 
group to leave their location in Higienópolis due to noise complaints, which resulted in their 
current hiatus. Isaac considered himself a reformista91 in the sense of how he interpreted Judaism 
and ran the synagogue in this fashion. Contrary to previous perceptions, the synagogue was 
actually not LGBT oriented but rather B’nei Anousim oriented. It only became a space that was 
open to LGBT Jews due to the leadership being primarily gay Jewish men, therefore creating a 
liberty for other LGBT Jewish individuals to frequent the space. The desire to open the 
synagogue came from Isaacs’s direct work with the B’nei Anousim community and his openness 
to incorporating LGBT Jews within a religious framework. However, due to intergroup conflict 
and pressure from the community in Higienópolis, the synagogue was discontinued and closed 
indefinitely.  
 When I asked Isaac to describe his current position as Rezan (or rather acting Rabbi) of a 
Synagogue in Santos, he described a tumultuous journey of his acceptance as Rezan and then 
 
91 Translation: Reformist 
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later as acting Rabbi. When he was hired, his ability to read and interpret Hebrew text was 
unquestioned; rather it was the fact of him being gay that through the hiring process into a 
polemic situation. As an openly gay man, the fact of him being gay was a problem for part of the 
community. Given that the community in Santos has only one synagogue it resulted in an 
assembly on what to do with him. During the assembly there was a large discussion on his 
abilities to serve as Rezan as a gay man and to his surprise that defended him were those he least 
expected.  
During the assembly I was defended by some 80-year-old men and women who 
asked, what is the problem with him being gay, if he knows how to do it and 
how to pray correctly, what is the problem? And after it was this same man who 
said, “so you are accepted here, you are our Rabbi. (Isaac, Field Notes, 
2017).92  
 
 The acceptance of Isaac based on his abilities brings up an interesting point related to 
merit: similar to Rachel’s case. In a way, the ability of both, to demonstrate their knowledge (in 
Rachel’s case) and their religiosity (in Isaacs case) gains them entry within the Jewish 
community. I see this in the case of Ester, a mid-thirties Jewish transsexual woman, whose 
experience within the Jewish community is marked by rejection and a search for acceptance, with 
one of her few tools of entry being her religiousness and knowledgeability around Jewish 
subjects. This is also repeated with Felipe, a black Jewish gay man, who’s Jewishness is 
constantly in question, yet demonstrates his immense knowledge of Jewish tradition and practices 
as well as a fluency in Hebrew. Without these tools, these individuals perhaps would not have 
been able to navigate these or gain a grudging acceptance in some cases.  
 This is because in Isaacs’s opinion, the progressivism of the Jewish communities is false 
when dealing with LGBT members within the community. Among the larger synagogues that 
were progressive, he counted CIP (Comunidade Israelita Paulista) and Communidade Shalom as 
truly accepting LGBT Jews. An interesting fact to point out in regards to the organized Jewish 
community, in the sense of the large nationwide and international organizations that guide and 
dictate the production of Jewish organization and groups, accepted Isaacs’s proposal to create 
 
92 Original Quote: “Durante a assembleia eu fui defendido por uns senhores e senhoras de oitenta anos que 
perguntaram: “Qual a problema dele ser gay? se ele sabe fazer a reza e se ele faz direitinho, qual a problema?”. E 
depois esse mesmo senhor falou ‘então você está aceito aqui, você é nosso rabino’ ” (Isaac, Field notes 2017). 
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B’nei Yisrael Abraham. To the federation, it was merely another Jewish group; the fact that it 
was LGBT did not influence the decision on allowing its registration with the federation93. He 
continued to state that it was the individuals within the Jewish community that influenced the 
formation and development of these types of social groups and the members themselves not 
wanting to be part of them. Therefore it can be drawn that from a larger systematic position, 
LGBT Jew’s have the potential support and resources to organize themselves and creates spaces 
directly for them. When I asked Isaac why more groups did not exist or did not persist throughout 
time, especially when all of my interviewees described a desire to have such a space, he 
responded in the following way. 
 
I don’t think there will be a LGBT Jewish Community constructed here because 
the LGBT Jews don’t want to identify themselves like that. The Federation 
accepted our group of LGBT Jews because it was a Jewish thing… but nobody 
wanted to come out. We had the support of the Federation and Jewish 
organizations; it’s the people, the people that did not want that connection. 
(Isaac, Field notes 2017)94  
 
 This resonates clearly with what was described to me in an interview with Akiv Bronstein, 
in a conversation about LGBT Jews within Brazil. To Akiv, from his experience with the 
community, the idea of “coming out” or publicly aligning oneself with an LGBT Jewish group 
was something most Jews from the older generation avoided. The older generation in this case 
would be what I would consider from my research, Jewish individuals forty years old and above. 
I would argue that this is somewhat changing with Jewish individuals below the age of forty; 
there is a greater tendency for “coming out” or being open about ones sexuality. The risks (in the 
non-orthodox Jewish community) are lower than they were 10-15 years ago. Of course, 
discrimination and potential loss of kin ties are possible as seen in the case of Isaacs’s 
employment at the synagogue in Santos or later in the familial rejection of one of my 
interlocutors in Rio. More commonly, families and communities avoid the discussion entirely, 
sending the individual far away from the family.  
 
 
93 For more information please reference https://www.fisesp.org.br/ (Accessed 27/10/2018). 
94 Original Quote: “Não acho que vai ter uma comunidade Judaica LGBT construida porque os Judeus LGBT não 
querem se identificar com um grupo assim, a federacão aceitava a rede de Judeus LGBT porque é uma coisa 
Judaica… mas ninguem queria assumir. Temos o apoio de Federação e organizações Judaicas, são as pessoas 
mesmas que não querem vincular….”  (Isaac, Fieldnotes 2017) 
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About Gay Jewish Brazilians, if you are gay, they will do everything in their 
power to make you go away, they don’t want you close by, they will pay 
anything for you to stay far away, this happens a lot… (Isaac, Field Notes, 
2017). 95 
  
 In our next narrative we see an example where the interlocutor came out to his family and 
yet that was where he found support and comfort. Instead of coming out to the community or the 
Jewish social circles that he was connected to, he chooses to remain discreet, limiting whom he 
tells and who knows.  
3.7 RODRIGO: THE CLOSET IS WHERE I’LL STAY 
 
 Rodrigo was perhaps one of the most eager interlocutors that I had interviewed during my 
two years of research. His desire to talk to me and tell me about his experience as a gay Jewish 
man was immediately noticeable when we first met. There was an eagerness to tell his story, a 
story I’m not sure that he had told many people before. It is an interesting thing to hear people’s 
stories through a specific lens as we do as anthropologists. This lens varies depending on the 
nature of the research, therefore in particular, the intersections of these two identities he holds, 
and being gay and Jewish was the focus of our discussion. What is particularly remarkable is that 
this was a conversation that he had never had before.  
  
“This interview was the first real life conversation that I have had on the 
subject of LGBT Jews in Brazil” (Rodrigo, 2016 Field Notes)96 
 
 Rodrigo in his own words was a “late bloomer”, a type of person that takes their time in 
coming into their own. Therefore, it was of little surprise some of the aspects of the story that he 
told as well as some of his experiences he had during his life. 
 Born in Campinas in 1970 he quickly moved to São Paulo capital at the age of three. At 
46, he is a well-built man, skinny but muscular, someone who dedicates time to exercise and diet. 
Rodrigo’s parents are both European Jews though only his mother was born in Brazil. His parents 
represent two realities for European Jews during the last century. The first is of his maternal 
 
95 Original Quote: “sobre Judeus gays Brasileiros, se você é gay, eles vão fazer tudo para você ir embora, não 
querem você perto deles, pagam tudo para você ficar longe, isso acontece muito….” (Isaac, Field notes 2017). 
96 Original Text: “Essa entrevista é a primeira conversa que eu tinha sobre o assunto de Judeus LGBT no Brasil” 
(Rodrigo, 2016 Field Notes) 
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grandparents, who fled Poland and Romania to escape the growing antisemitism of Eastern 
Europe and settled in Brazil. The second is of his father, who escaped from Hungary after the 
Shoah97 . Rodrigo’s father is what is referred to within the Jewish community as Survivors, 
shortened from Holocaust Survivor. These distinct experiences, both representative of the 
diaspora of the 20th century, led to different results in his parents connection to Judaism. Born in 
Brazil, her experience with Judaism was less influenced by antisemitism than her husbands. As a 
survivor of the Holocaust, his interest in Judaism was lost after the concentration camps. This is 
actually quite common among Holocaust survivors, a reevaluation or general abandonment of 
Jewishness after surviving such an experience. Rodrigo’s experience with Judaism was therefore 
much more limited than other Jews from his age group. Studying in non-religious schools during 
his childhood, he only began Jewish studies in 1982 through 1983 for the completion of his Bar 
Mitzvah.  
 Considering himself a cultural Jew, he affirms his disbelief in God and participated in 
major holidays with his family. This type of cultural Jew is actually quite common, given that 
Judaism can incorporate either a religious, cultural, or ethnic reference in ones identity. But his 
connection to the community was one that he always sought out, searched for, and found in 
various aspects of his life.  
 Sexuality for Rodrigo was something that manifested itself later in his life:  
 
My sexuality took a long time to manifest, I always thought I would date a girl 
and even liked a specific girl from the age of 11 to 18…. In my pre-adolescence, 
I felt attraction for the opposite sex, but my homosexual desires started to 
manifest themselves and I was uncomfortable… it was frustrating to be 
uncomfortable… only at 21 was I able to start to feel better about myself. 
(Rodrigo, 2016 Field Notes)98 
 
 Living with his parents until today, hiding his sexuality was not something that he sought 
to do, rather taking the approach of not touching upon the subject. Having never specifically 
come out to his parents when he started dating Luiz, his ex-boyfriend of twelve years, his mother 
came to him to him one day to speak with him.  
 
97 Hebrew for Holocaust 
98 Original Quote: “Minha sexualidade atrasou muito para se manifestar, sempre achei que eu ia namorar uma garota 
e até gostei duma garota específica dos meus onze anos até meus dezoito anos…. Na minha pré-adolescência, sentia 
atração pelo sexo oposto, mas meus desejos homosexuais começaram a se manifestar e eu me estranhava… ficando 
frustrado, me estranhando; só com 21 anos eu comecei ficar melhor comigo mesmo ” (Rodrigo, 2016 Field Notes) 
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She said, ‘Rodrigo, I want to speak with you, what I need to say is that I love 
you and you are my son, I love you the way that you are, you don’t need to hide 
anything’ and I responded (very nervously), ‘its true mom, I am gay, and Luiz is 
my boyfriend’... she is my best friend. (Rodrigo, Field notes 2016)99 
 
 Of course, at this point, Rodrigo was no longer an adolescent or youth, but given Judaism 
as a cultural reference strongly values family connections and support, his mothers support was 
extremely valuable to him, in fact he refers to her as “my best friend”. Rodrigo’s father on the 
other hand was a different story, given that he was already in an advanced age, his father never 
touched upon the subject and neither did he. Rodrigo always suspected something of his own 
father, seeing the way that he sometimes glances at men, but neither touches upon the subject. In 
his own words Rodrigo describes his father in the following.  
 
I was never really friends with my dad, he is 92 years old and at 92 years old 
you aren’t straight not gay, you just exist… (Rodrigo, Field Notes, 2016)100 
 
 When I questioned him more about his sexuality, or rather his dating preferences, he 
described to me a scenario not uncommon for Jews in his age group, of 40 and above: seeking out 
a Jewish Partner. Yet when I asked him if he had ever dated a Jewish man before, the answer was 
no. Rodrigo’s met his first boyfriend online through a website called “Amigos Online”, this site 
had nothing to do with Judaism but was rather a form of online dating. A connection to the 
Internet is something he carried with him through his college years, graduating from Mackenzie 
with a degree in Information Technology. It was of no surprise to me when he spoke of his 
connection to the online community of JGBR (Judeus Gays Brasileiros), the first101 organized 
group of LGBT Jews in Brazil.  
 
JGBR was a Yahoo group in the 90’s. A group directed by an annoying guy, he 
didn’t like if we posted things about dating, he wanted to only talk about 
 
99 Original Quote: “ela falou, ‘Rodrigo, quero falar contigo, que eu preciso dizer é que eu te amo e você é meu filho, 
te amo do jeito que você for, você não precisa esconder nada’ e eu respondi (muito nervoso), ‘de fato mãe, eu sou 
gay, e Luiz é meu namorado’…. Ela é minha melhor amiga” (Rodrigo, Field notes 2016) 
100 Original Quote: “Não fui muito amigo do meu pai, ele tem 92 anos e com 92 does anoes você não é mais hetero, 
não mais gay, você só existe (Rodrigo, Field Notes, 2016). 
101 First, is a relative term, with extensive research and collection of data from my interlocutors, I came to the 
conflusion that JGBR was consistantly defined as the first organized group of LGBT Jews in Brazil.  
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philosophical things such as religion and sexuality. He organized some group 
meetups… but in the end he kicked me out for “sexual misconduct”, sending 
nudes and talking about sex… I had also created a group at that time, Jewish 
Homosexuals in Brazil, but I lost the password and didn’t do anything with it 
later. (Rodrigo, Field Notes, 2016)102 
 
 This discord among members of the group JGBR was not limited to Rodrigo and the 
groups founder Akiv Bronstein, a close friend of Rodrigo in a casual conversation had by him, 
myself, and Rodrigo discussed his own problems with Akiv and the group in general. In question 
to intergroup dynamics, Rodrigo’s friend João gave a different perspective on the inclusion of 
sapatão within the group, giving sense to the type of attitudes held within the group.  
 
“I can’t stand dykes, I get irritated by them. It’s all right to be a woman, who 
likes women, but be a woman, don’t try to be a man. (João, Field Notes, 
2016)103 
 
 The focus on gay men was of course prevalent within the group, with the majority of 
members being gay Jewish men. What I found interesting from Rodrigo’s interview, in regard to 
this group was his frustration of not having the space to search for a boyfriend or otherwise 
connect with the other participants on a more romantic affective level. Given that the organizer of 
the group acted as a moderator of the discussions and the conduct of the participants, he was able 
to define what types of conversations were permissible and which were not. Discussions on 
philosophy and religion were among the most common topics while dating and relationships were 
specifically off limits.  
 These types of discussions are valuable and important in understanding how to fit in 
within the larger Jewish community and for those that question Judaism’s tolerance of 
homosexuality on a religious level, and are often the first steps in self-acceptance. However, it 
also limits the potential of such a space to meet the needs of all of its participants. For example, 
 
102 Original Text: “JGBR foi um grupo do Yahoo nos anos 90. Um grupo direcionado por um cara chato, ele não 
gostava das nossas postagens, coisas sobre namoro, ele queria só questões filosóficas sobre religião e sexualidade. 
Ele fez uns encontros do grupo…. Mas no final ele me expulsou por “sexual misconduct”, sending nudes and 
talking about sex…. Eu também tinha montado um grupo, “Homosexuals Judeus no Brasil”, mas eu perdi a senha e 
não fiz nada com ele depois.” (Rodrigo, 2016 Field Notes) 
103 Original Quote: “eu não suporto sapatão… fico irritado com elas. Tudo bem ser mulher e gostar de mulher, mas 
seja mulher, não tente ser homem….” (João, Fieldnotes 2016) 
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Rodrigo’s acceptance of his own sexuality (on a religious level) was not in question and had not 
been in question when he was part of JGBR; his interest was finding others like him and 
connecting, whether that is through friendship or something more.  
 Diving into the question of religion with Rodrigo was not one that bore many answers on 
a theological level, he is an avowed atheist and therefore his relationship to homosexuality is not 
affected by his relationship (or lack there of with a higher being). In fact, this type of response is 
not uncommon among those that I interviewed. The majority of the subjects being liberal in the 
sense of religious strictness, with some considering themselves atheists and others reinterpreting 
the religious aspects of Judaism to incorporate themselves within the faith. Among those I 
interviewed, none of them considered themselves Orthodox and only one considered himself as 
religiously conservative.  
 This focus on secular was not intentional; but I truly had no intention on studying the 
heavily religious aspect of homosexuality in Judaism. There was no plan of studying only secular 
Jews as well, it was an approach of rather, who was available, who was interested in talking to me 
and who would share their experiences. Perhaps the only truly intentional research parameter was 
the disregard of the Orthodox community. This decision was in response to my previous 
experiences with the Orthodox community, as someone with little religious background and a 
strong outward gender-nonconforming visual: there was little interaction possible. When I 
transitioned, my ability to interact with this community decreased, as well as an overall limitation 
on what types of interlocutors were willing to work with me. This was in part to a variety of 
reasons discussed earlier in the introduction: trans stigma, no longer being a potential sexual-
affective partner to the interlocutors, no longer being part of the G in the LGBT.   
 Although there were other individuals interviewed, I decided to focus on these 
interlocutors as they can bring different themes approached in fieldwork. Also, their histories can 
be useful to understand trends and styles that individuals manifest their identities in different 
contexts. Parts of the remaining interviews are interspersed throughout the work to support claims 
and perspectives taken from this research. However, with all of these interlocutors we can see a 
common trend, a reality that manifests itself in the idea of dual closets, a concept ever present in 
these dynamics.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
The closet is not the enemy. 
 
This was told to me and reiterated throughout my trajectory, both academic and personal. 
There is a sense of comfort that comes from not publicly assuming ones sexuality. A sense of 
security by knowing that one’s personal life is different from ones public life. There are benefits 
in fact to not being “out” to the community that one resides. One can lead a “normal life” or a 
“full Jewish life” in the case of Aaron from Shokeid's work (1995). A “full Jewish life” is 
subjective of course, because I could not tell you what it means to live a Jewish life, let alone a 
full one, Jews merely exist as they are in their many multiplicities. But working with the idea that 
there is a course, a trajectory, that one is supposed to take in order to fulfill the requirements 
instilled to them from their community, I can better understand the incentive of hiding ones 
sexuality. I do not wish to enter into moralistic arguments, as much as I perhaps would like to, in 
terms of being publicly LGBT. As a trans woman/travesti I don’t have the option that I once had 
when I was a man who liked men. Although at the time I was feminine, I was able to choose 
when I was “out” in certain spaces, whether or not I wanted my sexuality and performance on 
public display. Now of course, there is very little room for navigation in regards to this question, I 
am visibly trans, always “out”, always exposed. I would like to emphasize that those who do 
publicly assume their sexuality and create community around it are also fulfilling a need that they 
have, in a way similar to those who do not. With these individuals we can see public reimagining 
of what it means to be Jewish and LGBT. LGBT Synagogues emerging, spaces centering these 
two identities, as well as informal community through online spaces. Rituals readapting to the 
necessities of inclusion, such as same-sex Jewish weddings here in Brazil, prayers and rituals to 
celebrate the transition of transgender people in the United States, and egalitarian Mikvahs 
around the globe. Yet I refrain from casting moralistic judgments on the Jewish individuals who 
choose to remain in the “closet”. Our ancestors, the Jews who suffered from countless 
persecution throughout the centuries, went into the proverbial “Jewish Closet” to escape this 
persecution and survive. I think survival is a key point of this work has unfolded over the last one 
hundred pages. Survival not in terms of life or death (though in some cases this is the case) but in 
terms of managing to fit in to the spaces that one was raised, in this case the Jewish community. 
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In terms of antisemitism and a necessity for a “Jewish Closet”, I would consider Brazil an outlier, 
yet we see stereotypes that have been carried over from the old country into Brazil. We see the 
Jewish individuals feeling these stereotypes in ways that limit them from feeling truly at home in 
certain spaces. This quote was from one of the archives that I was able to find from the disbanded 
JGBR group, I found it telling of the type of discrimination that LGBT Jews felt they 
experienced.   
 
‘The organization is a way to discuss problems in common and find a space 
that those involved feel at home. “Even in a non-Jewish gay movement, I didn’t 
feel comfortable. Sometimes I would go with a kippah and nobody knew what it 
was. I would put on Hebrew music, nobody understood. During Rosh 
Hashanah, I brought a honey cake and tried to explain it’s significance, but 
nobody was interested” tells one of the members of JGBR, who prefers to be 
identified as Besser. Besser affirms that he feels doubly discriminated. “In 
Brazil, Jews are a joke, they are “stingy”. The homosexual is human waste. Put 
together a joke with human waste and how do you think that it will turn out? 104 
 
At this point I will step in with a contextualization of this quote and its message. Suffering is 
contextual; one cannot argue that Jews have suffered from prejudice in the same way that other 
marginalized communities have suffered in Brazil. However, when we are discussing the 
subjectivity of these gay Jewish individuals who, for being Jewish, could not find a space within 
the gay communities that they sought out, we see that suffering does occur, if not in a nuanced 
way. When we are discussing a privileged group, in terms of class, race, and sex, we work with 
nuance and the comprehension that these individuals suffer in their own realities. Therefore, this 
subject was worth studying and exploring, not merely for academic curiosity, but also to present a 
humble representation of what it means to be Jewish and LGBT in Brazil. To finish, I will use a 
quote from one of my first conversations had with a man who was part of JGBR during its 
operation. A message, in a way, for the need to assert their right to be part of the community in 
full, however that may be.  
 
 
104 Original Quote: “A organização é uma forma de discutir problemas em comum e encontrar um espaço em que os 
integrantes se sintam bem. "Mesmo em um movimento gay não judaico, você não se sente à vontade. Às vezes, vou 
de kipá e ninguém sabe o que é aquilo. Eu coloco uma música em hebraico, ninguém entende. Em Rosh Hashaná, 
levei um bolo de mel e tentei explicar o significado, mas ninguém se interessou", conta um dos membros do JGBR, 
que prefere ser identificado como Besser. Besser afirma que se sente duplamente discriminado. "No Brasil, judeu é a 
piada, é o "mão de vaca". O homossexual é a escória. Juntando a piada com a escória, você acha que fica como?" 
Accessed 21/01/19 (http://www.glssite.com.br/colunistas/bronstein/aki07.html) 
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If Brazilian gays do not occupy nor claim their seats, their rights ... then the 
Jewish community can afford to say that we do not exist…”(Akiva Bronstein, 
Field Notes, 2015). 
 
 LGBT Jews do exist here in Brazil, in a multitude of ways, with a multitude of 
experiences. We are part of the fabric of the Jewish community with all the complexities and 
uniqueness that emerges. There is no avoiding the fact that these two identities have blended into 
a new Jewish performance, a new representation of Jewish intersectionality: dualities of 
contradictions.  
FINAL THOUGHTS 
 
 In this dissertation, I sought to develop and construct a reflection of the intersection 
between Judaism, sexual diversity, and gender. In the first chapter I explored the biographical 
references combined with my own experiences as a North American Jews in order to articulate 
the movement of LGBT Jews in the United States. This also brought forth a discussion on the 
types of initiatives here in Brazil that deal with LGBT and Jewish questions, both within the 
established “Jewish community” and outside of it. In the second chapter I discussed the 
particularities that involve the “Jewish Community” at a national level here in Brazil, as well as a 
local level in São Paulo. Intertwined in this is a debate regarding the trajectory of male 
homosexuality in Brazil, in an effort to incorporate a larger debate that I had come into contact 
during my time here in São Paulo. The third chapter is an emphasis on ethnography and the 
exploration of the results from the field research undertaken these past three years. This 
ethnographic work described public situations involving LGBT Jews, private encounters, as well 
as structured interviews with the intent to understand different trajectories that gay and lesbian 
Jews take. To finalize this research explored the challenges in its undertaking while adapting to a 
new country, different language, and alternate conventions of gender and sexuality. During this I 
also analyzed the challenges that emerged from my medical transition from male to female that 
added an entire level of complexity and change to my life. Instead of being overcome by this, I 
sought to turn these challenges and discomfort into reflexive material for my research, hoping to 
enrich the overall analysis of my subjects and the narrative. 
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ANNEX 
1. Pessach Queer: uma noite de mimuna para a descolonização de nossos corpos, desejos e 
identidades. Casa de Trocas (Rua Brigadeiro Melo, 163 - Pacaembu) Dia 30/4, sábado, das 16h às 
22h. Convidamos você a participar de nosso Primeiro Pessach/Mimuna Queer, uma noite para o 
exercício da nossa liberdade! Por que um Pessach/Mimuna Queer? O termo “queer”, antes um 
adjetivo pejorativo para designar pessoas que não se enquadravam nas categorias binárias de 
identidade, tais como “homem” ou “mulher”, “feminino” ou “masculino”, hoje é uma 
possibilidade de sermos outra coisa que não aquela prevista e nomeada pelo Estado, pela família, 
lei, cultura e tradição. Afirmar-se queer é, hoje, uma reivindicação política, uma crítica radical às 
identidades sociais definidas por certa natureza, como se tambem o “natural” não fosse produzido 
por discurso: assim como não se nasce “mulher”, mas faz-se, afirmamos que tambem ser judeu/ia 
é performance, é ato político. Num tempo de homogeneização da identidade judaica por um 
discurso hegemônico branco-bélico-cis-hetero-nacional-sionista, acreditamos ser fundamental, se 
sonhamos com a liberdade, discutirmos os sentidos dessa identidade hoje, ainda que “nossa” 
comunidade “pluralista”, “laica” e “democrática” nos dê tão pouco espaço para exercermos tal 
liberdade e seja tão eficiente na produção de “abjetos”, corpos/identidades/posições que, por não 
se encaixarem em certo “consenso”, não podem existir ou, se existem, são estigmatizados e se 
fazem pelas margens. Se nossas subjetividades são organizadas a partir de um heteroterrorismo, 
quais são os outros terrorismos que nos atravessam e nos conformam enquanto judeus e judias 
deste tempo? Acreditamos que os fundamentos da teoria queer, uma teoria da identidade (e não 
apenas da sexualidade, uma vez que questiona por exemplo a associação “natural” entre 
identidade de gênero e ato sexual, ou identidade de gênero e características sexuais e biológicas), 
nos libertam da obrigação da conformidade às (hetero)normas, e nos dão a oportunidade não só 
de sermos reconhecidos e nomeados enquanto identidades judaicas “abjetas” mas de construirmos 
um mundo em que TODOS/AS sejam reconhecidos/as em sua plena humanidade. Nesse sentido, 
a teoria queer pode nos ajudar nesse exercício a medida em que seu esforço é o de separar três 
elementos identitários antes considerados quase sinônimos: sexo, gênero e desejo. Nossa proposta 
aqui vai no sentido de separar os elementos que de forma perversa muitas vezes se sobrepõem e 
se autodeterminam, em um imaginário colonizado e “enquadrado”: propomos uma noite criativa 
de reflexão e desconstrução das “normatividades” que regulam e determinam nossos desejos 
políticos, nossa auto imagem, nossa forma de estar e ser no mundo. Tal tarefa, urgente, é uma 
exigência da liberdade de todxs nós. Identidade e identificação são atos políticos e ter consciência 
disso é o primeiro passo para que possamos nos reconhecer livres. Nossa judeidade, de que ela é 
feita? De etnia? Religião? Memória? Sangue? Escolha? Essa pergunta não é nova, data no 
mínimo do s´clo XIX, mas temos a obrigação de refazê-la a cada generação, por cada um/a. Se 
ser judeu/ia não está pronto, não é natural nem um dado mas um ato de fala performático, qual 
judeu/ia gostaríamos de ser? Se não precisamos desejar o desejo de nossas comunidades ou do 
Estado, ou nos encaixarmos nos desejos de nossa família e da tradição (performances de um outro 
tempo-espaço), de que gostaríamos de ver nosso mundo, nossos corpos, desejos e identidades 
emancipados, libertos? Imaginar/sonhar é um ato político. Nesse sentido, esta noite será diferente 
das outras: produziremos contraimaginários ao nossos privilégios ontológicos. Nesta noite, 
colocaremos nossos discursos e performances em questão, num exercício radical de liberdade. 
Afirmando uma identidade queer e desafiando padrões normativos de judeidade, esta noite nos 
perguntaremos: de que discursos/tecnologias/ideologias são feitos nossos corpos? A quais normas 
respondemos e de que formas desejamos responder a elas enquanto sujeitos livres? Se nossas 
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possibilidades de agência/liberdade são criadas tambem através da apropriação subversiva do 
discurso normativo que nos constitui, nomeia e classifica (é esta a origem e o efeito das drag 
queens/kings), como nos definir diante dos discursos de autoridades como A heteronormatividade 
dentro do judaísmo? O sionismo “consensual”, de esquerda ou direita, que nos coloca em posição 
de vítimas ao mesmo tempo que oprime e coloniza? As políticas de memória do “nosso povo” e a 
centralidade de “nossas” tragédias e perseguições? Os recortes de classe e de cor dentro de 
“nossa” comunidade e a forma como nos colocamos diante da realidade afroindígena brasileira? 
O binarismo petralha vs. coxinha que define/classifica as posições políticas na atual conjuntura 
brasileira? O discurso especista que normaliza a opressão animal e a exploração de recursos 
naturais em nome de uma indústria lucrativa? Uma religião cujos adeptos se colocam como os 
escolhidos de D’us, cujo centro é a lei, o livro e o homem e que, hoje, parece dar pouco espaço, 
em termos de igualdade, à espiritualidade e à ética. Como será esta Mimuna? Nossa Mimuna terá 
três momentos, separados por intervalos para comidinhas, bebidinha e interações: 16h-17h: 
Recepção (lounge + proposta de “sintonização”) 17h-18h: Abertura: Viemos do Egito, da 
Palestina e de tantos lugares - e agora estamos aqui (hereness/nowness): propósito do nosso 
encontro e apresentações/inquietações 18h-18h30: Intervalo para comidinhas e bebidinhas 18h30-
20h: De Pessach à Mimuna!: Atividades propostas pelos/as organizadores/as e convidados/as 
sobre os grilhões que ainda nos aprisionam e dos quais queremos nos emancipar, com foco para a 
questão da heteronormatividade, judaísmo/ativismo político e sionismo. 20h30-21h30: Intervalo 
para comidinhas e bebidinhas 21h30-22h: Festival/Sarau de nossos desejos políticos e utopias: 
Nós, que somos tratados como “outros”, de que queremos nos emancipar, enquanto pessoas de 
descendência/ancestralidade judaicas (quais os grilhões e os padrões/discursos/memórias que 
ainda nos colonizam e nos aprisionam?); Nós, que nos organizamos politicamente em nome do 
nosso desejo (Butler/Foucault): quais são nossos desejos políticos? Se não precisássemos desejar 
o desejo do Estado (ou das instituições, ou da nossa família, amigos, comunidade, padrões), quais 
seriam as nossas utopias? Lembramos é um pedido da Casa de Trocas que sejamos pontuais em 
relação ao horário de término do nosso evento e também que deixemos o espaço limpo ao 
sairmos! Em seguida, poderemos continuar nossa Mimuna em outro espaço, caso queiramos! 
Quem participará? Em torno de 50 pessoas (máx.), em sua maioria jovens judeus e judias que se 
identificam com alguma(s) dessas questões e que acreditamos poderem contribuir para essa noite 
de libertação. Quanto irá custar? O encontro será financiado de forma autônoma já que não 
contamos com qualquer apoio institucional. Como não gostaríamos de vincular nosso Pessach 
Queer a qualquer instituição judaica, pensamos em propor que a Casa de Trocas nos recebesse e, 
sem cobrar qualquer valor pelo espaço, pedisse a cada um/a de nós uma contribuição/troca 
voluntária durante a noite. A alimentação vegana que será oferecida será paga com o valor das 
bebidas que estarão à venda durante toda a noite. Lembramos que a partir do entardecer já não 
estaremos comemorando Pessach e estaremos entrando na celebração de Mimuna, uma festa da 
tradição judaico-marroquina em que se festeja a liberdade com abundância de chametz e alegria! 
Sites/livros recomendados (fonte de inspiração!): Blog do Rabbi Brant Rosen PQBDS 
(Palestinian Queer for BDS) Al Qawss for Sexual & Gender Diversity in Palestinian Society 
Jewish Voice for Peace Jewdas-UK : radical voices for the alternative diaspora Textos de Judith 
Butler, teórica queer: Parting Ways: Jewishness and the critique of Zionism; Problemas de 
Gênero - Feminismo e Subversão da Identidade Textos de Ghassan Kanafani Poemas de 
Mahmoud Darwish Reflexão do Rabino Nilton Bonder ""Toda a compreensão que temos dos 
outros deriva de nós mesmos. Quando nos identificamos com alguém e podemos aceitar sua 
forma de ser, significa que encontramos em nós mesmos elementos semelhantes ao outro. 
Identificamo-nos com os outros quando entendemos existir em nós as mesmas limitações, 
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angústias e ansiedades que experimentam. Por esta razão, para que este mundo seja mais tolerante 
é fundamental que as pessoas se conheçam mais. O autoconhecimento é um dos movimentos 
políticos menos reconhecidos e computados nas análises das forças que transformam este mundo. 
A paz só é possível entre pessoas que se conhecem." 
 
 
